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PRESIDENCY PREP

Modi chairs all-party
meet on G-20 agenda
NEWS » PAGE 10

‘NEW BRITAIN’ AGENDA

Labour promises to
scrap House of Lords
WORLD » PAGE 13

T
he Supreme Court
on Monday said
acts of charity or

good work to help a com-
munity or the poor should
not cloak an intention to
convert them religiously as
payback.

A Bench, led by Justice
M.R. Shah, said conversion
on the basis of a voluntari-
ly felt belief in the deity of a
different faith was different
from belief gained through
allurement. 

The court said it would
examine such veiled inten-
tions behind religious con-
versions through allure-
ment by offering food,
medicines, treatment and
so on.

The court posted for fi-
nal hearing on December
12 the “very serious issue”

of forcible or deceitful con-
versions in the country.
“We are here for a cause,
we are here to find a solu-
tion,” it said.

“Everybody has a right
to choose their faith but
that does not mean luring
somebody by giving so-
mething. If you believe that
a particular community
needs help, you help it. It is
charity. But the purpose of
charity should not be con-

version. Every charity or
good work is welcome, but
what requires to be consi-
dered is the intention…
Charity, help, everything is
welcome, but within the
framework. The intention
should be very clear. That
is what we will consider,”
Justice Shah said. “When
everybody is India, they
have to act as per the cul-
ture of India,” he noted.

Justice C.T. Ravikumar,

the Associate Judge on the
Bench, said that “this is re-
quired for the harmony of
India”.

When senior advocate
Sanjay Hegde said people
could choose to renounce
their faith for various rea-
sons, Justice Shah said “be-
lief is a different thing… Be-
lief by allurement, that is
very dangerous”.

At this point, Solicitor-
General Tushar Mehta, for
the Centre, said it was the-
refore that a “statutory me-
chanism” was in place. “A
neutral authority will de-
cide whether it is in lieu of
grains, medicines, treat-
ment offered that a person
is converting or whether
there is a religious or philo-
sophical change of heart,”
he said.

SC offers to find solution

to ‘deceitful conversions’
Bench says it will examine ‘veiled intentions’ behind religious conversions through allurement by
offering food, medicines, treatment; purpose of charity should not be conversion, it adds

Krishnadas Rajagopal
NEW DELHI
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PRISON LAWS 

No uniformity
in parole and
furlough rules
Why arbitrariness is
likely to creep in

OPINION » PAGE 7

CROATIA WINS SHOOTOUT

Livakovic 
rises to the
occasion

SPORT » PAGE 15

On ice

Winter stupor: Houseboats line the shores of the Dal Lake in Srinagar on Monday morning. At minus 3.4
degree Celsius, Sunday night was the coldest of the season in the city. NISSAR AHMAD

Ministers barred
from entering
Belagavi district

BELAGAVI/BENGALURU

Amidst the escalating border
dispute between Karnataka
and Maharashtra, the Belagavi
administration issued orders
barring entry of Maharashtra
Ministers. » Page 5

Day after voting,
AAP and BJP
confident of win

NEW DELHI

A day after votes were cast for
the Municipal Corporation of
Delhi polls, both AAP and the
BJP claimed they will coast
past the majority mark. The
Congress said its tally in the
results, to be declared
on December 7, will surprise 
many. » Page 2

Exit polls have predicted
that the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) will retain pow-
er in Gujarat and Himachal
Pradesh, but may suffer a
big jolt from the Aam Aad-
mi Party in the civic elec-
tions in Delhi. Counting of
votes in the two States is on
Thursday.

In Gujarat, the BJP is

projected to secure a se-
venth consecutive term
with the News X-Jan Ki
Baat survey forecasting 117
to 140 seats for the party,
34 to 51 seats for the Con-
gress-Nationalist Congress
Party (NCP) combine and
six to 13 seats for the AAP. 

Exit polls predict BJP
win in Gujarat, close
contest in Himachal

The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

CONTINUED ON

» PAGE 10

The ruling DMK in Tamil
Nadu on Monday filed a pe-
tition in the Supreme
Court to review its judg-
ment upholding the 10%
quota granted to economi-
cally weaker sections in go-
vernment jobs and educa-
tional institutions, saying
the leeway has made a
large section of upper
caste population eligible
for “easy exclusive luxu-
rious” reservation.

The decision came after
DMK president and Chief
Minister M.K. Stalin con-
vened an all-party meet-
ing. The petition, settled
by senior advocate P. Wil-
son, said the judgment had
rewritten the settled law
laid down by a nine-judge
Bench that froze reserva-
tion at 50%, leaving the
rest to meritorious
candidates.

DMK seeks
review of SC
verdict on 10%
EWS quota

The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

CONTINUED ON

» PAGE 10

GUJARAT POLLS

» PAGE 11

India’s consumption of Rus-
sian oil is just one-sixth of
European consumption
and should not be com-
pared unfavourably, Exter-
nal Affairs Minister S. Jaish-
ankar said in his talks with
visiting German Foreign Mi-
nister Annalena Baerbock
on Monday, defending the
government’s decision to
increase the intake of Rus-
sian oil since the war in
Ukraine.

Ms. Baerbock’s visit coin-
cided with the launch of an
“oil price cap” plan by the
G-7 and European Union
countries to withdraw ship-
ping and insurance services
to countries that buy Rus-
sian oil above the price of

$60 a barrel. 
“In the months following

the Ukraine war, European
countries have imported
more Russian fossil fuel
than the next 10 countries
combined,” Mr. Jaishankar
said, when asked by a Ger-
man journalist if India

would consider decreasing
oil imports, especially as it
assumes G-20 Presidency. 

At the end of talks, India
and Germany signed a com-
prehensive partnership on
migration and mobility
meant to ease travel for re-
search, study and work for

people in both countries.
Mr. Jaishankar said it would
be the “basis for a more
contemporary partner-
ship” to relations.

The two sides said they
held talks on bilateral is-
sues, including Germany’s
assistance to India on re-
newable energy and energy
transitions, as well as inter-
national issues such as their
Indo-Pacific strategy, and
spoke about China, Afghan-
istan and Pakistan. Howev-
er, the two governments
did not appear to make any
headway on the conten-
tious issue of 22-month old
“Baby Ariha”. 

Ariha Shah was taken in-
to childcare by German
authorities in September
2021, alleging that she had
been abused at home, a

charge her father and
mother deny. 

Mr. Jaishankar said that
he had also spoken about
the challenge of cross-bor-
der terrorism from Pakis-
tan. “We engage Pakistan
on bilateral issues, but the
challenge today is that we
cannot have talks while
there is terrorism, and I
think there was some un-
derstanding from the Ger-
man side on this,” he said.

Ms. Baerbock had clari-
fied her remarks calling for
a United Nations role in
Jammu and Kashmir, hu-
man rights concerns and in
mediating between India
and Pakistan, telling The
Hindu in an interview that
Germany believes India
and Pakistan must resolve
their issues bilaterally.

India, Germany ink migration agreement;
Jaishankar defends Russian oil purchase
Suhasini Haidar
NEW DELHI

Ministers S. Jaishankar and Annalena Baerbock, during their
meeting on Monday, discussed several bilateral issues. PTI

Former Jammu and Kash-
mir Chief Minister Mehboo-
ba Mufti’s new residence in
the sparsely populated
Khimber area on the out-
skirts of Srinagar could not
get “security clearance”
from the special Security
Wing of the J&K Police since
it did not fulfil parameters.

The J&K Police assesses
the security of all senior
politicians. A security clea-
rance is based on the as-
sessment of threat percep-
tion and vulnerability of
the area.

Sources said Ms. Mufti’s
new residence, located 16
km from her earlier official
residence, Fair View bunga-

low, has long desolate
stretches up to the house
located on the hill slope
with sparse population
around. The house also has
a vast forest area in the
background.

Ms. Mufti, along with her

daughter and mother, shift-
ed to her sister’s house in
Khimber on November 30
this year.

The Lieutenant-Gover-
nor’s administration in Oc-
tober warned of invoking
provisions under Section

(2) and Section 5 of the J&K
Public Premises (Eviction
of unauthorised occu-
pants), 1988, in case Ms.
Mufti and her family fail to
leave the bungalow, where
the Muftis have been sta-
tioned since 2005. After
J&K was reduced to a Union
Territory in 2019, ex-CMs
were no longer offered
rent-free residential accom-
modation. 

After the eviction notice,
the L-G administration of-
fered Ms. Mufti a quarter in
the high-security zone of
Srinagar’s Tulsi Bagh area,
where bureaucrats, former
Ministers and politicians
live at present. However,
Ms. Mufti found the allotted
quarter “in dilapidated
condition and unliveable”.

Mehbooba Mufti’s new residence fails to 
get ‘security clearance’ from J&K police 
Peerzada Ashiq
SRINAGAR

The new residence of former J&K Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti in
Srinagar’s Khimber area. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT 

Unbridled flow of drugs
and spurious liquor will
“finish off” the youth of the
border State of Punjab and
then the entire country, the
Supreme Court warned the
Punjab government on
Monday.

The court said the State
had to issue circulars mak-
ing the local police respon-
sible for the presence of un-
its making spurious liquor.

“Consumption of drugs
is increasing… The youth
will be finished. If somebo-
dy wants to finish off the
country… This is a border
State. Every action has to
be taken or it will be very
easy to finish the youth by

drugs and liquor, and then
the country,” Justice M.R.
Shah, heading a Bench in-
cluding Justice C.T. Raviku-
mar, addressed the Punjab
government, represented
by senior advocate Ajit Ku-
mar Sinha.

‘Alarming situation’ 
Mr. Sinha acknowledged
the situation was “alarm-
ing”, and asked the court to
indicate its oral observa-
tions in the order. To this,
the Bench retorted that the
government was running
the State and not the court.

“Stringent action has to
be taken. Over 34,000 FIRs
have been registered in two
years… but only FIRs are
filed. What about chargesh-
eets? Illegal liquor and its

transportation have to be
curbed. It has to be
stopped,” Justice Shah
observed.

The court said poor peo-
ple suffer and it was they
who died, and not affluent
persons who consumed
branded liquor for “fun”.

“People who take it [spu-
rious liquor] are poor la-
bourers after a hard day’s
work to ease their pain…
This is very unfortunate,”
Justice Shah said.

Mr. Sinha said the clamp-
down on illegal manufac-
turing units and vends was
an ongoing process. He said
13,000 such vends had
been destroyed and over
₹10-₹20 crore had been col-
lected. He said three char-
gesheets had been filed af-

ter clubbing various FIRs.
More forces were deployed,
especially in border areas
of the State. He said that in
many areas, every house
had been changed into a li-
quor unit.

The court asked what
the State did with the mo-
ney which ran into crores.
When Mr. Sinha said it was
deposited in the Treasury,
the court asked whether it
was used for
“campaigning”.

“Who told you to con-
sume this liquor… and the
common man who pays
taxes to the State has to pay
the money? You have to
look at this from the other
angle too. We will not say
anything,” Justice Shah
reacted.

Flow of spurious liquor, drugs in Punjab will
finish off the youth, SC warns State govt.

The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

TRAGEDY IN CHHATTISGARH 

Four babies dead after
hospital power cut
NEWS » PAGE 12
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The Delhi High Court on Monday reserved its
order on a petition by a 26-year-old woman
seeking to terminate her 33-week pregnancy on
account of the foetus suffering from certain
cerebral abnormalities. Justice Prathiba M. Singh,
while clarifying that she was not taking any view
at the moment, also expressed her “ethical
concern” in the matter and pondered upon the
use of technology to detect any abnormalities in
a foetus and thus have only “prefect children”. PTI

Plea to terminate 33-week
pregnancy: HC reserves order

INBRIEF
!

As many as 272 fresh cases of dengue were
reported in the city over the past week (till
December 2), taking the total number of cases for
the year to over 3,500, as per an MCD report on
Monday. Of the total cases, more than half —
2,354 out of 3,595 — were recorded in areas
under the Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD),
while 934 cases remain untraced after
investigation. The month of November saw the
highest number of dengue cases — 1,420,
followed by October — 1,238. 

272 new cases of dengue
reported in the Capital

A
day after votes
were cast for the
Municipal Corpora-

tion of Delhi (MCD) elec-
tions, both AAP and the
BJP claimed they will coast
past the majority mark.
The Congress said its tally
in the results, to be de-
clared on December 7, will
surprise many. 

Durgesh Pathak, AAP’s
MCD in-charge, stood by
his party’s pre-poll assess-
ment of winning 230 out of
250 wards. “We have done
well in all areas and even
dented the BJP in some of
its bastions,” said Mr.
Pathak.

BJP’s MCD election com-
mittee convener Ashish
Sood said the party was
confident of a “great victo-
ry”. 

“We’ve got the full sup-
port of the people. There
was no anti-incumbency.
We’re winning the polls by
a good margin,” said Mr.
Sood, adding that Delhi
will get a BJP Mayor.

Former Delhi Mayor and
senior Congress leader Far-
had Suri said the party re-
ceived votes from all sec-
tions of the society. “Many
in the media had written
us off. But we are going to
surprise them. Our tradi-
tional voters, including the
poor and the middle class,
are back with us in good
numbers,” he said. The

BJP, which has been at the
helm of the city’s munici-
pal corporations (now un-
ified) for the last 15 years,
flew in a galaxy of Union
Ministers, Chief Ministers
and senior party leaders in
its campaign to secure a
fourth consecutive term.
The party, however, faced
a tough challenge from
AAP, which, after winning

two successive Assembly
polls, launched an aggres-
sive campaign against land-
fills and alleged corruption
in the MCD. 

‘Banking on Congress’
A source in the Delhi BJP
said the party is banking on
the revival of the Congress
in the Muslim-dominated
wards to get an edge over

AAP. The source, a senior
party leader, added that the
party has received inputs
about the Congress getting
nearly half of the minority
votes. “We believe that they
[Congress] have also done
well in the slum areas of the
city,” the source said. 

Another BJP leader said
the party’s city unit is divid-
ed over their assessment of

the party’s performance.
“While some believe that
the party will cross the
halfway mark, others feel
we won’t get over 100
seats,” the leader said. “A
couple of months ago, pe-
ople gave us only 25-30
seats. Even if we get only
100 seats, it will be an ho-
nourable victory,” he
added.

Civic polls: day after voting, both AAP
and BJP claim to be in pole position

Security personnel keeping vigil outside a strongroom at Gole Market in Delhi on Monday. Votes will be
counted on Wednesday. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA

There was no anti-incumbency, received full support of people: BJP; stand by the party’s pre-poll assessment, winning 230 of 250 wards, says AAP

Mehul Malpani
NEW DELHI

Reduced to rubble 

A four-storey building collapsed in north Delhi’s Shastri Nagar on Monday morning. No casualties or injuries were reported from the site.
“The building had developed cracks in May this year and was subsequently vacated after being marked as dangerous by the municipality.
No FIR has been lodged yet as we have received no complaint so far,” said DCP (North) Sagar Singh Kalsi. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA

Two persons, residents of
Daryaganj, died after being
hit by an unidentified vehi-
cle on outer Delhi’s GT Kar-
nal Road on Sunday, the
police said. The two de-
ceased — Sameer, 21, and
Mohd. Islam Khan, 19 —
were on their way to Mur-
thal on a motorcycle at the
time of the incident, the
police added.

A case, under Sections
279 (rash driving or riding
on a public way) and 304A
(causing death by negli-
gence) of the IPC, has been
registered at Samaypur Ba-
dli police station. 

The matter came to light
after an information was
received from SRHC Hospi-
tal in Narela about deaths
of two people in a road ac-
cident, a senior police of-
ficer said.

DCP (Outer North) De-
vesh Mahla said the offend-
ing vehicle has not been
identified yet. “There are
no CCTV cameras around
the place of the incident.
Cameras on the route ta-
ken by the deceased per-
sons are being identified
and their footage exa-
mined,” he added.

Two youths
killed in
suspected
hit-and-run 

The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

Delhi University has filed a
revised proposal with the
Ministry of Education
(MoE) to avail of a ₹938.33
crore Higher Education Fi-
nancing Agency (HEFA)
loan for several large in-
frastructure projects. They
include constructing a new
building for the Faculty of

Technology, student ac-
commodation at the Dhaka
complex, two academic
blocks at the Delhi School
of Economics and new aca-
demic buildings in Suraj-
mal Vihar, Roshanara and
Dwarka.

The university had in
March this year submitted
a proposal for a HEFA loan
of ₹1,075 crore but the MoE
had asked for “more infor-

mation” regarding the pro-
ject. 

Following this, the un-
iversity sent a revised pro-
posal of ₹938.33 crore in
September this year. 

A report on the revised
proposal is on the agenda
of the university’s finance
committee meeting sche-
duled for Tuesday.

The university said it
has received a limited bud-

get over the last 3-5 years,
due to which the university
has not been able to deve-
lop any infrastructure or
incur expenditure on the
creation of capital assets. 

“The university is not in
a position to purchase
even one major lab equip-
ment... And no construc-
tion activities could be un-
dertaken,” DU said in a
statement on Monday.

DU files revised proposal for ₹938-crore loan
The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

The father of the 19-year-
old woman, who was gang-
raped and murdered in
Chhawla in 2012, moved
the Supreme Court on
Monday seeking a review
of its November 7 order
where it acquitted the
three accused, who had
been sentenced to death.

It said the top court has
also erred in holding that
the prosecution has failed
to prove the circumstances
pertaining to the discovery
of the body of the de-
ceased victim, the discov-
ery and seizure of incrimi-
nating articles at the scene

of the incident, and the fo-
rensic evidence linking the
accused persons with the
crime.

The three men were ac-
cused of abducting, gang-
raping and brutally killing
the 19-year-old in February
2012. Her mutilated body
was found three days after
she was abducted. In 2014,
a trial court awarded death
penalty to the accused,
terming the case “rarest of
rare”. 

The apex court last
month acquitted the three
men by setting aside the
Delhi High Court’s August
26, 2014 order upholding
the death sentence award-
ed by the trial court.

Chhawla murder:
victim’s father moves
SC seeking review

Press Trust of India
NEW DELHI

Three exit polls on Monday
predicted a clear win for
AAP and an end to the
BJP’s 15-year rule in the civ-
ic bodies (now unified).
The Aaj Tak-Axis My India
predicted 149-171 munici-
pal wards for AAP and 96-
91 for the BJP. It gave 3-7
wards to the Congress and
5-9 to others.

The Times Now-ETG

gave 146-156 wards to AAP
and 84-94 wards to the BJP,
with Congress predicted to
bag 6-10 wards and four go-
ing to others. 

The News X exit poll
gave AAP 150-175 munici-
pal wards, the BJP 70-92
wards and the Congress 4-7
wards. 

The BJP has been ruling
the civic bodies since 2007.
It won 181 of the total 270
municipal wards in the
2017 civic body polls.

Exit polls predict
clear win for AAP 
Press Trust of India
NEW DELHI
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The BSF has recovered a drone along with a
packet of heroin near the India-Pakistan border
in Punjab’s Amritsar district, foiling yet another
cross-border drug-smuggling attempt, officials
said Monday. Upon hearing the buzzing sound of
a drone near Roranwala Kalan village around
2:35 am, BSF troops fired in that direction, they
said. Later, while searching the area, the troops
recovered a broken quadcopter and a packet of
narcotics, officials said. PTI

Drone carrying heroin
recovered in Punjab

Two women security personnel at
Mahakaleshwar Temple in Madhya Pradesh’s
Ujjain were removed from service after they
posted a video clip of themselves dancing to a
film song on the premises of the famous shrine,
an official said on Monday. The security
personnel have been directed to use only keypad
mobile phones and not smartphones during duty
hours at the temple, the official from the shrine
said. PTI

2 women guards sacked for
dancing to Bollywood song

The State-run SSKM Hospital in Kolkata was
vandalised and a few junior doctors were beaten
up allegedly by the family of a man, Mohammed
Irfan, who died while undergoing treatment,
police said on Monday. After Irfan succumbed to
the injuries, members of his family started
protesting, alleging that he died due to the
negligence of the hospital authorities. Soon, the
situation escalated and they attacked some junior
doctors, a police officer said. PTI

Kolkata’s SSKM Hospital
vandalised, staff beaten up
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Timings
DELHI

TUESDAY, DEC. 06

RISE 07:00 SET 17:25

RISE 16:04 SET 05:08

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 07

RISE 07:01 SET 17:25

RISE 16:43 SET 06:07

THURSDAY, DEC. 08

RISE 07:02 SET 17:25

RISE 17:27 SET 07:05

0
DISCLAIMER: Readers are requested to verify
and make appropriate enquiries to satisfy
themselves about the veracity of an advertise-
ment before responding to any published in
this newspaper. THG PUBLISHING PVT LTD., the
Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not
vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement
or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s
products and/or services. In no event can the
Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s,
Employees of this newspaper/company be held
responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever
for any claims and/or damages for advertise-
ments in this newspaper.

H
itting out at Prime
Minister Narendra
Modi, Congress

leader Jairam Ramesh on
Monday alleged that the
possibility of India's divi-
sion has increased due to
his policies and that “polit-
ical dictatorship” is becom-
ing a reality.

Mr. Ramesh made these
comments at a press confe-
rence on the sidelines of
the Bharat Jodo Yatra led
by Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi.

“There are three chal-
lenges before the country
which need to be fought.
The possibility of division
of India has increased due
to the intention and poli-
cies of the Prime Minister.
Economic disparity is ris-
ing and divisive ideology
are the two other challeng-
es,” he told reporters at Ba-
li Borda village of Jhalawar
district.

The former Union Mi-
nister alleged, “political
dictatorship is becoming a
reality, which has resulted
in One Nation-One Man.
One individual is being gi-
ven all political right-
s...Constitution is being ig-
nored and constitutional
bodies are being wea-
kened”. Mr. Ramesh said
the Bharat Jodo Yatra was

planned to raise various is-
sues facing the people.

He said the yatra is not
for winning elections and it
is expected that it will ac-
tivate and strengthen the
party organisation.

“We may not get the be-
nefit of the yatra in the
election. I feel that the ya-
tra will not make a major
difference in the election
(outcome). But, it will
make a difference if we
take serious follow-up ac-
tions,” he said.

The yatra entered Rajas-
than on Sunday. It started
from Kanyakumari in Ta-

mil Nadu on September 7
and has so far covered the
five southern states of Ta-
mil Nadu, Kerala, Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka, and
Telangana, and then tra-
versed through Maharash-
tra and Madhya Pradesh.

Yatra to end in Feb.
It will conclude in Jammu
and Kashmir in early Fe-
bruary next year, covering
3,570 km in 150 days.

Mr. Gandhi began the
Rajasthan leg of his yatra
from Jhalawar on Monday,
with Rajasthan Chief Minis-
ter Ashok Gehlot and his

former deputy Sachin Pilot
in attendance. The other
notable leaders who ac-
companied Gandhi were
AICC general secretary (or-
ganisation) K.C .Venugopal,
Rajasthan Pradesh Con-
gress Committee chief Go-
vind Singh Dotasra, senior
leader Bhanwar Jitendra
Singh, and the Food Minis-
ter Pratap Singh
Khachariyawas.

During the yatra, Mr.
Gandhi waved at people
who joined him and also
interacted with children.
He sipped his morning tea
at a roadside dhaba. 

Possibility of India’s
division increased due 
to Modi’s policies: Jairam

Congress leader Rahul Gandhi during the Bharat Jodo Yatra in Rajasthan’s Jhalawar on Monday. PTI

Political dictatorship is becoming a reality, which has resulted in One Nation-One Man. One
individual is being given all political rights...Constitution is being ignored, says the Congress leader

Press Trust of india
JAIPUR

The Congres’ Uttarakhand
unit on Monday accused
the State’s BJP government
of hiding the name of the
“VIP” that cropped up in
the Ankita Bhandari mur-
der case and demanded a
CBI probe, saying it was ne-
cessary for the sake of
justice.

“The BJP government is
hiding the name of the VIP.
People have lost confi-
dence in the investigation
being carried out by the
police. A CBI probe is
needed so that the victim’s
kin get justice,” the Con-
gress’ Uttarakhand unit
chief Karan Mahara said.

‘Pushed into canal’
Bhandari, 19, who worked
as a receptionist at Vanan-
tara Resort in Ganga Bhog-
pur area of Pauri district
near Rishikesh, was alleg-
edly pushed into the Chilla
canal by the resort’s opera-
tor Pulkit Arya and his two
employees Saurabh Bhas-
kar and Ankit Gupta, in
September for resisting
their attempts to force her
to offer “special services”
to a VIP guest.

The name of the VIP
should be disclosed and
the meaning of “special
service” explained, Mr.
Mahara said.

“The police have been
busy demolishing evidence
related to the case from
day one under pressure
from the BJP government.
As it involved a BJP leader,
the missing report in the
case was registered very
late. It was also stuck amid

jurisdictional issues bet-
ween revenue and regular
police.

“The accused were ar-
rested a week after the
crime and taken on re-
mand several days after be-
ing held. Portions of the re-
sort were promptly
demolished, a factory in-
side it was set aflame and
Ankita’s bed was thrown
into a pool,” he said. 

“All this raises doubts
about the way in which the
case has been handled by
the police,” Mr. Mahara
said.

‘Chargesheet in 10 days’
Uttarakhand Police on
Sunday said it would file a
chargesheet in the case in
10 days and also conduct a
narco test on the accused
to bring out the truth
about the alleged VIP link.

The accused in police
remand and the members
of staff have told the police
during interrogation that
people staying in the re-
sort’s presidential suite
were called VIPs. 

Cong. accuses BJP of
shielding ‘VIP’ in
Ankita murder case

Press Trust of India
DEHRADUN

People blocking a highway to
protest against the murder at
Srinagar in Pauri Garhwal
district. FILE PHOTO

Pollution woes

Vehicles ply on the Gurugram-Delhi Expressway on Monday amid low visibility due to smog. PTI

The air delivery of 1.5 kg of
medicines to a remote lo-
cation marked the unveil-
ing of India’s first drone
station for transporting
drugs at the Jengjal Subdi-
visional Hospital in Megha-
laya’s West Garo Hills dis-
trict on Monday.

The drone, a certiplane
X3 designed by a start-up,
took 36 minutes to deliver
the payload at the Pedaldo-
ba Primary Health Centre,
almost 2 hours less than

the time taken by a sem-
blance of a road.

“This drone has a capac-
ity of flying with a payload
of up to 4 kg. We expect
larger drones by March
2023 for delivering up to 25
kg of medicines, anti-snake
venom vials and other
healthcare necessities,”
Ramkumar S., project di-
rector of Meghalaya Health
Systems Strengthening
Project, said. 

A fleet of high-capacity
drones would help the
State government execute
plans to scale up air tran-

sportation for farmers in
remote areas. 

“Flying seeds to farmers
and transporting their agri-
cultural produce to the
markets are some of the
possibilities,” he said.

“The terrain often
comes in the way of pro-
viding services to the peo-
ple in Meghalaya. The Jeng-
jal Drone Station should
hopefully be the first of
many such stations for en-
suring certain services to
people in remote areas,”
State’s Health Minister
James P.K. Sangma said.

Drone delivers drugs to
remote Meghalaya health
centre in record time 
The Hindu Bureau
GUWAHATI

The sixth death anniver-
sary of former Chief Minis-
ter Jayalalithaa was ob-
served on Monday, with
the interim general secre-
tary of the AIADMK, Edap-
padi K. Palaniswami, and
deposed party coordinator
O. Panneerselvam paying
homage to her at her mau-
soleum on the Marina, sep-
arately. 

Mr. Palaniswami later
left for New Delhi to attend
a meeting in connection
with India assuming the
presidency of the G-20. 

Administering a pledge
before senior leaders and
members of the party, the
AIADMK interim general
secretary, along with other
leaders such as Tamilma-
gan Hussain and K.P. Mu-

nusamy, urged them to
strive for the party’s return
to power. Apart from polit-
ical adversaries, “traitors”
would be crushed. For the
Lok Sabha election, a “me-
ga alliance” would be
formed, he said.

Leading a procession of
his supporters, Mr. Pan-
neerselvam, accompanied
by leaders including J.C.D.
Prabhakar, R. Vaithilin-

gam, K.P. Krishnan and V.
Maitreyan, vowed to bring
the party back to power.
He also took a pledge that
the “dictatorial approach”,
as demonstrated in the
elimination of the party’s
rule of having the leader
elected by all primary
members, would be
brought to an end.

AMMK general secre-
tary T.T.V. Dhinakaran,

who also paid homage to
the late leader, adminis-
tered an oath in which a
call was made for retriev-
ing, through the AMMK,
the organisation nourished
by Jayalalithaa which had
subsequently lost its “un-
iqueness and identity” due
to the “selfishness” of one
group. The former interim
general secretary of the
AIADMK, V.K. Sasikala, al-
so visited the mausoleum
to pay her respects.

Asked whether the invi-
tation by the Union govern-
ment to attend the New
Delhi meeting could be ta-
ken as a sign of the BJP’s
support for Mr. Palaniswa-
mi, the organisation secre-
tary D. Jayakumar said
there was no need to link
an action of the Central go-
vernment with the posi-
tion of the ruling party. 

AIADMK, rival groups observe
Jayalalithaa’s death anniversary 
The Hindu Bureau
CHENNAI 

O. Panneerselvam paying homage to former CM Jayalalithaa on the
occasion of her 6th death anniversary on Monday. R. RAGU 

A leopard has been spotted
chasing a dog near the pre-
mises of the Military Col-
lege of Telecommunication
Engineering in Mhow, a vi-
deo of which went viral on
social media, officials said
on Monday.

The footage captured by
the CCTV network in-
stalled on Mall Road.

“On the basis of the pug-
marks, we believe the leo-
pard is around two years
old,” They added. 

Leopard
captured on
CCTV near
Army college

Press Trust of India
MHOW (M.P.)

The Central Bureau of In-
vestigation (CBI) on Mon-
day approached the Delhi
High Court challenging the
statutory bail granted to
former Dewan Housing Fi-
nance Corporation Limited
(DHFL) promoters, Kapil
Wadhawan and his brother
Dheeraj, in connection
with a multi-crore bank
loan scam case.

The plea, which was
mentioned by the CBI
counsel for urgent listing
before a Bench of Chief Jus-
tice Satish Chandra Shar-
ma and Justice Subramoni-
um Prasad, is likely to be
heard on Tuesday.

The CBI has challenged
a trial court’s December 3

order granting statutory
bail to Wadhawan brothers
due to “incomplete charge
sheet”. The special court,
in its order, has said that on
merits, the two accused
persons might not be entit-
led to any bail keeping in
view the gravity and se-
riousness of the case.

However, it said the
court was “compelled” to
release them from custody
under statutory law by giv-
ing mandatory concession
of default bail due to in-
complete chargesheet.

“The CBI cannot be en-
tirely blamed for filing in-
complete chargesheet be-
cause it was not humanly
possible and was also prac-
tically very difficult to com-
plete the very big investiga-
tion task within a period of
90 days especially when
the accused persons them-
selves took several years al-
together to complete the
offences,” it has said.

The special court said
the legislation wants that if
the chargesheet is not filed
within a period of 60 or 90
days from the date of arrest
of accused person as the
case may be and if it is filed
but is not complete then
the accused gets indefeasi-
ble right to be released on
bail without any discussion
on merits.

Probe agency
challenged the trial
court’s order
granting bail due to
‘incomplete 
chargesheet’

CBI moves Delhi High Court
challenging statutory bail
granted to DHFL’s Wadhawans
Press Trust of India
NEW DELHI
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Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal on Monday
urged legislators in the State to give suggestions
and ideas for the upcoming state budget. The
legislators should share the list of works to be
done in their respective areas, along with their
suggestions and demands, he added. The Chief
Minister, who also holds the portfolio of finance
ministry, said that while preparing the budget for
the last three years, he understood the deep and
untouched aspects of it. Mr. Lal was addressing
the legislators during the discussion programme
held on ‘State Finance Management and Budget’
organised by the Haryana Vidhan Sabha in
Panchkula, according to a release.

Haryana CM seeks budget
suggestions from MLAs

INBRIEF
!

The Delhi High Court on Monday granted “last
opportunity” to the Enforcement Directorate
(ED) to respond to a petition by media baron
Raghav Bahl to quash a money laundering case
against him, as it refused to pass an order staying
the investigation at this stage. Justice Jasmeet
Singh said that the court would take up the
petition as well as the application seeking interim
relief on January 16. The ED case against the
petitioner arises from a complaint by the Income
Tax Department and concerns the alleged
laundering of funds to purchase an undisclosed
asset in London. The counsel for the agency
informed the court that the high court denied
any interim relief to the petitioner last December
and even the Supreme Court refused to interfere,
but the applicant is again seeking a stay on the
investigation.

Money laundering probe: no
HC relief to Raghav Bahl

The Bombay High Court on
Monday extended the re-
lief granted to Congress
leader Rahul Gandhi from
appearing before a magis-

trate court for allegedly de-
faming Prime Minister Na-
rendra Modi.

A single judge Bench of
Justice Amit Borkar was
hearing a plea filed by Mr.
Gandhi seeking to quash a
summons issued to him

by a local magistrate court
in a suit filed by Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) leader
Mahesh Shrishrimal in
2018. The HC extended the
interim relief granted to
Mr. Gandhi till January 23,
2023.

High Court extends relief to Rahul
Gandhi in defamation case 
The Hindu Bureau
MUMBAI

F
arooq Abdullah, 85,
who was re-elected
uncontested as pre-

sident of the National Con-
ference (NC), on Monday
asked the Army and the go-
vernment to stay away
from the election process
in J&K.

Dr. Abdullah was de-
clared as party president
uncontested in front of
hundreds of party dele-
gates assembled at the
grave of NC founder Sheikh
Muhammad Abdullah on
his 117th birth anniversary
in the city’s Hazratbal area.
The elections were held af-
ter special prayers were of-
fered at the Sheikh’s grave
by top party leaders, in-
cluding party vice presi-

dent Omar Abdullah. 
“I wasn't willing to conti-

nue as president. However,
people in the NC insisted
that I cannot leave at this

crucial juncture. I agreed,
but they should prepare
the next generation for
leading the party in the fu-
ture,” Dr. Abdullah said.

He promised to make
people apologise for what
the BJP did to J&K, and
said, “Democracy and
Kashmiriyat will return”.

Re-elected as NC president,
Farooq asks Army, govt. to
stay off J&K poll process

National Conference president Farooq Abdullah waves to party workers after being re-elected party
president in Srinagar on Monday. NISSAR AHMAD

National Conference spokesperson Imran Nabi Dar said the MP from Srinagar was elected
unopposed on father and party founder Sheikh Abdullah’s 117th birth anniversary

Peerzada Ashiq
SRINAGAR

Au revoir, Lapierre

A fond farewell: People attend candlelight prayers on Monday in Kolkata to pay tribute to acclaimed author and philanthropist Dominique
Lapierre, who passed away on Sunday. PTI

Incensed by the death by
suicide of a first-year
MBBS student from the
community at Firozabad
Medical College on Satur-
day, Dalit organisations
have demanded the early
arrest of those booked in
connection with the inci-
dent, failing which they
would hit the streets.

“A student belonging to
the Dalit community end-
ed his life due to harass-
ment by the principal. We
stand by the family of the
deceased and demand the
arrest of those guilty soon
or else we will go on prot-
est,” said Sikender Baudh,
a Dalit activist.

The deceased student’s
father alleged that the col-
lege administration had
been harassing his ward
for being a Dalit and
pushed him into taking
the extreme step.

In his complaint, the
father alleged that the col-
lege’s controller of exami-
nations had threatened to
not allow his ward to sit
for a paper and also alleg-

edly hurled casteist re-
marks. 

The post-mortem ex-
amination and last rites of
the deceased were con-
ducted amid tight security
on Sunday.

A case has been lodged
on the father’s complaint
and five persons, includ-
ing the principal of the
college, were booked un-
der Section 306 (abet-
ment of suicide) of the In-
dian Penal Code and
sections of the SC/ST Act. 

The district administra-
tion has also set up a
probe panel. 

Western U.P., a region
with a sizeable Dalit popu-
lation, has witnessed sev-
eral cases of atrocities
against the community in
the recent past amid a
new kind of assertion and
pushback by pressure
groups like the Bhim
Army.

Those requiring assis-
tance to overcome suicidal
thoughts may contact San-
jivini, Society for Mental
Health suicide prevention
helpline 011-40769002 (10
a.m. to 7.30 p.m., Monday-
Saturday).

Dalit groups demand
prompt action in MBBS
student’s death case

The Hindu Bureau
LUCKNOW

Maharashtra Deputy Chief
Minister Devendra Fadna-
vis on Monday said Chief
Minister Eknath Shinde
will take the final call on
whether the Ministers ap-
pointed for coordinating
the State’s border dispute
with Karnataka should visit
the contested areas.

State Ministers Chandra-
kant Patil and Shambhuraj
Desai, who have been ap-
pointed as coordinating
ministers, are scheduled to
meet activists of Maharash-
tra Ekikaran Samiti (MES)
at Belagavi in Karnataka on
December 6 and hold talks
with them on the border
issue.

Mr. Fadnavis told repor-
ters, “The two Ministers,
who had earlier an-
nounced of visiting the dis-
puted areas, were invited
by locals on the occasion of
Babasaheb Ambedkar’s
death anniversary. Our
opinion is to avoid any le-
gal complications by ar-

ranging such a visit to the
disputed areas. However,
the final call will be taken
by the Chief Minister.”

Belagavi, Karvar and
many villages on the Maha-
rashtra-Karnataka border
are in dispute over which
state should get their admi-
nistrative control.

Earlier in the day, Kar-
nataka Chief Minister Ba-
savaraj Bommai had said
that he will ask his Maha-
rashtra counterpart not to
send his cabinet colleagues
to Belagavi.

Fadnavis: CM to take
call on Ministers’ visit
to disputed areas

Deputy Chief Minister Devendra
Fadnavis and Chief Minister
Eknath Shinde

Press Trust of India
MUMBAI

Despite repeated calls by
the State leadership to
maintain decorum, the
factional squabble within
the Congress over a visit
by Thiruvananthapuram
MP Shashi Tharoor to Kot-
tayam last week is refus-
ing to die down.

In the latest develop-
ment, a series of posts
that took a dig at Mr. Tha-
roor and extended sup-
port to District Congress
Committee (DCC) presi-
dent Nattakom Suresh ap-
peared on a Facebook
page titled “DCC Kot-
tayam”. 

The posts, however,
disappeared as soon as
the DCC disowned the
page.

‘Supporting K-Rail’ 
While a post criticised Mr.
Tharoor for extending his
support to the Left Demo-
cratic Front on the K-Rail
issue, another one sought
to remind him about the
political background of
Mr. Suresh, who had been
instrumental in wresting

the Nattakom grama pan-
chayat from the Left and
had become its president
at the age of 25.

One of the posts read,
“Nattakom Suresh is not a
person who became a
Congress member after
washing dishes at Sonia
Gandhi’s kitchen and
landed [here] after pur-
chasing a Parliament
seat.” Later, Mr. Suresh
himself disowned those
posts and said it was not
the official Facebook page
of the DCC.

Mr. Suresh has ap-
proached the party disci-
plinary committee against
Mr. Tharoor’s Kottayam
visit for violating party
norms and also stayed
away from the two func-
tions that the Thiruvana-
nathapuram MP had at-
tended here. He had also
picked up an argument
with party MP K. Mura-
leedharan over the issue.

Fracas continues in
Cong. over Tharoor’s
visit to Kottayam

The Hindu Bureau
KOTTAYAM

Posts surface taking
a dig at the MP and
in support of DCC
president Nattakom
Suresh

A day after ₹93.83 lakh in
cash was seized from an
SUV in West Bengal’s Jal-

paiguri, Chief Minister Ma-
mata Banerjee on Monday
alleged it was meant for
the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP). “I know this is hawa-
la,” she told reporters.

₹93.8 lakh seized from SUV;
Mamata says ‘hawala for BJP’

Press Trust of India
JALPAIGURI/KOLKATA
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W
ith the Karnata-
ka-Maharash-
tra boundary

row escalating, the Belaga-
vi district administration
on Monday issued orders
barring entry of two Maha-
rashtra Ministers and an
MP who were to arrive in
the city on Tuesday and
meet leaders of the Maha-
rashtra Ekikaran Samiti.

Deputy Commissioner
and District Magistrate Ni-
tesh Patil issued prohibito-
ry orders under Section

144 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, and barred the
entry of the three mem-
bers of the Maharashtra

High Power Committee on
the boundary dispute. 

According to the govern-
ment order, there are ap-

prehensions that the Minis-
ters could deliver
provocative speeches
against the Karnataka go-
vernment or Kannada.

In the order, Mr. Patil
asked Chandrakant (Dada)
Patil, Higher Education Mi-
nister, Shambhuraj Desai,
Excise Minister, and Dhai-
ryasheel Mane, MP, not to
enter Belagavi district, as it
was likely to disturb peace
and law and order. 

Mr. Patil cited instances
of recent law and order dis-
turbances in Belagavi city
and in the district. He qu-
oted statements of leaders

of Kannada and Marathi
groups and the claims of
Mr. Patil and others of en-
tering Belagavi and hold-
ing meetings with pro-Ma-
rathi groups, all of which
had the potential to disturb
peace.

Earlier, Karnataka Chief
Minister Basavaraj Bom-
mai indicated “tough ac-
tion” to maintain law and
order. 

“It is not right for the
Maharashtra Ministers to
visit Belagavi despite the
Chief Secretary writing to
Maharashtra government
about it,” he said.

Maharashtra Ministers barred from
entering Karnataka’s Belagavi district 

No entry: Karnataka Rakshana Vedike and Karnataka Ekikaran
Samiti members stage a protest in Belagavi on Monday. P.K. BADIGER 

Deputy Commissioner issues prohibitory orders ahead of the proposed visit; State feels Ministers may deliver provocative
speeches against the government and Kannada language which will disturb peace and law and order in the region

The Hindu Bureau 
BELAGAVI/BENGALURU

Justice K. Surender of the
Telangana High Court on
Monday stayed till Decem-
ber 13 the notice issued by
a special investigation
team under Section 41A of
the Criminal Procedure
Code to Jaggu Kottilil, alias
Jaggu Swamy, of Kochi,
who is accused of involve-
ment in an attempt to
bribe TRS MLAs to prompt
defections.

The judge also extended
to that date the stay order
already issued in a writ pe-
tition filed by BJP general
secretary B.L. Santosh fac-

ing charges in the same
case. 

Senior advocate Desai
Prakash Reddy, appearing
for Mr. Santosh, who filed a
writ petition seeking to
quash the case registered
against him, sought ad-
journment of arguments,
citing personal work. Mr.
Santhosh and three others
were named as accused by
the SIT.

Based on the investiga-
tions so far, the SIT filed a
memo in a Special Anti-
Corruption Bureau Court
here adding the names of
Mr. Santhosh and two per-
sons from Kerala — Jaggu
Kottilil and Tushar Vella-

pally — besides advocate B.
Srinivas as accused in the
case.

Ramachandra Bharati
alias Satish Sharma, Nanda
Kumar and Simhayaji Swa-
my have already been
named as accused after a
complaint was lodged by
TRS MLA Pilot Rohith Red-
dy, among four legislators,
against them on October
26.

As per the FIR copy, Mr.
Rohith alleged that the ac-
cused offered him ₹100
crore to leave the TRS and
contest as a BJP candidate
in the next Assembly elec-
tion. 

(With inputs from PTI)

MLAs’ poaching case: stay
order extended for BJP leader 
Marri Ramu
HYDERABAD

The Kerala High Court on
Monday extended till De-
cember 9 its interim order
restraining the Telangana
Police from arresting four
Keralites in a case regis-
tered in connection with
the alleged attempt to
bribe Telangana Rashtra
Samiti MLAs to induce
defections.

The petitions have been
filed by K.N. Manilal of Er-
nakulam; and M. Sarath
Mohan, Vimal Vijayan, and
Prashanth K.P., all working

in the Amrita Institute of
Medical Sciences (AIMS),
Kochi. 

According to the peti-
tioners, the case was regis-
tered against Ramachan-
dra Bharati, alias Satish
Sharma, Nanda Kumar and
Simhayaji Swamy for crimi-
nal intimidation. The alle-
gation was that the ac-
cused had conspired with
Bharath Dharma Jana Sena
leader Tushar Vellappalli
and Jaggu Kottilil, a doctor
in the AIMS. Manilal is a re-
lative of the doctor. The pe-
titioners said they were not
connected with the case. 

Kerala HC extends
order against arrest 
of 4 in TRS MLA case
The Hindu Bureau
KOCHI

Step up to original glory

Fame of the past: The renovated stepwell at Bansilalpet in Secunderabad was inaugurated by Telangana Minister K.T. Rama Rao on
Monday. The six-level stepwell has been restored by the State government at an approximate cost of ₹2.6 crore. NAGARA GOPAL

The Kerala government ap-
pears to move closer to
achieving rapprochement
with the fishermen and
coast dwellers agitating
against the Vizhinjam port
construction. 

Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan chaired a meeting
of the Cabinet subcommit-
tee on the port project late
on Monday.

The administration sent
out a clear signal that it was
willing to accommodate
most of the demands of the
agitators allied under the
banner of the Vizhinjam
Action Council (VAC), ex-
cept abandonment of the
project.

The VAC reportedly
ruled out any direct talks

with the government till
both parties struck an un-
derstanding away from the
public glare. The govern-
ment is yet to put its cards
on the table.

A possible stumbling
block to breaking the dea-
dlock might be the prose-
cution of criminal cases re-
gistered against Church

leaders and VAC activists in
connection with the Viz-
hinjam police station
attack.

The government hoped
to build on the back-chan-
nel peace-making efforts of
Baselios Cleemis, Major
Archbishop-Catholicos of
the Syro-Malankara Cathol-
ic Church. 

Vizhinjam port project: Kerala
govt. strives for a solution 
The Hindu Bureau
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

Maintaining vigil: A file photo of policemen deployed near the
entrance of Vizhinjam port area. 

The Kerala High Court on
Monday dismissed a public
interest litigation plea seek-
ing a directive to the State
government to hand over
the investigation into the
cases registered in connec-
tion with the attack on a
police station by the prot-
esters on the Vizhinjam
port premises to the NIA.

The petition was filed by
P. Gopakumaran Nair, a
former police officer from
Vizhinjam. According to
him, the protesters had ta-
ken the law into their
hands and unleashed vio-
lence in the area, causing
damage to public property
on November 27.

Plea for NIA
probe into
Vizhinjam
row dismissed

The Hindu Bureau
KOCHI

Even as the Forest Depart-
ment has stepped up its
surveillance in T. Narsipur
near Mysuru for entrap-
ping the elusive leopard, a
leopard was camera
trapped for the second
time at Ukkalagere Betta in
the taluk on Monday morn-
ing. The first camera trap-
ping was reported on Sun-
day evening.

The area is close to the
villages where two persons
were killed in leopard at-
tacks in separate incidents.

The back-to-back came-
ra trapping has prompted
the Forest Department to

step up its pursuit with six
teams, each comprising ov-
er five personnel, combing
and keeping a close moni-
toring at Ukkalagere Betta.

Deputy Conservator of
Forest Kamala Karikalan,
who was with the forest
teams at the area, told The
Hindu that more teams
were deployed following
the latest camera trapping. 

“The teams will be at
the Betta till Monday mid-
night. They are equipped
with tranquilliser and two
vets have accompanied the
teams. They will tranquil-
lise the animal if spotted,”
she said. Ten camera traps
and four cages have been
placed in the area.

Leopard on prowl in
Mysuru caught on
camera for 2nd day 

The Hindu Bureau
MYSURU

The Andhra Pradesh Police
have intensified the crack-
down on cockfight organis-
ers ahead of the Sankranti
festival, which is just over a
month away.

Patrolling is being done
in villages, with police offi-
cials instructed to stop or-
ganisers, punters and gam-
blers from engaging in the
banned sport.

Raids are being con-
ducted on farms where
roosters were being
tamed, and at places
where the bloodsport was
conducted clandestinely in
the past, the police said.

“Cases will be registered
against the accused under
the Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals Act, 1960, Sec-
tion 9 (1) of Gaming Act,
Arms Act, 1959 and other
charges against cockfight
organisers and gamblers,”
the police warned.

The NTR District Police
Commissionerate and the

Krishna district police
stepped up vigil along the
Krishna riverbed, island
villages and in the villages
where cockfight arenas
were arranged in the pre-
vious years.

“The police raided

workshops where the
knives meant to be used in
cockfights were being
made. Several knives were
seized apart from the
equipment used to making
them,” said a police officer,
who participated in the
raid.

Awareness programmes
Besides enforcement, the
Revenue, Police and Ani-
mal Husbandry depart-
ments have planned to
conduct awareness pro-
grammes in villages to pre-
vent rooster fights. Teams
will visit the hamlets and
organise awareness pro-
grammes with the help of
village and community
heads, the police said.

“To wean away youth
from participating in cock-

fights and other prohibited
games, we are planning to
conduct Kabaddi, Kho-
Kho, volley ball, Rangoli
and other competitions for
villagers,” said Krishna Su-
perintendent of Police P.
Joshua.

‘Tom-toming’ in villages
Eluru Range Deputy In-
spector-General of Police
G. Pala Raju on Monday
said that public announce-
ments would be done in
villages to raise awareness
of the ban.

“The police are identify-
ing cockfight organisers,
habitual punters and those
involved in manufacturing
knives, as well as those
who are giving land for or-
ganising the cockfights,”
Mr. Pala Raju said.

Police raid rooster farms, arenas near Vijayawada in
crackdown on cockfights ahead of Sankranti festival
Rajulapudi Srinivas
VIJAYAWADA

A bloodsport: The police displaying the knives which are tied to the
legs of roosters before a cockfight. G.N. RAO 

President Droupadi Mur-
mu visited the hill temple
of Lord Venkateswara here
on Monday. 

Earlier, Ms. Murmu wor-
shipped cows at the
‘Saptha Go Pradakshina
Mandiram’ opened recent-
ly by the Tirumala Tirupati
Devasthanams at Alipiri,
the foot of Tirumala hills.

At the ‘Go Thulabha-
ram’, a huge balance
meant to weigh food pro-
ducts against the weight of
a cow, the President of-
fered 435 kg of fodder, and
donated its price equiva-
lent of ₹6,000 to the tem-
ple administrators.

President
Murmu prays
at Tirumala
temple 

The Hindu Bureau
TIRUMALA

Telangana Rashtra Samithi
(TRS) MLC K. Kavitha has
addressed one more letter
to the Central Bureau of In-
vestigation (CBI) probing
the Delhi liquor case stat-
ing that she would not be
available for examination
as proposed by the agency
on December 6 due to her
preoccupations.

In a letter sent by e-mail
on Monday, she said she
had received an e-mail in-
forming her that the copy
of the FIR and a complaint
pertaining to the case was
available on the agency’s
website. 

“I have carefully gone
through the contents of the
FIR, list of accused persons
as well as the contents of
the complaint dated July
22, 2022. I wish to place on
record that my name does
not figure in any manner
whatsoever,” she wrote.

Ms. Kavitha said she
would be in Hyderabad on
December 11, 12, 14 and 15,
and the agency could
choose a convenient date. 

Kavitha writes
to CBI again,
says her name
does not
figure in FIR

K. Kavitha 

The Hindu Bureau
HYDERABAD

The Bombay High Court on Monday directed the
Maharashtra government and Slum
Rehabilitation Authority to file affidavits in
response to a petition challenging the inclusion
of a nature park in the Dharavi redevelopment
project. The PIL claimed that the Mahim Nature
Park, which is a protected forest, has been
unlawfully included in the redevelopment of
Dharavi, Asia’s largest slum. PTI

PIL against inclusion of park
in Dharavi project

INBRIEF
!

Days after Punjab Chief Minister Bhagwant Mann
claimed that Goldy Brar was detained in
California, a purported interview of the gangster
surfaced online on Monday wherein he claimed
that he was not held and nor was he in the U.S.
Mr. Mann on December 2 had confirmed in
Ahmedabad in Gujarat that Brar — the alleged
mastermind behind the killing of singer Sidhu
Moosewala — had been detained by the police in
California and that he would “definitely be
brought to India”. PTI 

Gangster Goldy Brar claims
he is not detained in U.S.

A member of a survey team from the Wildlife
Institute of India (WII) was injured in an attack by
an elephant in Jharkhand’s Hazaribag district,
police said on Monday. The incident took place
when 25-year-old Swastik Pritam and three other
members of the team were clicking photographs
of a herd of 11 elephants in Gangaahar forest in
Chouparan area, around 160 km from Ranchi.
Pritam has sustained neck and shoulder injuries
and has been admitted to Hazaribag Medical
College and Hospital. PTI

WII team member injured in
elephant attack in Jharkhand
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Corrections & Clarifications

The photo caption that accompanied the story titled “West Bengal power
plants failed to control sulphur dioxide emissions: report” (December 3,
2022, some editions) erroneously referred to the Haldia thermal power
plant at West Midnapore district. It should have been East Midnapore
district.

The Readers’ Editor’s office can be contacted by Telephone:
+91-44-28418297/28576300; E-mail:readerseditor@thehindu.co.in

P
rotracted litigation in the name of com-
bating forcible religious conversion is tak-
ing up valuable time of courts. The Su-

preme Court is hearing a purported Public
Interest Litigation (PIL) seeking action to curb de-
ceitful religious conversion in the country. Not
wanting to be left behind, the Gujarat govern-
ment is seeking the removal of a stay on a provi-
sion in its anti-conversion law that requires prior
permission from the District Magistrate for any
conversion done “directly or indirectly”. The
Gujarat High Court had correctly stayed Section 5
of the Gujarat Freedom of Religion Act, 2003
(amended in 2021 to include ‘conversion by mar-
riage’), while also staying the operation of other
provisions that sought to cover inter-faith mar-
riages as instances of illegal conversion. The High
Court had noted that the prior permission re-
quirement would force someone to disclose one’s
religious belief or any change of faith, contrary to
Supreme Court rulings that say marriage and
faith involve an individual’s choice. In a strange
claim, Gujarat argues that the stay on Section 5 is
affecting even genuine inter-faith marriages that
involve no fraud or coercion, as those who usual-
ly solemnise such marriages are unable to do so.
This is based on a claim that the prior permission
requirement obviates the need to question the
genuine nature of the conversion, if any, conse-
quent upon an inter-religious marriage.

No one would buy the claim that the provision
enables voluntary conversion. Freedom of reli-
gion is protected only when no questions are
raised and no suspicion entertained based on the
mere fact that an inter-faith marriage has taken
place. Common sense would suggest that forcing
someone to disclose an intent to change one’s
faith violates freedom of conscience and the right
to privacy. Also, when a separate appeal against
the High Court’s interim orders staying the provi-
sions is pending before the Supreme Court, there
was no need for the State government’s petition
seeking to revive the prior permission require-
ment as part of the ongoing hearing on the PIL
against religious conversions. On the larger issue,
the observations of a Supreme Court Bench
headed by Justice M.R. Shah to the effect that reli-
gious conversion through “allurement” or chari-
ty work is a serious problem indicate an eager-
ness to goad the Government into coming up
with anti-conversion measures on a national
scale. It is questionable whether courts should
entertain exaggerated allegations of rampant
fraudulent conversions across the country, in-
stead of leaving it to States to identify the extent
of the problem, if any, and adopt steps to protect
religious freedom and communal harmony.

Faith and freedom 
Freedom of religion is protected when
state keeps away from matters of faith

T
he comments by Iran’s Attorney General
Mohammad-Jafar Montazeri that the Is-
lamic Republic had disbanded its infa-

mous morality police, after months-long prot-
ests, suggest that the regime is finally willing to
make concessions. The latest spell of protests be-
gan in September after the death of Mahsa Amini,
a 22-year-old Kurdish-Iranian woman, who was in
the custody of the morality police for wearing the
hijab (headscarf ) “improperly”. Thousands of
protesting youngsters, mostly women, took to
the streets demanding an end to the mandatory
hijab rules and calling for other reforms. The re-
gime used repression and propaganda to bring
the situation under control. Hundreds have been
killed while pro-government sections have
blamed “foreign hands” for the protests. But
none of this has helped restore order. It was
against this background that Mr. Montazeri said
the morality police had been abolished and that
the regime was reviewing the hijab rules. There is
still no official announcement and the protesters
remain cautious. But the authorities have not dis-
missed Mr. Montazeri’s comments either. A big-
ger question, however, is whether this would be
enough to placate the protesters.

Iran’s theocratic system is unique in both its
substance and functioning. While it ensures that
the clergy remains firmly in control, it also draws
legitimacy from presidential and legislative elec-
tions. Principalists, the status quoist defenders of
the revolution, and moderates, who call for gra-
dual reforms from within, are the main opposing
camps in the electoral field. The reformists, in-
cluding former Presidents Mohammad Khatami
and Hassan Rouhani, often acted as safety valves
in an otherwise tightly held system. But the two
terms of each of these Presidents brought in little
systemic change, leading to pent-up frustration.
The U.S.-led economic sanctions made matters
worse for Iran’s rulers. The clerical establish-
ment responded by consolidating more powers
in its hands. All branches of the Iranian state —
the Presidency, the judiciary and the Majlis — are
now controlled by the hardliners, who always
have the office of the Supreme Leader. But this
concentration of power in a few hands and the si-
delining of the moderates seem to have boome-
ranged. The death of Amini lit a fuse leaving the
regime in a spot. The sustainability of any system
is dependent on its ability to reform from within.
Iran’s post-revolutionary order has resisted the
calls for reforms till now. But as the revolution ag-
es and the calls for change get stronger, the Aya-
tollahs face their greatest dilemma — tighten their
grip further, risking more blowback, or start gra-
dual political and social reforms.

A case for change  
Iran must choose reforms or risk 

more blowback from the protesters  

A
rthur Schopenhauer, a famous German
philosopher, observed, “Life swings
like a pendulum backward and
forward between pain and boredom.”

Perhaps he was right but he overlooked that in a
crisis such as the COVID-19 pandemic, pain and
boredom occur together. Lay-offs of the
employed and deaths on a massive scale not just
caused enormous pain and trauma but also
mobility restrictions and closure of cinema halls,
restaurants and restrictions on the scale of
wedding ceremonies, and other forms of
socialising during the lockdowns subjected large
segments to unrelenting boredom.

The basis
Our study, based on eight waves of CMIE-CPHS
(Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy which
conducts Consumer Pyramids Household
Surveys) before and during the pandemic (16th
wave for the period January-April 2019 to the 23rd
wave for the period May 2021-August 2021), is
innovative as it simultaneously determines the
incidence of COVID-19 and shares of food
expenditure and socialising. The incidence of
COVID-19 is driven largely by the source of
transmission and the length/speed of
transmission. The COVID-19 incidence
determines the share of food expenditure and the
two together determine the share of socialising
expenditure of a household.

As mass lay-offs and interrupted food supply
chains caused substantial income losses and food
price spikes, low-income households barely
maintained their subsistence while others made
substantial adjustments to their allocation of
household expenditure. However, food being a
priority, Engel’s law suggests that the share of
food expenditure rises as income falls. This is
further aggravated by food price spikes. The two
together cause the share of food expenditure to
rise. Given the budget constraint, a higher share
of food expenditure is expected to lower that of
socialising expenditure. However, budgets vary
with resilience to income and price shocks. So, if
the (relatively) affluent absorb these shocks and
still have a large share of discretionary funds,

their socialising expenditure may rise to break
out of a monotonous and boring lifestyle. But it
will be a mistake to overlook the preference for
socialising. Pulling together these arguments,
income, food prices and preferences for
socialising simultaneously determine the share of
socialising expenditure. To capture the contrasts,
we disaggregate the analysis into rural and urban,
paying greater attention to the latter where the
trauma of the COVID-19 pandemic was greater,
employment and income losses, and food price
spikes were more pervasive, and preferences and
opportunities for socialising were far more
wide-ranging.

The incidence of COVID-19 rose with per capita
expenditure but at a diminishing rate in urban
India. The share of food expenditure also rose but
at a diminishing rate. The share of socialising
expenditure exhibited the same pattern as the
share of food expenditure. So, while the more
affluent were more likely to fall prey to COVID-19
infections, their allocation of food expenditure
rose. However, this did not prevent them from
spending more on socialising. As the more
affluent travelled more, they were also more
susceptible to the COVID-19 virus; their share of
food expenditure rose because their income
losses weakened the cushion against food price
spikes but they could still afford their essential
food intake; and the negative effect of rising per
capita expenditure on socialising was more than
offset at higher per capita expenditure, pointing
to their stronger preference for socialising and
their ability to access expensive eating out, lavish
celebration of weddings and festivals (but within
the limits imposed during the lockdowns).

Rural-urban contrast
As expected, the impact of food expenditure
shares on socialising expenditure shares of
households varies between rural and urban
areas. The positive and significant effect of food
expenditure shares of urban areas suggests a
direct relationship, i.e., as households spend
more on food, a higher amount is spent on
socialising. Urban households are more addicted
to socialising and, hence, despite higher food

expenditure they managed more socialising.
The contrast with rural areas is striking but

plausible. The incidence of COVID-19 varied with
expenditure but at a diminishing rate. The share
of food expenditure fell but at a diminishing rate
as a large share of food consumption was
self-produced and the market food price spikes
were muted. Hence, it is not surprising that the
socialising expenditure rose significantly. Thus
even rural areas witnessed an expansion of
outdoor facilities for eating, and celebration of
weddings and festivals, and perhaps also a
growing preference for socialising.

Food price stabilisation is a priority. The
premise that inflation is largely a monetary
phenomenon as reflected in increases in policy
interest rates by the Reserve Bank of India is
debatable. That inflation continues to be driven
by supply chain disruptions during the COVID-19
pandemic is overlooked. Further, disruptions in
energy and fertilizer supply due to the Ukraine
war and the continuing surge in food prices have
entrenched inflationary expectations that call for
decisive policy intervention. An overhaul of the
Public Distribution System and, specifically, more
stringent regulation of diversion of food supply by
PDS shops to the market are imperative.

Subject of mental health
A risk not emphasised enough is the
deterioration of mental health related to
COVID-19 pandemic-psychological stress,
depression and loss of life satisfaction (The Lancet
Psychiatry, November, 2022). Worse still, the loss
of family members due to COVID-19 infections is
often shattering and even results in suicidal
tendencies. Unfortunately, psychiatric treatment
in India remains woefully inadequate. Further,
those who have access to qualified psychologists,
psychiatrists, appropriate medicines and social
networks that greatly destigmatise mental health
disorders are located in the urban areas, and on
top of the socio-economic ladder. But these
privileges are not readily accessible in India’s
rural villages (The Hindu, October 29, 2018).

In brief, the impact of the pandemic is varied
and daunting.

The COVID-19 pandemic, food and socialising 
Nidhi Kaicker 
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University, Delhi

The impact of
the pandemic
has been
varied, as a
study shows by
determining the
incidence of
COVID-19 and
the shares of
food
expenditure
and socialising
across urban
and rural India
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F
raud in public law is the deliberate attempt
to avoid provisions of the statute. In the
climate negotiations for instance, areas of

interest to developing countries are not covered
or sparsely covered, while other areas are
over-regulated. Equitable sustainable
development is not even discussed. At COP27, the
policy debate was no longer legitimised by
science. There seems to be a concerted effort to
fraudulently change the basic structure of the
Climate Treaty.

There are three problems with the current
negotiating process. First, citizens in developed
countries are not even aware that two-thirds of
their national emissions of carbon dioxide come
from their diet, transport, and residential and
commercial sectors, which together constitute
the major share of their GDP; the consumption
sectors are not independent silos but reflect their
urban lifestyles. Second, the process ignores that
global well-being will also follow urbanisation of
the developing country’s population, requiring
fossil fuels for infrastructure and energy to
achieve comparable levels. Third, the need for
vast quantities of cement and steel in developing
countries for infrastructure — constituting
essential emissions, as they urbanise — is not
being considered.

As late urbanisers, developing countries
account for more than half the annual emissions
and most emissions growth. They cannot
affordably access many of the new technologies
to decarbonise quickly. The result is a shrinking
of their policy space and human rights,
endangering efforts to achieve comparable levels
of well-being with those who developed earlier
without any constraints. Such discussions are not
taking place in the climate negotiations because
of the way the agenda is set.

Politics, not science
The foundation of the Climate Treaty in
international environmental law is questionable.
In the run-up to the Stockholm Conference on the
Environment (1972), the United States Secretary
of States’ Advisory Committee stated that

“urbanization has changed the nation with
seventy five percent of its people living in the
urban area ...we must see ourselves not only as
victims of environmental degradation but as
environmental aggressors and change our
patterns of consumption and production
accordingly”. A scientific committee set up by the
U.S. State Department had earlier concluded that
“long range planning to cope with global
environmental problems must take account of
the total ecological burden... controlling that
burden by systematic reduction in per-capita
production of goods and services would be
politically unacceptable. A concerted effort is
needed to orient technology toward making
human demands upon the environment less
severe”. Power play framed natural resource use
around risk management rather than technology
transfer and the well-being of all within ecological
limits.

Differentiated common responsibility
The objective of the Climate Treaty is to avoid a
concentration of cumulative emissions of carbon
dioxide, prevent dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system and enable
sustainable economic development. The Paris
Agreement (2015) agreed to a 1.5°C global
temperature goal. The Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) in 2018 recommended
that net emissions needed to zero out around
2050. In Glasgow, in 2021, negotiators zeroed in
on coal to reduce future emissions. This initiative
was not based on science and it ignored the key
finding of the IPCC on the centrality of the carbon
budget, i.e., cumulative emissions associated with
a specific amount of global warming that
scientifically links the temperature goal to
national action.

Carbon budgets are robust as they can be
estimated accurately from climate models. And,
they are the most useful for policy as they couple
the climate to the economy consistent with the
science of both. The IPCC, in 2018, estimated the
budget for a 50% chance of avoiding more than
1.5°C of warming to be 2,890 billion tonnes of

carbon dioxide (now, it is less than 400bn
tonnes), raising the question on how late
developers will attain comparable levels of well
being.

Climate justice
Climate injustice flows from the negotiations and
not from the text of the Climate Treaty. First, the
process adopted the structure of international
law in a manner that rejected historical
responsibility for a continuing problem, and
steadily shifted the burden to China and India.

Second, the agenda was set around globalised
material flows described as global warming (the
symptom), and not wasteful use of energy.

Third, public finance is used as a means to
secure a political objective, and not to solve the
problem itself. The $100 billion promised at Paris
along with pre-2020 commitments constituting
the incentive for developing countries to agree to
a global temperature goal has not materialised.
And, new funding for ‘Loss and Damage’ will be
from a “mosaic of solutions”, constituting a
breach of trust.

Fourth, the longer term trend has been
ignored. With one-sixth of the global population,
the developed country share in 2035 will still be
30%. Asia’s emissions with half the world’s
population will rise to 40% remaining within its
carbon budget. Pressures to further reduce
emissions displace their human rights.

India’s thrust on LiFE (or “Lifestyle for
Environment”), with the individual shifting from
wasteful consumption of natural resources goes
back to the original science. Consumption-based
framing challenges the ‘universalism’ that has
dominated the negotiations and its common path
of reductions based on single models. The carbon
budget formalises a ‘diversity’ of solutions. For
example, in developed countries, exchanging
overconsumption of red meat for poultry can
meet half the global emissions reduction required
by the end of the century. A just transition for
developing countries is about keeping within
their carbon budget. And not de-carbonisation of
arbitrarily selected sectors.

Climate talks as shortchanging international law 

Mukul Sanwal 
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the Climate Change
Secretariat

There seems to
be a concerted
effort to change
the basic
structure of the
Climate Treaty
where
de-carbonisation
of arbitrarily
selected sectors
has to be
discouraged

‘Kashmir Files’

All controversy surrounding
the film, ‘Kashmir Files’,
could have been avoided
and India not have suffered
ignominy had the said film
not been nominated for the
prestigious IFFI award.
Though Nadav Lapid had to
face criticism over his
comments on the quality of
the film, now that the
majority of three jurors
have backed his statement
that the film was indeed
‘vulgar and propaganda’, it
becomes clear that Lapid
only voiced the opinion of
the majority board
members whose duty is to
look into the merits and
worthiness of a film based
purely on critical artistic

double-edged sword, and
universal fortification is a
problem. We should not
cavalierly dismiss the risk of
excess iron, and should also
consider its possible
long-term effects. Is the
recipe for “quelling
malnutrition” to be given
forever?
Anura Kurpad,
Bengaluru

Harshpal Singh Sachdev,
New Delhi

requirement of 1-2 mg per
day. This is wrong. The 2012
NSSO survey showed daily
rice consumption in the
range of 275-350g per
capita. The absorption of
iron is low, so 2.5 mg of iron
would provide a very small
fraction of the requirement.
There is no doubt that a
section of the Indian
population needs extra iron:
their needs should be
addressed in a targeted
way. But iron is a

rice-based lunch to anaemic
Indian children for eight
months, also showed no
positive effect. 
The article dismisses the
possible toxicity of fortified
rice intake to those suffering
from sickle cell anaemia,
stating that these families
would have a fortified rice
consumption of 60g per
person per day and that this
would provide 2.5 mg of
iron, which would entirely
meet the daily iron

this unpublished report.
The Gujarat study was also
non-randomised and used a
questionable method of
measuring haemoglobin
(non-blood based). Using
just these two studies,
sweeping generalisations
have been made about the
need for universal rice
fortification, when a 2019
systematic review of all the
evidence available by the
Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews, said:
“Fortification of rice with
iron…may make little or no
difference in the risk of
having anaemia…”. For
balance: a rigorous study
published in the Journal of

Nutrition 2012, with
provision of an iron-fortified

parameters. It is also a
lesson that we should take
utmost care in selecting
films for awards in such
prestigious international
festivals.
Tharcius S. Fernando,
Chennai

Micronutrient malnutrition

In the article, “An Indian
recipe to quell
micronutrient malnutrition”
(Editorial page, December
1), highly selective studies,
prone to substantial bias,
have been cited to support
rice fortification. The
Gadchiroli study was a
non-randomised study of
fortified rice distributed
through the PDS, and there
is a lot left unexplained in
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Madras, Dec. 5: Incessant rain and gale which
hit Madras to-day claimed two lives and
disrupted road and air traffic. Many localities
were flooded rendering 8,000 families
consisting of 30,000 hutdwellers homeless. A
child, Jayachandran (4), was fatally injured in a
wall collapse at Mylappa Gramani Street in
Aynavaram this morning. A 65-year-old man,
Kuppuswami, was killed in Perambur when he
came into contact with a snapped wire on the
road. Most of the educational institutions
remained closed. Attendance in many offices
was thin. The Legislative Council did not meet
this afternoon due to bad weather. It will meet at
4 p.m. tomorrow. The gale reaching a maximum
speed of 87 km per hour lashed the city in the
wake of the cyclonic storm — centered about 50
kms east south-east of Cuddalore at 1-30 a.m.
which is expected to cross the coast in the early
morning of December 6. The storm warning
signal was hoisted at the Madras Port. All
loading and unloading operations were
suspended at the harbour.  The Adyar and
Cooum were in spate. The rushing waters in the
Cooum burst the sand banks at its confluence
with the sea beyond the Napier Bridge. The High
Court Subway, many stretches of College Road
in Nungambakkam, the section of Edward Elliot
Road between Dr Natesan Road and the
Royapettah High Road, Sullivans’ Garden Road
in Mylapore, Doraiswamy Road subway in T
Nagar were under knee deep water following
heavy rain. Some of the State Transport long
distance services were affected to-day due to the
fall of a tree near Pondicherry. The bus bound
for Madras from Pondicherry was diverted via
Tirukalkundram. 

FIFTY YEARS AGO DECEMBER 6, 1972

Gale and rain lash Madras: 2
killed and 30,000 homeless 

F R O M T H E A R C H I V E S

President Harding is transmitting the budget to
Congress and it shows that the probable
government expenditure for 1923-24 is three
billions and eightyone million dollars, which is
half a billion below the current fiscal year.
Receipts are estimated to exceed expenditure by
181 millions compared with the estimated deficit
of 274 millions for the current year which Mr.
Harding hoped to see greatly reduced during the
remaining seven months. 

A HUNDRED YEARS AGO DECEMBER 6, 1922

In America 

T
here was a huge uproar
in the media when Dera
Sacha Sauda chief
Gurmeet Ram Rahim

Singh, a convict serving a 20-year
prison sentence for raping two
disciples, was seen organising an
online ‘satsang’ while on a 40-day
parole in October. On the other
hand, S. Nalini, a convict in the
Rajiv Gandhi assassination case,
who was serving life
imprisonment, was given several
extensions of parole from
December 2021 until her release.

The Prisons Act, 1894, and the
Prisoners Act, 1900, did not
contain any specific provision
pertaining to parole and/or
furlough. However, Section 59 of
the Prisons Act empowers States
to make rules inter alia “for the
shortening of sentences” and “for
rewards for good conduct”. Since
“prisons, reformatories…” fall in
the State List of the Seventh
Schedule of the Constitution,
States are well within their reach
to legislate on issues related to
prisons.

Parole/leaves and furlough
The Uttar Pradesh rules provide
for the ‘suspension of sentence’
(without mentioning the term
parole or furlough or leave) by the
government generally up to one
month. However, the period of
suspension may exceed even 12
months with prior approval of the
Governor. Maharashtra’s rules
permit release of a convict on
‘furlough’ for 21 or 28 days
(depending upon the term of
sentence), on ‘emergency parole’
for 14 days, and on ‘regular parole’
for 45 to 60 days.

The recently revised rules of
Haryana (April 2022) permit
‘regular parole’ to a convict up to
10 weeks (in two parts), ‘furlough’
for three to four weeks in a
calendar year, and ‘emergency
parole’ up to four weeks. Ram
Rahim is on his regular parole.
Though the Tamil Nadu rules of
1982 permit ‘ordinary leave’ for a
period of 21 to 40 days,
‘emergency leave’ is permitted up
to 15 days (to be spread over four

spells). However, in exceptional
circumstances, the government
may extend the period of
emergency leave. Till recently,
Nalini was on extended
emergency leave owing to her
mother’s illness. Surprisingly, the
Andhra Pradesh rules specifically
prohibit such extension on
account of the continued illness of
a relative of a prisoner. They
permit ‘furlough’ and
parole/emergency leave up to two
weeks, except that the
government may extend
parole/emergency leave in special
circumstances. Similarly, Odisha
rules permit ‘furlough’ for up to
four weeks, ‘parole leave’ up to 30
days and ‘special leave’ up to 12
days. West Bengal provides for
releasing a convict on ‘parole’ for
a maximum period of one month
and up to five days in case of any
‘emergency’. Kerala provides for
60 days of ‘ordinary leave’ in four
spells, and up to 15 days
‘emergency leave’ at a time.

Some States have a provision of
‘custody parole’. In Haryana, a
hardcore convict, who is ineligible
for any parole or furlough, may be
released for attending the funeral
or marriage of a close relative
under police escort for a period
not exceeding six hours. In Tamil
Nadu, police escort is given to a
prisoner who is released on
emergency leave and is dangerous
to the community.  Similarly, in
Kerala, prisoners who are not
eligible for emergency leave may
be granted permission for visit
under police escort for a
maximum period of 24 hours.

While ‘furlough’ is considered
as an incentive for good conduct
in prison and is counted as a
sentence served, parole or leave is
mostly a suspension of sentence.
Emergency parole or leave is
granted for specified emergencies
such as a death, serious illness or
marriage in the family. While most
States consider only close relatives
such as spouse, parents, son,
daughter, brother and sister as
close family, Kerala has a long list
of more than 24 relatives in case of
death and 10 in case of marriage.

Though regular parole or leave
is granted after serving minimum
sentence (varying from one year
to four years) in prison, some
States include other familial and
social obligations such as sowing
or harvesting of agricultural crops,
essential repair of house, and
settling family disputes. In Kerala,
a convict becomes eligible for
ordinary leave after serving
one-third of a year in prison if he
is sentenced for one year.

Haryana has a long list of
‘hardcore’ prisoners who are not
entitled to be released except on
‘custody parole’ under certain
conditions. Andhra Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Kerala and West
Bengal do not permit release of
habitual criminals and convicts,
who are dangerous to society,
under Sections 392 to 402 of the
Indian Penal Code. Some States do
not impose such conditions.

Each State has a different
yardstick to punish a prisoner who
does not surrender after parole or
furlough in time. Haryana
punishes such a convict for
two-three years of imprisonment
along with a fine up to ₹1 lakh if he
overstays beyond 10 days. On the
other hand, Tamil Nadu merely
punishes the convict under prison
rules; and Uttar Pradesh records
indiscipline and puts restrictions
on further ‘suspension of
sentence’ depending on overstay.

Need for some uniformity
Despite the fact that temporary
release cannot be availed of as a
matter of right, the above
provisions demonstrate that each
State has its own set of rules which
not only vary in scope and
content, but may also be flouted to
give favours to a few. Without any
common legal framework in place
to guide the States and check
misuse, arbitrariness is likely to
creep in, endangering the entire
criminal justice system. With
‘prisons’ in the State List, this task
is not feasible unless at least half
of the States come together to
request the Central government to
legislate a common law for the
country on parole and furlough.

No uniformity in parole and furlough rules 

R.K. Vij

is a former Special
DGP of Chhattisgarh.
Views are personal

Each State has
its own set of
rules which not
only vary in
scope and
content, but
may also be
flouted to give
favours to a few

R
eservation was intro-
duced as a short-term
measure to give op-

portunities to classes of peo-
ple who were socially and
educationally backward and/
or inadequately represented
in education, employment,
politics and other spheres.
The intent was laudable. Re-
servation has increased the
standard of life for many. But
what was supposed to be a
short-term measure got ex-
tended due to various political
and sociological compulsions.

Eliminating the cause
Even after seven decades of
reservation, we are not able to
claim success in eliminating
the cause that required reser-
vation in the first place. In our
personal lives and careers, if a
solution to a problem doesn’t
give the expected result within
a reasonable time frame, we
reconsider the solution and
try to improve it. However,
successive governments kept
extending the reservation sys-
tem, hoping for a different
outcome. People who benefit-
ed from reservation wanted
the system to continue for suc-
cessive generations too. It was
clear that the reservation sys-
tem was being used by them
as a self-perpetuating mechan-
ism. As a result, those who
really needed reservation
were deprived of its benefits.

At the time of Indepen-
dence, the economy was pri-
marily agrarian and based on
traditional commerce. People
were largely unskilled. They
continued engaging in the
professions that their family
had practised for generations.
However, free school educa-
tion and industrialisation
helped people learn new
skills, which gave them scope
to migrate to greener pas-
tures. As cities became cosmo-

politan, the class divide be-
came a thing of the past.
Employment in the industrial
sector became largely skill-
based rather than caste-based.

Social and educational
backwardness go hand-in-
hand with economic weak-
ness. More than 70 years of re-
servation has brought eco-
nomic prosperity to a large
section of people and given
them adequate representa-
tion. Ideally, families that have
been brought above the pover-
ty line through adequate em-
ployment opportunities and
other benefits should make
way for others who are less
fortunate; instead, they op-
pose extending the system to
the economically weaker sec-
tions (EWS) of society only be-
cause some of the beneficiar-
ies could be from the so-called
‘forward’ communities.

The cause for social in-
equality and oppression was
somewhat wrongly attributed
to a particular faith and the
practice of caste system preva-
lent in those days. In this tech-
nology-cum-information age,
the surging middle class popu-
lation makes the caste system
less prevalent. The economic
prosperity seen today has
neutralised to a large extent
the very reason for social in-
justice — the class disparity.
However, the caste and reser-
vation system are still being
kept alive only so that political
parties and those who have
benefited from the system so
far can continue to milk it.

The government has a con-
stitutional and moral duty to

achieve the goal of “social,
economic and political jus-
tice,” mentioned in the Pream-
ble. The 10% quota for the
EWS aims to correct an ano-
maly in the system that is de-
priving deserving and quali-
fied people. We need to accept
that reservation on the basis
of economic criteria is the
need of the hour and the step-
ping stone to achieving eco-
nomic and social justice.

Misconceptions
Most objections to this come
from a misunderstanding that
the basic structure of the Con-
stitution has been violated by
the EWS amendment, which
seeks to empower the privi-
leged sections of society who
are neither socially and educa-
tionally backward nor inadeq-
uately represented. Another
misconception is that the 10%
quota in the open category in
favour of ‘forward’ communi-
ties reduces the availability of
seats in the open category for
other classes and communi-
ties. But the government has
clarified that this 10% is in ad-
dition to the existing reserva-
tion in favour of SEBCs. This
means it does not in any way
affect reservation up to 50%
for SEBCs, OBCs, SCs and STs.

The judgment that sets the
basis for this 10% quota said,
“If an egalitarian socio-eco-
nomic order is the goal..., the
deprivations arising from eco-
nomic disadvantages, includ-
ing those of discrimination
and exclusion, need to be ad-
dressed to by the State; and
for that matter, every affirma-
tive action has the sanction of
our Constitution...” 

Opposition to this quota is
intended to derail the all-
round economic development
that this government stands
for.

Sathya Narayanan is a social observer

and commentator

EWS quota: beyond the smokescreen 
Why stick to an old approach that is not yielding the desired outcome? 

Sathya Narayanan

W
ith the Aam Aadmi Par-
ty (AAP) fielding candi-
dates in 181 Assembly

seats in Gujarat for the 2022 State
elections compared to the 29 it
fielded in 2017, a triangular contest
is expected this time in the State. 

This is not the first time that the
AAP has tried to change a State’s
political landscape. In Delhi, until
2008, there were bipolar contests
in a majority of the seats. However,
with the AAP’s debut in 2013, Delhi
witnessed a dramatic shift to a
triangular contest with the Bhara-
tiya Janata Party (BJP) and the Con-
gress (INC) being the other two “ef-
fective” contenders. In Punjab too,
the AAP’s debut in 2017 had a tell-
ing effect and a historically bipolar
State saw a triangular contest for
the first time. This shift to triangu-
lar contests increased further dur-
ing the 2022 Assembly election. 

But in Delhi, the shift from a bi-
polar contest to a triangular con-
test was relatively short-lived. The
AAP was able to exert enough do-
minance for Delhi to return to a bi-
polar system, with 100% of the
seats being fought between just
two parties — either the AAP and
the BJP or the AAP and the INC — in
2020. Although the AAP steadily
amassed voters in successive elec-
tions, it also found itself fighting
against a weakened opponent,
which is another reason why Delhi
turned bipolar again. The Con-
gress acquired less than 5% of the
overall votes in 2020, effectively
losing its place as a major conten-
der in many of the seats it fought.

While the number of parties
contesting in a seat depends on
the nominations filed, the “effec-
tive number of parties” in that con-
stituency will depend on the vote
share secured by them. An analy-
sis of vote shares secured using the
Laakso and Taagepera method
tells us how many were effectively

in the race to win that seat. This
takes into account the number of
parties contesting in a seat, and
their vote shares, to arrive at the
number of effective parties. For in-
stance, as shown in Table 1, 94%
of constituencies in the 2017 Guja-
rat elections had only one or two
effective parties. In 1990 and 1995,
a significant share of seats — 31% to
41% — witnessed a triangular/frag-
mented contest. However, since
then, the contest has become in-
creasingly bipolar, peaking in 2017. 

Table 2 shows that in Punjab,
75% of the seats in the election in
2022 saw triangular contests. Be-
fore the entry of the AAP in 2017, a
majority of the seats in the State
saw bipolar contests in all the pre-
vious years. Table 3 shows Delhi’s
transition to triangular contests in
2013 and the reversal to bipolar
contests in recent elections post
the consolidation of the AAP and
the decimation of the Congress. 

Chart 4 shows the share of
seats with unipolar and bipolar
contests against triangular and
fragmented (>3 effective parties)
contests. For instance, in Kerala,
the share of seats which saw a un-
ipolar/bipolar contest remained
above 90% in all the polls, except
in 1965. A similar trend was seen in
West Bengal too, with over 90% of
the seats recording a bipolar con-
test since 1982. Himachal Pradesh
also followed a similar trend. 

However, in Karnataka and As-
sam, elections either involved mul-
tiple effective parties or two effec-
tive parties till the latest polls. In
the 2018 election, over 80% of the
seats recorded a bipolar contest in
Karnataka. In Assam, over 90% of
the seats were effectively contest-
ed between two parties. In Uttar
Pradesh, 60%-90% of the seats re-
corded a tripolar/fragmented con-
test till the 2012 polls. However, in
the last two elections, elections
have become increasingly bipolar,
with the 2022 polls recording such
contests in over 70% seats. In con-
trast, Bihar and Jammu and Kash-
mir have seen tripolar/fragmented
contests over the years. 

Will AAP change the number of effective parties in Gujarat? 
In 2022, 75% of the seats in Punjab saw a triangular contest in contrast to its bipolar political history

Sonikka Loganathan 
& Vignesh Radhakrishnan
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Funds from UN
organisations to be
excluded from FCRA 

117
The number of United
Nations bodies and other
international organisations

whose contribution to Indian entities will
not be covered under the stringent Foreign
Contribution (Regulation) Act (FCRA), 2010,
according to the Union Home Ministry.
Indian organisations receiving foreign
funds should mandatorily be registered
under the FCRA. PTI

NEWS IN NUMBERS

Fines imposed on the
Indian cricket team for
slow over-rate

80
The percentage of the match
fee fined by the International
Cricket Council (ICC) on

Indian players for slow over-rate in their
first ODI, where the country lost against
Bangladesh by one wicket. India was fined
after the team was ruled to be four overs
short of the target, in accordance with
Article 2.22 of ICC’s Code of Conduct for
players and player support personnel. PTI

Commercial losses
decrease, discoms’
finances improve 

17
In percentage, the decline in
aggregate technical and
commercial (AT&C) losses of

power distribution utilities in the financial
year 2021-22 from 22% in FY21. Reduction
in AT&C losses improves finances of
utilities (discoms), enabling them to better
maintain the system and buy power as per
requirement and benefit of the consumers,
a power Ministry statement said. PTI

More drug-related
cases booked in
Himachal Pradesh

40
The percentage of inmates
out of the total inmates
lodged in 14 prisons in

Himachal Pradesh, who are booked in
connection with drug abuse under the
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances Act. The prisons here are
overcrowded as 2,909 inmates are lodged
against the capacity of 2,437 of which 68%
are under trial and 32% are convicted. PTI

Tourism in Sri Lanka
revives as pandemic
restrictions are relaxed

1,129
In $ million, Sri
Lanka’s earnings
from tourist

arrivals in the first eleven months of this
year, the country’s central bank has said,
an impressive surge buoyed by the
resumption of international flights and
easing of curbs related to the coronavirus.
The tourism sector is the main source of
foreign exchange in the country. PTI

The story so far:

T
he International Labour Organisa-
tion (ILO) recently released two re-
ports that gave an indication of the

global employment scenario post-pan-
demic. The ‘Global Wage Report 2022-
2023: The Impact of inflation and CO-
VID-19 on wages and purchasing power’
discuss the twin crises, inflation and eco-
nomic slowdown, which created a “strik-
ing fall” in real monthly wages around the
globe. The report blames the war in Uk-
raine and the global energy crisis for this
situation. Another report, the ‘Asia-Pacific
Employment and Social Outlook 2022:
Rethinking sectoral strategies for a human-
centred future of work’ stated that the
Asia-Pacific region lost about 22 million
jobs in 2022. ILO Director-General Gilbert
F. Houngbo said the decrease in wages is
placing millions of workers in a dire situa-
tion. “Income inequality and poverty will
rise if the purchasing power of the lowest
paid is not maintained,” he warned.

What does the data show?
The ILO report on wages looked at the real
and nominal wages of employees. The
word “wage”, was defined as the total
gross remuneration including regular bo-
nuses received by employees during a
specified period for time (monthly for the
report) worked as well as for time not
worked, such as paid annual leave and
paid sick leave. The nominal wage data
shows the adjusted figures after account-
ing for consumer price inflation while real
wage growth refers to the year-on-year
change in real average monthly wages of
all employees. “In each edition of the Glo-
bal Wage Report the objective is to collect
wage data from as many countries and ter-
ritories (about 190) which are then
grouped into five separate regions,” the
ILO said on the methodology of its report. 

In India, the nominal wages rose to
₹17,017 per month in 2021 from ₹4,398 in

2006. The data was taken from the Go-
vernment of India’s Ministry of Statistics
and Programme Implementation. But
when inflation is factored in, the real wage
growth in India plunged to -0.2% in 2021
from 9.3% in 2006. In China, the growth
decreased from 5.6% in 2019 to 2% in 2022.
In Pakistan, the growth is -3.8%. Figures of
Sri Lanka were not available. The negative
growth in India started after the
pandemic.

The report said the increasing cost of
living has the greatest impact on lower-in-
come earners and their households as
they have to spend most of their disposa-
ble income on essential goods and servic-
es, which generally experience greater
price increases than non-essential items. 

Is inequality rising? 
At the Asia-Pacific level, only the jobs in
high-skill occupations saw a recovery from
the COVID-19 crisis, which is true across all
subregions. The ILO said it is raising con-
cerns about increased inequality. While

there is an employment gain of 1.6%
among high-skill workers between 2019
and 2021, there is no such substantial gain
among low-to-medium-skill workers.
Among the G-20 countries, the report not-
ed a significant gap in the average level of
real wages between advanced G-20 coun-
tries and emerging G-20 countries such as
India. It is on the level of about $4,000 per
month in advanced economies and about
$1,800 per month in emerging economies.

What are the ILO’s remedies? 
The report suggests a set of policy options
and responses to the cost-of-living crisis.
Citing studies, the report said that 75 to 95
million people were pushed into extreme
poverty during COVID-19. It said the bar-
gaining process for future nominal wage
adjustments should embrace a sufficiently
large but prudent price expectation. “This
could contribute to safeguarding the stan-
dard of living of households — particularly
low-income households — against unex-
pected future inflation hikes, while avoid-

ing an undesirable wage-inflation spiral,” it
said. The report said that there is a need to
strengthen labour market institutions and
wage policies. The ILO states that the crea-
tion of decent formal wage employment is
a prerequisite for a more equitable distri-
bution of wages and income, and is a key
contributor to equitable and sustainable
wage growth. It wants governments to fo-
cus on gender pay gap as when women
leave the labour market, they are less like-
ly to return than men. Most importantly,
the report says that a multilateral ap-
proach is the key to solving the crises
around us. There is an urgent need to ad-
dress the negative effects of climate
change; increasing inequalities; the pover-
ty, discrimination, violence and exclusion
endured by millions of people, including
the discrimination that women and girls
continue to suffer in many parts of the
world; the lack of vaccines and access to
adequate sanitation and essential health-
care for all; and the growing digital divide
between poor and wealthier countries.

The lingering crisis of labour post-pandemic
What are the crises recognised by two reports on declining wages and purchasing power as well as unemployment? Who has the increased cost of living affected the most?
Has the pandemic further contributed to wage inequality? What has the International Labour Organisation suggested as policy measures?

GETTY IMAGES

A. M. Jigeesh
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The ‘Global Wage Report
2022-2023: The Impact of
inflation and COVID-19 on
wages and purchasing power’
discuss the twin crises which
created a “striking fall” in real
monthly wages around the
globe. Another report, the
‘Asia-Pacific Employment and
Social Outlook 2022:
Rethinking sectoral strategies
for a human-centred future of
work’ stated that the
Asia-Pacific region lost about
22 million jobs in 2022.
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There has been a significant
gap in the average level of real
wages between advanced G-20
countries and emerging G-20
countries such as India.

!

The ILO states that the creation
of decent formal wage
employment is a prerequisite
for a more equitable
distribution of wages and
income, and is a key
contributor to equitable and
sustainable wage growth. 

The story so far: 

V
izhinjam has been on the boil for
the past four months with
protesters mainly fisherfolk and

their families laying siege to the
under-construction Vizhinjam port. The
protestors led by the Latin Archdiocese
have been demanding the halting of the
construction work of the port by Adani
Vizhinjam Port Private Limited. 

What lies at the heart of the protests?
According to protesters, the port work
has aggravated the coastal erosion along
the coast of Thiruvananthapuram. They
have raised seven demands which
include, a scientific study to assess the
impact of the port work on the shoreline
after stopping the construction of the
port. Further, around 300 families along

the coastline were shifted to relief camps
after their houses were destroyed due to
high-intensity coastal erosion. The
protesters demand a comprehensive
rehabilitation package for the fisherfolk in
the region, an assured minimum wage
when the sea turns rough due to
inclement weather, and subsidised
kerosene for boats.

Has it aggravated coastal erosion?
All types of construction work along a
coast, aggravate sea erosion (loss of
beach) and accretion (gain of beach). Any
structure — be it groyne, seawall, or
breakwater — intensifies erosion on one
side and accretion on the other. Although
coastal erosion is dominant in all coastal
districts of Kerala, it is more severe along
the coastline of Thiruvananthapuram. A
study conducted by the National Centre
for Sustainable Coastal Management,

Society of Integrated Coastal
Management, and the Ministry of
Environment and Forest had noted that
the erosion is minimum at Thrissur (1.5 %)
and maximum at Thiruvananthapuram
(23%), even before the port construction.
In Kerala’s case, the seasonal shoreline
changes would be more severe during
monsoon months due to the high-energy
short storm waves that lash the coast
almost in a perpendicular position
moving the sand offshore. The latest
report of the expert committee appointed
by the National Green Tribunal and
Shoreline Monitoring Cell observed that
erosion in spots such as Valiyathura,
Shanghumugham, and Punthura
remained the same as before and after the
commencement of the port construction
(December 2015). However, during the
October 2020–September 2021 period,
spots like Kochuveli and Cheriyathura to

the north of Valiyathura suffered erosion.
The report noted that the relatively high
number of cyclones formed over the
Arabian sea after cyclone Ockhi in 2017
was the main reason for the recent
erosion and accretion and that the impact
of the port activity on either side of the
coast had less significance. 

What is the government’s stance?
The Kerala Government made it clear that
since the coastal erosion is due to climate
change as reported by various agencies,
the demand for stopping the port
construction cannot be conceded.
Officials argue that the Vizhinjam seaport
is being constructed inside a natural
sediment cell which is a pocket-like area
in which interruptions to the movement
of sand along the coast do not
significantly affect the adjacent coastline. 

Is the Vizhinjam project important?
Located on the southern tip of the Indian
Peninsula, just 10 nautical miles from the
major international sea route and
east-west shipping axis, and with a
natural water depth of more than 20m
within a nautical mile from the coast, the
Vizhinjam port is likely to play a pivotal
role in the maritime development of the
country and Kerala. The port is expected
to leverage the growth of minor ports in
Kerala and other regional ports, creating
thousands of employment opportunities.

Why are fisherfolk protesting
the Vizhinjam port project?
Is the construction of the seaport aggravating coastal erosion along the Thiruvananthapuram shoreline?
What has been the Kerala government’s response? What is the significance of the port?

Dhinesh Kallungal

THE GIST
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Vizhinjam has been on the boil
for the past four months with
protesters mainly fisherfolk
and their families laying siege
to the under-construction
Vizhinjam port. 

!

The protestors have raised
seven demands which include,
a scientific study to assess the
impact of the port work on the
shoreline after stopping the
construction of the port.
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The port is expected to
leverage the growth of minor
ports in Kerala and other
regional ports, creating
thousands of employment
opportunities.
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Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar passed away on
December 6, 1956. In this article dated
April 14, 2018, A.R. Venkatachalapathy
elaborates on Ambedkar’s educational
journey and how he came to complete it.

B
.R. Ambedkar’s educational
journey began in impossibly
challenging conditions. With
the help of a modest

scholarship granted by the Maharaja of
Baroda, he joined Columbia University,
New York, in July 1913. After completing
his M.A., he went on to write a thesis that
ultimately led to the conferment of a PhD
degree. In mid-1916, he was admitted to
Grays’ Inn in London to appear for the
bar. When his scholarship ended in 1917,
he was forced to return to India.

Some answers
All this has been well documented by his
biographer Dhananjay Keer. But several
details remain incomplete. What was the
exact date on which he left India? When
did he arrive in America? How did he
travel to London? Based on documents
newly accessed in the British Library, we
can now fill in the gaps.

The First World War which was raging
at the time forms the backdrop for the
paper trail. On May 17, 1916, Ambedkar
addressed two letters to the British
Consul in New York, from Livingston Hall,
Columbia University. He wanted a
passport to go to London. Apparently, he
had made enquiries at the British
consulate, through a friend, regarding the

requirements. New war-time regulations
were in force and a passport could not be
issued without permission from the India
Office in London. Ambedkar indicated
that he intended to leave America on June
3, 1917 by S.S. St. Paul. This gave him
barely two weeks time to complete the
formalities. He was in a hurry because he
wanted “to meet certain professors of the
English Universities before they
disperse[d] for the summer vacation”. To
this letter he added a postscript: if the
time was too short for processing his
application he was willing to pay for a
cabled reply from London.

Ambedkar appended a letter of
application giving “the required personal
information”: “My full name is Bhimrao
Ramji Ambedkar, son of Ramji Maloji
Ambedkar.” This statement was followed
by the touching sentence, “I am sorry I do
not know either the date or place of birth
of my father.” He was “born at Mahow
(Malwa, India) on the 14th April 1891” but
“had lived and been educated in the city
of Bombay”. Stating that he had come to
America on a scholarship from the State
of Baroda, he provided details of his first
travels overseas. Ambedkar had taken S.S.
Sardinia on the Rubattino Line from
Bombay on June 15, 1913. At Naples he had
boarded S.S. Ancona and arrived at New
York on July 22, 1913. Ambedkar further
stated that he had been a post-graduate
student at Columbia University and that
he would be finishing “all requirements
for the Ph.D. degree except my thesis
which is a very essential part thereof” by
the end of June 1916. He had to visit the
British Museum and other libraries in

England “as the source materials for the
completion of [his] thesis were to be
found only in England”, and added that
the Baroda State had provided him both
the means and permission to study in
London for a year.

This letter, written in a steady hand
and in the impeccable English that we
have come to associate with Ambedkar,
may probably be the earliest surviving
autobiographical note penned by him. At
the time of writing these letters he was
barely 25.

How these letters came to the British
Library is happenstance.

It was the war that occasioned such
correspondence in the first place. The
British Consul General, after making
enquiries with the embassy in
Washington, had promptly forwarded
Ambedkar’s application to the Foreign
Office in London on May 22. It went with
a copy of his certificate of identity issued
at the time of Ambedkar’s departure to
America, by the British Resident at
Baroda on June 4, 1913. The certificate
gave his name as “Bhimrao alias Brimvran
Ambedkar” and other details that we are
familiar with now.

Evidently, the consular office did not
cable London, as requested by Ambedkar.
Therefore, it was not until June 8 that the
Under Secretary of State of the Foreign
Office in turn forwarded it to the India
Office in London. On June 11, the India
Office was still deliberating whether there
was “any objection to the Consul giving
him a passport endorsed for the journey
to England” or if only an emergency
certificate could be issued. By this time,

however, it had come to the notice of
another official that “this man sailed from
New York by SS New York on 11/6” and he
asked to “keep these papers pending till I
find out from him how he got his
passport.” 

Even by the first week of July the India
Office was still wondering how Ambedkar
had arrived in England “when his case
was still under discussion here.”

Where it ends
Whatever the circumstances, Ambedkar
had arrived at Liverpool where he had
been instructed to call at Scotland Yard to
collect his papers. As of June 24, he had
still not done that. The paper trail ends
here with a final note in the file: “I am
directed to inform you that the Indian in
question has since arrived in England and
no action in the matter appears now to be
called for.”

When the Consul General in New York
had forwarded Ambedkar’s application
and in turn the Foreign Office had
forwarded it to the India Office, a specific
request had been made for the “eventual
return” of the originals. Given how his
application had been processed, the
papers were never sent back. If they had,
Ambedkar’s letters are not likely to have
survived, for consular offices do not
preserve passport applications for long.
After Independence, the India Office was
abolished and all its records were
transferred to the British Library, now
located adjacent to St. Pancras railway
station in the heart of London.

A.R. Venkatachalapathy is a historian
and Tamil writer

The enigma of arrival: how Ambedkar
completed his educational journey 
Based on documents accessed from the British Library in the heart of London, gaps in Ambedkar’s academic history have been filled particularly the
completion of his PhD. It also shows us the impossibly challenging conditions he had to reckon with 
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A.R. Venkatachalapathy

X

QUESTION 1

One of the most famous speeches of
Hugo Chavez, is a short televised message
of brotherhood, hope and promise. The
speech titled ‘por ahora’ (for now) was
delivered by Chavez in what context?
X

QUESTION 2

Mr. Chavez’s political ideology and
administration is fashioned after this 19th
century statesman who fought for Latin
America’s independence.
X

QUESTION 3

Hugo Chavez established his own political
party, the Movement of the Fifth Republic,
in 1994. 
What does the fifth republic refer to? 
The party was later dissolved and merged
into another larger party. Name it.

X

QUESTION 4

“The devil came here yesterday... it smells
of sulphur still today,” said Chavez in an
address to the United Nations General
Assembly in 2006. Who is he referring to
as the ‘devil’?
X

QUESTION 5

The 2002 coup against President Chavez
was captured in this film by an Irish film
crew. Name the documentary.
X

QUESTION 6

The ‘pink tide’ refers to the movement of
Latin American countries to left-leaning
governments/ideologies in the beginning
of the 21st century. According to current
Vice President of Argentina Cristina
Fernandez de Kirchner, the three
musketeers of the pink tide were Hugo
Chavez and two of his contemporaries.
Name the two and their countries.

Questions (abridged) and Answers to the
previous day’s daily quiz: 1. Apart from Mandela
and Jacob Zuma, this former prisoner went on to
become President of South Africa. Ans: Kgalema
Motlanthe 
2. Mandela used to recite this poem while in prison to
other inmates. Ans: Invictus by William Ernest
Henley
3. This paramilitary organisation was founded by
Mandela. Ans: uMkhonto we Sizwe
4. Mandela was talking about this event when he said
“It was the first time that a country had come from
another continent not to take something away, but to
help Africans to achieve their freedom”. Ans: The
Cuban intervention in Angola defeating the
Apartheid regime supported forces 
5. Mandela appointed this person as chairman of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Ans: Bishop
Desmond Tutu
Visual: The Indonesian art form associated with
Madiba shirts. Ans: Batik
Early Birds: Jagadish. S| Shoury Patil| R.Ashwin
Ratna| Shivam jha

THE DAILY QUIZ

On December 6, 1998, Hugo Chavez became the President of Venezuela
for the first time. A quiz on the deceased Latin American strongman

X

What event in 2005 is Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez and
Argentine football legend Diego Maradona rallying against
here? REUTERS

Please send in your answers to 
dailyquiz@thehindu.co.in

Joan Sony Cherian

“Good morning, sir”.
“Good morning”.
“Mr. K. S. Manian of Dindigul wants to

know the pronunciation of ‘gynaecology’,
sir”.

“It is pronounced ‘gainicology’. ‘Gaini’
rhymes with ‘tiny’ and ‘cology’ is
pronounced the same way it is
pronounced in ‘psychology’. The ‘g’ is
pronounced like the ‘g’ in ‘get’ and ‘go’.
The stress is on the third syllable”.

“Mr. K. Muniramiah of Chandragiri
wants to know the difference between
‘relatives’ and ‘relations’, sir”.

“They mean the same. There are some
who believe that ‘relation’ connotes closer
relationship and ‘relative’ rather a distant
one. But this distinction is hardly ever
maintained these days”.

“Sir, Mr. K. Sharath Babu of
Madanapalle wants to know which of the
following is correct (a) He was appointed
as Governor; (b) He was appointed
Governor”.

“ ‘He was appointed Governor’ is
correct.

She has been appointed Principal of the
local college”.

“Mr. A. Manmadha Rao of Srikakulam
wants to know the meaning of the idiom
‘tongue in cheek’, sir”.

“You speak with your tongue in your
cheek when you do not mean what you
say or say the opposite of what you mean. 

When I said to him that Mr. Rao called
him a fine writer, he said: ‘Are you sure
that he was not speaking with his tongue
in his cheek?’ I told him that he spoke
straight from the heart. 

To speak with the ‘tongue in the cheek’
is to speak insincerely. 

When she said he was honest, she was
speaking with the tongue in her cheek ”. 

“Sir, are the words ‘catamaran’ and
‘cashewnut’ of Indian origin?”

“ ‘Catamaran’ is from Tamil
‘kattumarum’. You know what it means.
The dictionary defines it as ‘a narrow boat
propelled by sails’. It entered the
language at the close of the 17th century.
Now ‘catamaran’ also means ‘a
quarrelsome woman’. It acquired this
meaning in the 1830s. ‘Cashew’ is not
from any Indian language. It is from the
Portuguese ‘caju’ which itself is from Tupi
‘caju’. Tupi is the language spoken by a
group of South American tribes living in
Brazil. The word for ‘cashewnut’ is ‘kaju’
in several Indian languages. The cashew is
native to the tropics of Central and South
America. It was taken to East Africa and
India by Portuguese missionaries in the
fifteenth century. In Malayalam,
cashewnut is called ‘parangi andi’, the
Portuguese nut. ‘Parangi’ is from
‘Feringee’, a term used to refer to the
Portuguese in India. It is also used as a
general term for Europeans. St Thomas’s
Mount in Madras is called ‘Parangi Malai’.
Let’s stop here for the day. Goodbye”.

“Thank you, sir. Goodbye”.

Know your
English

FROM THE ARCHIVES
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The apex court had in the past upheld statutes
that monitored or controlled religious conver-
sions. “They can argue that right to convert is a
fundamental right but I will oppose it,” the top law
officer said. Senior advocate C.U. Singh, repre-
senting the Kerala Yukthivaad Sangham, a ration-
alist and secular organisation, objected to the
court entertaining a petition by advocate Ashwini
Kumar Upadhyay. Mr. Singh said Mr. Upadhyay
had filed the same petition thrice before and they
were withdrawn without liberty. Senior advocate
Raju Ramachandran, for a priest, also opposed
Mr. Upadhyay on the ground of maintainability.

“Don’t take this as adversarial or for other pur-
poses. This is a very serious issue. Ultimately, it is
against the basic principles of our Constitution…
We are at the stage of final hearing and make it
clear that we will not enter into the question of
maintainability of the petition. Your objections
are rejected,” Justice Shah told Mr. Singh, while
passing on printed material and photographs of
what were allegedly forcible or deceitful religious
conversions. The court directed the Centre to pro-
vide details of anti-conversion laws in various
States and other materials.

SC offers to find solution
to ‘deceitful conversion’

The Republic TV P-MARQ exit poll predicts the BJP
may bag 128 to 148 seats, Congress-NCP 30 to 42
and the AAP two to 10 seats.

TV9 Gujarati has predicted 125-130 seats for the
BJP, 40-50 for Congress-NCP and three to five for
AAP. According to India Today-Axis My India, the
BJP may secure 129-151 seats, Congress-NCP 16-30
and AAP nine to 21, whereas ABP-CVoter has pro-
jected 128-140 for the BJP, 31-43 for the Congress-
led combine and three to 11 for AAP; Times Now-
ETG forecast 139 seats for the ruling party, 30 for
Congress-NCP and 11 for AAP. News 24-Today’s
Chanakya gave BJP 150 seats (+/-11), Congress
combine 19 (+/-9) and AAP 11 (+/-7). 

Going by the exit poll results, the BJP will again
form the government in Himachal Pradesh, but it
may turn out to be a tight contest. The Republic P-
MARQ exit poll predicts 34-39 seats for the party,
28-33 for the Congress and 0-1 for the AAP. India
Today-Axis My India has projected that the BJP
may get 24-34 seats and Congress 30-40, while Zee
News-BARC predicted 35-40 seats for the BJP, 20-
25 for the Congress and a maximum of three for
AAP. Times Now-ETG said 34-42 seats may go the
BJP way and 24-32 to the Congress. As per the
News X-Jan Ki Baat exit poll, BJP would bag 32-40
and Congress 27-34 seats.

The India-TV-Matrize poll put the figures at 35-
40 for the BJP and 26-31 for the Congress, while
News 24-Today’s Chanakya said it would be 33
each for both parties. TV9 Gujarati’s exit poll gave
33 (+/-7) seats for the BJP and 31 for the Congress. 

After 15 years, the BJP may face a major setback
in the Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) elec-
tion with the exit polls predicting a massive victo-
ry for the AAP. Times Now-ETG has forecast 146-
156 seats for the Arvind Kejriwal-led party, com-
pared to 84-94 for the BJP and six-10 for the
Congress. Aaj Tak-Axis My India survey suggested
149-171 seats for AAP, 69-91 for BJP and three to se-
ven for the Congress. 

The exit poll by News X-Jan Ki Baat gave 159-175
seats for the AAP, 70-92 for the BJP and four to se-
ven for the Congress. Zee News-BARC said the AAP
may secure 134-146 seats, BJP 82-94 and the Con-
gress eight to 14. Counting of votes for the MCD
election will be held on Wednesday.

BJP may win in Gujarat,
Himachal, say exit polls

P
rime Minister Na-
rendra Modi on
Monday presided

over a meeting of leaders
from all political parties on
India’s Presidency of the
G-20 and sought their
cooperation to make it a
big success as the govern-
ment made a presentation
of its year-long pro-
grammes in the run-up to
the summit.

“Prime Minister [Modi]
emphasised the impor-
tance of teamwork, and
sought the cooperation of
all leaders in the organisa-
tion of various G-20 events.
He pointed out that the
G-20 Presidency would
help showcase parts of In-
dia beyond the conven-
tional big metros, thus
bringing out the unique-
ness of each part of our na-
tion,” said a statement is-
sued by the Ministry of
External Affairs (MEA), ad-
ding that Home Minister
Amit Shah and Finance Mi-
nister Nirmala Sitharaman
had addressed the meet-

ing. The MEA also made a
presentation on India’s
priorities at the G20 Presi-
dency, which Mr. Modi said
“belongs to the entire
nation”.

During the two-hour
meeting, 15 leaders spoke
and several of them reiter-
ated that India taking over
the Presidency was by ro-
tation and it should not be
projected as the govern-
ment’s achievement. G-20
or Group of 20 is an inter-
governmental forum of the
world’s major developed
and developing econo-
mies. In his concluding
speech, Mr. Modi said it
was an occasion for the en-
tire country to be proud of

and everyone should con-
tribute to its success.

While congratulating
the country over its Presi-
dency, Congress president
Mallikarjun Kharge urged
the Prime Minister to use
India’s influence to raise
the border incursion issue
with China, demand a per-
manent seat at the United
Nations Security Council
and formulate a common
law to deal with economic
offenders and fugitives.

Mr. Kharge not only
urged the government to
showcase the achieve-
ments of the country in the
past 70 years but also high-
lighted former Prime Mi-
nister Manmohan Singh’s

leadership to the G-20
countries during the eco-
nomic crisis of 2008. He al-
so cited that India in the
past had chaired the Non-
Aligned Movement (NAM)
summit and the Common-
wealth Heads of Govern-
ment Meet.

West Bengal Chief Minis-
ter Mamata Banerjee said
the G-20 Presidency was
not about one party’s agen-
da. Tamil Nadu Chief Mi-
nister M.K. Stalin assured
the Centre of his State’s full
support and co-operation
in conducting the confe-
rences to mark India’s G-20
presidency. 

Since a presentation
about showcasing the em-
powerment of women,
youth, farmers and disad-
vantaged sections, CPI gen-
eral secretary D. Raja
urged Mr. Modi to get the
Women’s Reservation Bill
passed. In a statement
highlighting party leader
Sitaram Yechury’s com-
ments at the meeting, the
CPI(M) reiterated that In-
dia’s turn at the helm of the
grouping is by the dint of a
“rotating presidency”.

PM seeks cooperation of
all parties to make G-20
Presidency a success

Narendra Modi with Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal CMs, Jagan
Mohan Reddy and Mamata Banerjee, respectively, on Monday. PTI

Modi says it is an occasion to be proud of; many leaders however reiterate that India taking over
the Presidency was by rotation and it should not be projected as the government’s achievement

The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

Nine years after it passed
an interim order banning
caste-based political rallies
in Uttar Pradesh while
hearing a public interest li-
tigation (PIL) plea, the Alla-
habad High Court has now
issued fresh notices to the
Election Commission as
well as the BJP, the Con-
gress, the SP and the BSP
in the case and listed the
matter for next hearing on
December 15.

The court had in July
2013 passed the order, di-
recting that there shall be
no caste-based rallies with
a political motive in the
State till the EC took suita-
ble measures after partici-
pating in the court

proceedings.
However, in a Novem-

ber hearing before the
Bench of Chief Justice Ra-
jesh Bindal and Justice Jas-
preet Singh, the court not-
ed that the counsel for
respondents were not pre-
sent for the hearing and
that no response had been
filed by them. 

Taking note of this, the
court then proceeded to is-
sue fresh notices to the res-
pondents, seeking their
reply by the next date of
hearing. 

The matter was taken
up when advocate Moti Lal
Yadav had sought direc-
tions that the EC be asked
to frame rules to control
political parties to in-
fluence voters on the basis
of caste and religion.

HC notice to EC for
framing rules to stop
caste-based rallies
The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

The petition said the 103rd Amendment “has gi-
ven them [advanced classes] a mask to hide be-
hind the misleading term of ‘economically weaker
sections’”. The term EWS has not been clearly de-
fined. It benefits a class that has not suffered stig-
ma or absence of opportunity, it argued.

“The Constitution Amendment does not justify
as to why economic criteria is alone considered
for providing such reservation. Neither Article 46
nor the Constitution defines weaker sections. Arti-
cle 46 aims to promote education and economic
interest of Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes
and similar weaker groups,” it said.

N.M. Thomas case
It pointed to the court’s own seven-judge Bench
judgment in the N.M. Thomas case that said that
weaker sections do not mean every backward
class but those dismally depressed categories
comparable economically and educationally to
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. The Su-
preme Court judgment in the EWS case did not ex-
plain how a group, which has been generationally
“bestowed with ‘cultural capital’ (communication
skills, accent, books, social networks or academic
accomplishments) that they inherited from their
families” could be called a weaker section of the
society. The petition said the Sinho Commission
Report relied by the Union for enacting the 103rd
Constitutional Amendment itself had claimed that
there was no authenticated data to support the da-
ta of below poverty line in economically back-
ward class who were outside the reservation net.

Again, the DMK pointed out that the judgment
had approved discrimination by permitting the
exclusion of the poor from ST, SC and OBC catego-
ries from the 10% reservation.

DMK seeks review of SC
judgment on EWS quota 

The Supreme Court, for
the first time in its 72-year
history, is hosting a ‘hack-
athon’ event, a clear signal
that it is looking to the pu-
blic and the youth of the
country to bring innova-
tions to make justice deliv-
ery system more efficient.
Chief Justice of India (CJI)
D.Y. Chandrachud said the
event would be an oppor-
tunity to engage in “collab-
orative brainstorming”.

A statement from the
Supreme Court said the
goal is to “bring in evolu-
tion by inclusion of a new
methodology for upgrad-
ing the ecosystem by gen-
erating out-of-the-box,
open, innovative ideas”.
The event brings to focus
the court’s efforts to find
an independent and exclu-
sive online platform to liv-
estream proceedings of
courts around the country. 

SC set to host
‘hackathon’ to
spot ideas for
better system

Krishnadas Rajagopal
NEW DELHI

Union Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman on
Monday urged investiga-
tive agencies such as the
Department of Revenue In-
telligence (DRI) to capture
the masterminds behind
the proliferating smuggling
of drugs such as cocaine in-
to the country, stressing
that just nabbing mules
and peddlers is not enough
to engender public confi-
dence in actions against
the drug menace.

Flagging the rising de-
tection of smuggled co-
caine into the country, Ms.
Sitharaman asked the DRI
to examine if this was be-
ing driven by India becom-
ing ‘a consuming country
for the drug’ rather than a
transit route for drug
smugglers.

Speaking at the DRI’s

Foundation Day, Ms. Sitha-
raman also said there
seemed to be a correlation
between high gold imports
and the periods when
higher smuggled gold is
intercepted.

‘Be smarter’
For ordinary citizens read-
ing reports about seizures
of drugs such as cocaine,
the question that comes to
mind is ‘who is actually the
big fish behind it and what

happened to them’, the Mi-
nister pointed out.

“You’re catching all the
small fries, the peddlers,
the traffickers, the mules?
Is that sufficient to gain pu-
blic confidence? That’s not
sufficient at all,” she under-
lined, urging DRI sleuths to
be smarter than smug-
glers, who, she said, ‘must
leave some kind of trail or
evidence’ and ‘indicate
their modus operandi’.

“Are you able to bring
the handlers of such mat-
ters who are behind the
scene to face the law? Un-
less at least in a few cases,
you are able to get those
big fries, who are actually
behind these operations,
the constant question
which remains in the citi-
zen’s mind is who are the
people who are perpetrat-
ing this, the global ma-
fia that controls this?” she
added.

Catching small fry is not
enough, nab masterminds
of drugs smuggling: FM
Vikas Dhoot
NEW DELHI

Nirmala Sitharaman

The G-20 Sherpas held the
first round of “substantive
discussions” on the key
areas of India’s G-20 Presi-
dency in Udaipur on Mon-
day, the Ministry of Exter-
nal Affairs (MEA) said.

The first day’s discus-
sions included sessions on
‘Technical Transforma-
tion’, ‘Green Development
and Lifestyle for Environ-
ment (LIFE)‘, ‘Global and
Regional Economy: Pros-
pects and Challenges’ and
an informal ‘Chai pe Char-
cha’ among the G-20 mem-
ber countries.

“Discussions of the 1st

Sherpa meeting were in-
itiated by India’s G-20 Sher-
pa Amitabh Kant, through
an overview of India’s G-20
priorities across our 13
Working Groups. The Sher-
pa highlighted India’s role
in providing a greater voice
to the Global South, and
utilising its G-20 Chairship
to forge win-win collabora-
tions between developing
countries and advanced
economies,” said a press
note released by the MEA.

Apart from Mr. Kant,
Ajay Seth, Secretary, De-
partment of Economic Af-
fairs, Ministry of Finance,
gave an outline of the key
economic challenges be-
fore the world and “high-

lighted the need for collec-
tive efforts by the G-20 to
deal with them”. The ses-
sion on technology high-
lighted the importance of
cybersecurity and digital
skilling and the session on
‘Green Development’ in-
cluded topics like ‘just
green and energy
transitions’.

“Through a range of cul-
tural activities, visits to his-
toric sites and scenic loca-
tions and showcasing
Rajasthani art and craft,
the visiting G-20 delegates
have got a rich glimpse and
deep insight into our rich
history and traditions,” the
MEA said.

Need for collective
efforts highlighted at
G-20 Sherpas meet

The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

The Supreme Court on
Monday asked the govern-
ment whether it would
have brushed aside objec-
tions from the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) had the
central bank opposed the
demonetisation policy.

The question from the
Constitution Bench led by
Justice S. Abdul Nazeer
came after Attorney-Gen-
eral R. Venkataramani said
the government and the
RBI “acted in consultation”
to notify demonetisation in
2016. There was no ques-
tion of delegation of pow-
ers to the Centre, he said.

The government had an-
nounced demonetisation,
not through a parliamen-
tary statute, but by issuing
a notification in the ga-
zette. The petitioners had
argued that such an impor-
tant move should not have
been made by way of a “de-

legated legislation” like a
gazette notification. The
petitioners had also argued
that the RBI had been in
the dark about the demo-
netisation move.

“Suppose it [demoneti-
sation] had emanated from
the Centre and the RBI, in
its wisdom, thought it was
not right to do it now, or [it
was not] right to do it at all,
and given its proposal to
the Centre. What would
have happened then?
Would the Centre have
brushed it aside?” Justice
B.V. Nagarjuna, one of the
five judges on the Bench,
asked the
Attorney-General.

Mr. Venkataramani said
the question did not arise
in the case. The notifica-
tion had subsequently
merged with an Act of Par-
liament. Besides, he said,
the government, as a sove-
reign power, was well with-
in its right to disagree with
the RBI.

Well within our right
to disagree with RBI,
government tells SC
The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

Walk the talk and
release Mirwaiz,
Hurriyat tells PM 

SRINAGAR

The Hurriyat on Monday asked
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
to walk the talk and release
chief cleric Mirwaiz Umar
Farooq, while referring to Mr.
Modi’s remarks after India
assumed the Presidency of the
G-20 grouping. In a statement,
the Hurriyat recalled Mr. Modi’s
comment on resolution of
issues “not by fighting each
other, but only by acting
together”. It said such an
approach should be used to
deal with the Kashmir conflict.

Janata Dal (United) presi-
dent Rajiv Ranjan Singh,
better known as Lalan
Singh, was on Monday
elected unopposed for a
fresh three-year term at the
helm of the regional party.

JD(U) general secretary
Afaque Ahmed Khan said
Mr. Singh, a Lok Sabha MP
and confidant of the par-
ty'’s preeminent leader
and Bihar Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar, was the only
person in the fray and was
elected unopposed after
the last date of the withdra-
wal of nomination was ov-
er on Monday.

He had taken over as the
president of the party in Ju-
ly, 2021. 

Lalan Singh
elected JD(U)
president for
fresh term

Press Trust of India
NEW DELHI The Congress on Monday

appointed senior leader
and Rajya Sabha member
from Bihar, Akhilesh Pra-
sad Singh, as new presi-
dent of the Pradesh Con-
gress Committee (PCC)
with “immediate effect”.

“Hon’ble Congress pre-
sident has appointed Dr.
Akhilesh Prasad Singh, MP
as the President of Bihar
Pradesh Congress Com-
mittee with immediate ef-
fect”, said the letter under-
signed by party leader K.C.
Venugopal. 

“The party appreciates
the contribution of the
outgoing PCC President
Shri Madan Mohan Jha,
MLC,” the letter further
added.

Mr. Singh comes from

an upper caste Bhumihar
community and is said to
be close to Rashtriya Jana-
ta Dal (RJD) chief Lalu Pra-
sad. He was also the RJD
MP in Lok Sabha repre-
senting Motihari consti-
tuency from 2004-2009
but lost the election from
East Champaran in 2009
and from Muzaffarpur in
2014 general election as
Congress candidate. 

He was an MLA bet-
ween 2000 and 2004 from
Arwal constituency, his
native place.

Mr. Singh has been a
part of the G23 grouping
which has been critical of
the party leadership in the
past. 

The outgoing Bihar PCC
president Madan Mohan
Jha, who is also party MLC
in the State, had tendered
his resignation earlier this
year and was waiting to be
relieved. “All State Con-
gress workers welcome
the decision of central par-
ty leadership to appoint
Akhilesh Prasad Singh as
new State party president.
The party will get a new di-
rection and energy under
the leadership of Mr.
Singh,” said State unit Con-
gress spokesperson Asit
Nath Tiwari.

Congress appoints Akhilesh Prasad
Singh as new Bihar PCC president 

Amarnath Tewary
PATNA

Akhilesh Prasad Singh
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Monday said In-
dia’s Presidency of the
G-20 was a “matter of
pride for all” and an occa-
sion to establish globally
Indianness and its culture. 

He was addressing the
two-day huddle here of the
BJP’s national office-bear-
ers, State unit presidents
and general secretaries
(organisations).

The Prime Minister
lauded the Kashi-Tamil
Sangamam programme
that was on in Varanasi and

held it as a model for sneh
milans, or cultural and oth-
er exchanges that he had
first mooted during the na-
tional executive of the par-
ty held in Hyderabad ear-
lier this year.

BJP vice-president and
former Chhattisgarh Chief
Minister Raman Singh
briefed presspersons after
Mr. Modi’s speech. 

The Prime Minister
asked BJP members to
maintain direct connect
with border villagers and
said they should be deve-
loped as places that draw
visitors.

He urged elected repre-
sentatives of the BJP and
party leaders to do night-
stay programmes in border
villages as a way of not only
keeping in touch but also
addressing issues in these
villages. 

The two-day meeting of
all senior leaders in the
party organisation, imme-
diately after the conclusion
of polling in the Gujarat As-

sembly election, has been
called for a large-scale
stock-taking exercise and
to gird up for the upcom-
ing electoral challenges. 

Mr. Singh said the meet-
ing will discuss various
topical issues and also the
upcoming State elections. 

Sources told The Hindu
that the stock-taking was
also a precursor to J.P. Nad-
da getting an extension as
BJP president (party presi-
dents usually have a three-
year tenure and any exten-
sion has to be approved of
by the parliamentary
board and the national
executive).

PM asks BJP members to maintain
direct connect with border villagers
The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

He was addressing a
huddle of the BJP’s
office-bearers, State
unit presidents and
general secretaries 

A
modest voter tur-
nout of 64.39% was
recorded in the se-

cond phase of the Gujarat
Assembly election on Mon-
day, as per provisional data
at 11.45 p.m. 

Polling was held in 93
seats across 14 districts of
north and central Gujarat.
In 2017, the turnout in
these constituencies stood
at 68.41%.

In the first phase of vot-
ing on December 1, 63.3%
turnout was registered in
89 seats in Saurashtra and
south Gujarat districts. 

On Monday, Prime Mi-
nister Narendra Modi, Un-
ion Home Minister Amit
Shah and Gujarat Chief Mi-
nister Bhupendra Patel

were among those who
cast their ballot in
Ahmedabad.

After the Prime Minister
cast his vote in the Ranip
area, the Congress alleged
that Mr. Modi had convert-
ed his visit to the polling
booth into a two-and-a-half
hour roadshow on polling

day and questioned the
Election Commission’s “si-
lence” on the matter.

Gujarat’s Additional
Chief Electoral Officer Kul-
deep Arta told mediaper-
sons that a report had been
sought from the Election
Officer in Ahmedabad but
a roadshow had not been

established as the “crowd
was there on its own”.

The election authority
also received complaints of
malfunctioning electronic
voting machines and voter
verifiable paper audit trails
from several places. 

As many as 41 ballot un-
its, 40 control units and
109 VVPATs were replaced,
it said, adding that the poll-
ing process was overall
peaceful.

Banaskantha district re-
corded the highest turnout
at 71.4%, while Ahmedabad
recorded the lowest at
58.32.The top contenders
in the second phase in-
clude Chief Minister Bhu-
pendra Patel and Patidar
quota agitation leader Har-
dik Patel. The counting of
votes will be held on De-
cember 8.

Over 64% voter turnout
in Gujarat second phase,
Modi, Shah cast ballot

Poll duty: Prime Minister Narendra Modi leaving the poll booth
after casting his vote in Ahmedabad on Monday. VIJAY SONEJI

Polling held in 93 seats across 14 districts of north and central regions; Congress alleges that PM
converted his visit to the booth into a ‘roadshow’ on polling day; counting on Thursday

The Hindu Bureau
AHMEDABAD

The byelections in Uttar
Pradesh’s Mainpuri Lok
Sabha seat and six Assemb-
ly seats spread over five
States passed off peaceful-
ly on Monday.

In U.P., the Samajwadi
Party and the Rashtriya
Lok Dal (RLD) accused the
ruling party of using the lo-
cal administration to keep
the voting percentage low
in pockets of their in-
fluence. The BJP called it a
move by Opposition to div-
ert attention from impend-
ing loss in their traditional
bastions. With the Con-
gress and the Bahujan Sa-
maj Party (BSP) deciding to
sit out, U.P. saw a direct
contest between the BJP
and the SP, still licking its
wound after the humiliat-
ing loss in Azamgarh and
Rampur Lok Sabha byelec-
tions earlier this year.

In Mainpuri, where SP is
fighting to save the legacy
of party founder Mulayam
Singh, whose death neces-
sitated the poll, 51.8% of
voters cast their vote after

a charged campaign bet-
ween SP candidate Dimple
Yadav, former MP and wife
of party president Akhilesh
Yadav and BJP nominee
Raghuraj Singh Shakya, an
old SP hand who shifted al-
legiance to the saffron par-
ty after the feud in the Ya-
dav family.

In Rampur Sadar, the
voting percentage plum-
meted to 32%, leading to
charges from SP candidate
Asim Raja that they fought
the election against the al-
liance of the BJP govern-
ment and the local admi-
nistration. 

In Khatauli, where RLD
strongman Madan Bhaiya
is locking horns with the
spouse of outgoing BJP
MLA Vikram Saini, whose
conviction led to the by-
poll, around 56% of voters
exercised their franchise
till 6 p.m.

In other byelections, the
Padampur Assembly con-
stituency in Odisha saw a
huge turnout with more
than 80% voters casting
their vote. Here the ruling
Biju Janata Dal (BJD), keen
to reverse the loss suffered
in the previous byelection
in the State, has fielded

Barsha Singh Bariha
against the BJP’s Pradip
Purohit.

In Rajasthan’s Sardar-
shahar election, nearly
70% votes were polled till
5.30 p.m. The Congress
has fielded the late MLA
Bhanwar Lal Sharma’s son
Anil Kumar against former
MLA Ashok Kumar, the BJP
candidate.

The contest for Chhattis-
garh’s Bhanupratappur
seat, where BJP candidate
Brahmanand Netam and
Congress nominee Savitri
Mandavi are in the fray,
witnessed a 64.86% tur-
nout. Ms. Mandavi is the
spouse of Congress MLA
Manoj Mandavi whose
death necessitated the by-
poll. In the Kurhani consti-
tuency in Bihar, voters
scored 53% by 5 p.m. Here
the BJP’s Kedar Prasad
Gupta is locked in a direct
contest with JD(U) candi-
date Manoj Kushwaha.
Chief Minister Nitish Ku-
mar, who snapped ties
with the BJP in August, and
Deputy CM Tejaswi Yadav
campaigned for Mr. Kush-
waha.

Bypolls held in five States, peaceful
polling amid low turnout in U.P.
The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

Getting inked: Women after casting their vote during the Mainpuri
Lok Sabha byelection in Saifai on Monday. SANDEEP SAXENA

After more than five years
of its formation, the com-
mission for the sub-cate-
gorisation of the Other
Backward Classes (OBC) is
now in the final stages of
finishing its task of coming
up with a formula to furth-
er classify the nearly 3,000
caste groups and prepar-
ing a report on it, accord-
ing to multiple officials
aware of the
developments.

The five-member com-
mission, headed by Justice
G. Rohini (retd), was con-
stituted in October 2017
and was initially given 12
weeks to submit its report
to the President of India.
Since then, the Ministry of
Social Justice and Empo-
werment has extended the
deadline more than 10
times, first citing the addi-
tional time required by the
commission to gather in-
formation and data and
then the pandemic. 

The latest deadline for
the commission has been
set for January 31, 2023. 

Distributing quotas
The commission has been
having a back-and-forth
with the Union govern-
ment over the past few
years and is finalising the
“sensitive work” of distri-
buting quotas within the
OBC groups, multiple

members told The Hindu.
“We have had to undertake
a monumental task over
the past few years and ex-
pect to submit the entire
report before the next dea-
dline expires,” one of them
added. In addition to re-
commending a formula
that distributed the quota
available to OBCs equitably
among the caste groups,
the commission was also
tasked with identifying
which caste groups would
get what share of the 27%
reservation pie. 

For this, the commis-
sion has undertaken a
large-scale exercise to de-
termine which of the caste
groups are the dominant
ones and which are rou-
tinely pushed out of getting
benefits.

According to the sourc-
es, the considerations
made by the commission
included dividing up the
nearly 3,000 caste groups
into four broad categories,
with the maximum share
available to those that are
historically crowded out by
the dominant groups. Offi-
cials have expressed con-
cerns over how this report
should be made public. 

Panel finalising its
report on OBC
sub-categorisation

It is tasked with
coming up with a
formula to further
classify nearly 3,000
caste groups 

Abhinay Lakshman
NEW DELHI

Stepping up their cam-
paign demanding abolition
of the post of Governor,
the Communist Party of In-
dia (CPI) on Monday an-
nounced that it would ob-
serve December 29 as
‘Defend Federalism Day’
across the country.

Addressing a press con-
ference in Delhi, party gen-
eral secretary D. Raja said
there are several examples
of how the BJP has misused
the Governor’s office, re-
counting the events in Ker-
ala, Tamil Nadu, Telangana
and Puducherry.

“Governors are acting as
direct political representa-
tives of the ruling dispensa-
tion. In a parliamentary
system, we do not need
Governors. Situation is
such that the Governors
are not acting as Constitu-
tional representatives,” he
said. He added that the Go-
vernor’s office cannot be
allowed to function as
“camp offices of the BJP”. 

“In such a situation,
what is the need for a Go-
vernor in States that have
elected governments? Our
party feels that it is time
that we demand for the
abolition of the post of Go-
vernor,” Mr. Raja said.

CPI calls for abolition
of post of Governor

The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

The byelections in two Dis-
trict Development Council
(DDC) constituencies in
north Kashmir on Monday
recorded a 43% voting and
reflected a split in the Peo-
ple’s Alliance for Gupkar
Declaration (PAGD), an
amalgam of four political
parties fighting for the pre-
August 5, 2019 position of
Jammu and Kashmir.

Votes polled
“Around 43% voting was
recorded in the two consti-
tuencies that saw re-poll-
ing in the Kashmir division

of the Union Territory. A
total of 53.33% voting was
recorded in Hajin-A, a con-
stituency in Bandipora dis-
trict, and 32.73% was re-
corded in Drugmulla
constituency in Kupwara
district,” an official spokes-
person said.

The counting for both
the constituencies will be
held on December 8.

Unlike the DDC elec-
tions held in December
2020, the electoral tie-up
within the Gupkar alliance
fell apart this time. The al-
liance, which fielded joint
candidates, had won the
highest of 110 constituen-
cies out of 280 in 2020.

43% voting in Kashmir
DDC byelections 

The Hindu Bureau
SRINAGAR
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To solve this puzzle online, 
get across to our crossword site.
@ https://qrgo.page.link/jjpTn

Across

9 Grunting while connecting, lost a pound for nothing (7)

10 She was called back having left her man after a hair cut (7)

11 Source cut off - accepting a month's paperwork (7)

12 Being old, doddering Democrat leaves base (7)

13 A day time incursion by troops at regular intervals needs
modification (9)

15 Wish to go back to covering conservative era (5)

16 Small group, that's half the midnight meeting of witches (7)

19 A creature figured time after time in Herald (7)

20 With bugaboo no time for boo-boo (5)

21 Most of the book is about pressure on middle class (9)

25 Girl having perfect figure - a dish, really! (7)

26 One learning armature winding right away (7)

28 Girl gets around as they fly away to sea (7)

29 Inner rings found in female deer or some dogs (7)

Down

1 A degree allows to go, raise some capital (6)

2 Raw, in pure form (6)

3 A clue to pick up some bread (4)

4 Surprising resignation - without arson can start the fire (6)

5 After a day wind picks up, stick to the middle of the sea (8)

6 Goofing up below, wearing cheap jewellery (10)

7 A volume measure in short is a birth defect (8)

8 Another three hours in short for farm machinery (8)

14 Not right pistol to carry - lady exposed as an imposter (4,6)

16 She stops girl's entry into parties... (8)

17 ...except one drinking vermouth (8)

18 Linguist's support to stop crime (8)

22 Huge pandal in the centre of the land (6)

23 One born, not named to become a king (6)

24 Starts slowly, one reaches expected speed thereafter - it's
extremely painful (6)

27 Skin condition - one without name (4)

+ 13729

SCAN TO PLAY

INBRIEF
!

Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) president Lalu Prasad,
on Monday, underwent a successful kidney
transplant surgery in Singapore, his son and
Bihar Deputy Chief Minister Tejashwi Yadav said.
Mr. Tejashwi said both his father and elder sister
Rohini Acharya, who donated one of her kidneys
to the 74-year-old, were fine after the surgery.
“After a successful kidney transplant operation,
Papa has been shifted from the operation theatre
to the ICU. Donor elder sister Rohini Acharya and
our national president are fine. Gratitude to all
those who prayed for them and wished them
well,” he tweeted, along with a video from the
hospital.

Lalu Prasad, daughter doing
fine after transplant surgery

The Supreme Court on Monday imposed ₹1 lakh
as exemplary costs on a PIL petitioner who
wanted a judicial declaration to recognise the
leader of a sect as Paramatma, to whom
everyone should pay obeisance. The petitioner,
who appeared in person, urged the court to
direct the citizens to accept Sri Sri Anukul
Chandra as the “Supreme Spirit”. He had
approached the court under Article 32 of the
Constitution. “India is a secular country. The
citizens of India may accept whatever they
choose to believe in. You go ahead and believe in
it. Let others believe what they want to,” Justice
M.R. Shah chastised the petitioner.

Man fined for asking sect
leader be called ‘Paramatma’

Congress president Mallikarjun Kharge on
Monday appointed new leaders to be in charge of
Chhattisgarh, Rajasthan and Haryana. Ajay
Maken has been relieved of his charge from
Rajasthan at a time when the Bharat Jodo Yatra
has entered the State and has been replaced by
Sukhjinder Singh Randhawa. Kumari Selja, has
been made the new in-charge for Chhattisgarh by
relieving P.L. Punia. Rajya Sabha member from
Gujarat Shaktisinh Gohil has been given the
additional charge of Haryana in addition to Delhi
and Vivek Bansal has been relieved of his
Haryana charge.

New leaders given charge of
Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh Cong.

A petition to unearth the “correct history” and
age of the Taj Mahal was declined by the
Supreme Court on Monday, which said the
history of the world heritage mausoleum should
be allowed to continue as it has been known for
several centuries. “As far as your demand to
order an enquiry into the age of the Taj Mahal, I
don’t even know my age… So let it be,” Justice
M.R. Shah said in a lighter vein. The petition said
the “original” history of the Taj Mahal in Persian
has been lost. Children were learning the wrong
history about the white-marbled structure built
in the 17th century in Agra on the order of
Mughal emperor Shah Jahan in memory of his
favourite wife, the petitioner said. 

Let history of the Taj Mahal
continue as it is, says SC

Solution to yesterday’s SudokuSolution to previous puzzle 

SUDOKU
!

There is a popular misconception that one should light
deepams (diyas) on the day of Kartigai Deepam alone and
celebrate it as a festival. However, one has to light a lamp
at dusk throughout the Tamil month of Kartigai, and in-
trospect on one’s behaviour. It is the month of annual self-
assessment of one’s conduct in this world whereby one
hopes to reach God’s feet, said Dhamal Ramakrishnan in a
discourse.

It is the month in which Vaishnavite saints Tiruppa-
nazhwar and Tirumangai Azhwar were born. It is the only
time of the year when Lord Nrusimha offers darshan with
his eyes open at the famous temple in Sholingur, near
Vellore.

Astronomically, it is the time of the year when the im-
pact of the sun’s radiation is comparatively less in this part
of the world, but that is not the reason why one lights
lamps. The lamp signifies kindness, the oil denotes fame
or recognition of a person by others in this world, the wick
symbolises humility. All three in conjunction result in the
light. This alone can lead one to an inherently peaceful life
and think of God. The basis for this is the lamp, or kind-
ness. The Kural says, “Anbilar ellam thamakuriyar, anbu-
daiyan enbum uriyar pirarkku” – meaning, those who lack
kindness will covet everything for themselves, whereas
those who have the quality of kindness will say whatever
they have belongs to all. Everything stems from the basic
premise of kindness to everything and everyone on earth.

Tirumoolar puts this in perfect context when he says
the lamp is the self-assessment tool of your good deeds. 

Kartigai, time to introspect 

FAITH
!

“Integrated policy agenda
for a human–centred re-
covery that is inclusive,
sustainable and resilient”
is the theme of the 17th
Asia and the Pacific Re-
gional Meeting (APRM) of
the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) begin-
ning here on Tuesday.

In his report on the
theme, ILO Director-Gen-
eral Gilbert F. Houngbo has
called for strengthening
tripartism and social dia-
logue to address issues in
employment in the region. 

Mr. Houngbo also
pitched for strong and ef-
fective gender-responsive
policies and institutions of
work that are oriented to-
wards a human-centred re-
covery after the pandemic
and the ongoing conflict
between Russia and Uk-
raine. He asked govern-
ments in the region to in-
crease investments in
social justice for the
achievement of decent job-
rich growth, universal so-
cial protection, respect for
rights at work and inclu-
sive social dialogue.

Minister of State for La-
bour Rameswar Teli and
Secretary Arti Ahuja will

represent India. 
Mr. Houngbo said in his

report that “the Russian
aggression” against Uk-
raine has led to “major
new disruptions to energy
and food supply chains as
well as inflation, with im-
pacts that are filtering
down to the Asia and the
Pacific and the Arab States
regions, adversely impact-
ing the prospects for la-
bour market recovery.”

The report added that in
the absence of effective in-
stitutionalised support,
households relied on limit-
ed savings to meet basic
needs or went into debt. 

In times marked by eco-
nomic, social and environ-
mental crises, he said go-
vernments and social
partners must not miss the
opportunity to join forces
and channel investments
towards a human-centred
recovery, while “gradually
removing longer-term
structural barriers to de-
cent work and inclusive
growth”.

ILO meet begins
today, D-G calls for
social security for all 

Gilbert F. Houngbo
pitches for inclusive
social dialogue and
the strengthening of
tripartism

A.M. Jigeesh
SINGAPORE

India has restored e-visas
for Britons wanting to visit
the country, Indian High
Commissioner to the U.K.,
Vikram Doraiswami, said
on Monday. The facility,
which had been available
since 2014 for five catego-
ries of travel including tou-
rism and business, was sus-
pended for all countries
during the COVID-19 pan-
demic and had not been
restored for the citizens of
the U.K. and some other
countries.

“The big news today of
course is that we are rolling
out e-visas once again,” Mr.
Doraiswami said via a vi-
deo message on Twitter.

The curtailment of e-vi-
sas and difficulties getting
visa appointments had
frustrated travel plans for
Britons, including planned
family visits to India. Two
additional visa centres had

been opened in the U.K. —
one in Glasgow and second
in London in October and
November, respectively —
to handle the growing
backlog of applications.
The High Commissioner
had said in October that
the intention was to double
(i.e., increase by about
40,000 visas) the process-
ing capacity each month,
including by increasing
hours at existing applica-
tion centres and adding
two new centres.

British Prime Minister
Rishi Sunak had told the
House of Commons on No-
vember 17 that he had
raised the issue of e-visas
with Prime Minister Naren-
dra Modi at the G-20 sum-
mit in Bali which was held
earlier that week.

India restores e-visas
for Britons under
five categories

Sriram Lakshman
LONDON

The facility was
suspended for all
countries during the
pandemic 

The President has ap-
proved the introduction of
a new design for the Presi-
dent’s Standard and Co-
lour and Indian Navy
Crest, which were unveiled
at Visakhapatnam on Navy
Day on Sunday. 

“The new design of Pre-
sident’s Standard and Co-
lour highlights India’s glo-
rious maritime heritage
and symbolises proud In-
dian Navy,” the Navy said. 

The Navy Crest has been
amended to replace the
foul anchor with a clear an-
chor. 

President
approves 
new Crest of
Indian Navy

The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

The Uttar Pradesh govern-
ment tabled a supplemen-
tary budget of ₹33,769
crore for the financial year
2022-23 on Monday, the
first day of the winter As-
sembly session.

Parliamentary Affairs
Minister Suresh Kumar
Khanna presented the de-
mands for supplementary
grant, which is focused on
developing infrastructural
projects in view of the
State’s ambitious “$1-tril-
lion economy” goal.

Mahakumbh provision
The supplementary bud-
get has made a provision
of ₹521 crore for the Maha-
kumbh to be held in Praya-
graj in 2025. 

For the Global Investors
Summit-2023, ₹296 crore
has been allocated, while a
provision of ₹8,000 crore
has been made to develop

private industrial parks in
the State. Around ₹14,000
crore has been earmarked
for other new schemes
aimed at developing
infrastructure.

Earlier in the day, both
Houses of the State legisla-
ture condoled the death of
three-time former Chief
Minister Mulayam Singh
Yadav, after which pro-
ceedings were adjourned
till 11 a.m.

Meanwhile, the high-
stakes byelections for
Mainpuri Lok Sabha as
well as Rampur and Kha-
tauli Vidhan Sabha seats
on Monday were followed
by protests by legislators
of Samajwadi Party (SP),
the principal opposition
party. They alleged poor
law and order situation
and misuse of State ma-
chinery during the by-
polls.

Winter session day one: U.P.
govt. tables ₹33,769-crore
supplementary budget

Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath flanked by State Minister Swatantra
Dev Singh (left) and BJP MLA Suresh Khanna at the Uttar Pradesh
Assembly in Lucknow on Monday. PTI

Mayank Kumar
LUCKNOW

I
n an alleged case of
medical negligence,
four newborn babies

died in the special neona-
tal care unit (SNCU) of a go-
vernment hospital in Sur-
guja district of
Chhattisgarh on Monday.

While the parents of the
deceased have alleged that
a power interruption
caused the deaths, the go-
vernment has prima facie
ruled out the possibility
and has ordered a probe to
“investigate all angles, in-
cluding electrical
problems”.

The deaths occurred
between 5.30 a.m. and
8.30 a.m. at the Govern-
ment Medical College Hos-
pital (GMCH) in Ambika-
pur, around 300 km from
Raipur, Distrit Collector
Kundan Kumar told media-
persons. 

Gaurav Kumar Singh, a
resident of Bishrampur,
whose newborn daughter
(born on December 1 and
one of the two babies who
was on ventilator support)
died, told presspersons
that there was a power in-

terruption and it caused
the deaths. 

“There was no arrange-
ment for a generator in the
hospital and it was around
that time when the condi-
tion of my daughter started
deteriorating. Around 4
a.m., she had further trou-
ble breathing and at 6 a.m.,
we were told that she had
died. I do not remember
exactly when the power
supply was interrupted,
but the condition of many
children had deteriorated
and the mothers were told

to wrap them with a shawl
to keep them warm,” Mr.
Singh said. 

The administration has
said that at least 30 to 35
children are under treat-
ment in the SNCU.

GMCH Medical College
Dean Dr. R. Murthy denied
these allegations. 

“It’s true that there was
a problem of electricity but
it cannot be directly linked
to the deaths. Among oth-
er children who were on
ventilator, four of them are
still alive and they are be-

ing treated according to
the standard operating
procedures of the SNCU,”
he said. He added that
there was power back-up
in the form of a diesel gen-
erator set and a UPS. 

However, when pressed
further about the ambit of
the probe, Dr. Murthy said
that even electrical fault
would be investigated. “We
will probe if there was any
laxity in treatment. If there
was a power-related issue,
it is a technical problem …
with the help of our engi-
neering department, we
will look into whether
there was any problem
with the panel,” he said. 

State Health Minister
T.S. Singh Deo has directed
the Health Secretary to
constitute a team to probe
the incident.

“After learning about
the death of four infants in
Ambikapur Medical Col-
lege Hospital, I have asked
the Health Secretary to
constitute a probe team
and send it to the spot for
an enquiry. I have also ap-
prised Chief Minister Bhu-
pesh Baghel,” Mr. Singh
Deo said in a video state-
ment.

Four newborns die in
Chhattisgarh hospital 

In protest: BJP workers demand the resignation of Health Minister
T.S. Singh Deo after the death of the infants. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

Families allege that a power interruption in the special neonatal care unit caused the deaths, but
the State government has prima facie ruled out the possibility and ordered an investigation

Shubhomoy Sikdar
BHOPAL
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X

North Korea fired a barrage of artillery shells into a maritime buffer
zone on Monday, Seoul’s military said, the latest in a series of
launches by an increasingly belligerent Pyongyang. About 130
artillery rounds were simultaneously fired at 1129 IMT from two
separate sites, the South’s Joint Chiefs of Staff said. AFP

S. Korea accuses North of firing
artillery barrage into buffer zone

SEOUL

X

Israeli forces shot dead a Palestinian man on Monday when clashes
broke out during an arrest raid in the occupied West Bank, official
sources on both sides said. The Palestinian Prisoners' Club
advocacy group said the victim was a 22-year-old man and said 14
others were arrested in overnight raids across the West Bank. AFP

Israeli Army kills Palestinian man
during an arrest raid in West Bank

JERUSALEM

X

Australia started building a network of antennas which planners say
will become one of the most powerful radio telescopes. When
complete, these antennas and a network of dishes in South Africa
will form the Square Kilometre Array, a massive instrument that will
untangle mysteries about the creation of stars and galaxies. AFP

Australia begins work on its radio
telescope to solve space mysteries

SYDNEY

X

The UAE President made his first visit to Qatar since the end of a
four-year regional blockade that put ties in a deep freeze. Sheikh
Mohamed bin Zayed Al-Nahyan was greeted by Qatar's Emir Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani at the airport and left after a lunch in a
trip that coincided with the football World Cup in Qatar. AFP

UAE leader visits Qatar for first
time since end of 4-year blockade

DOHA

AP REUTERS AFP

P
rime Minister Sher
Bahadur Deuba’s
Nepali Congress

emerged as the largest par-
ty by winning 57 seats in
Nepal’s parliamentary
election as the counting of
votes under the direct sys-
tem concluded on Monday,
brightening the party’s
chances of forming the
new government.

Elections to the House
of Representatives (HoR)
and seven provincial As-
semblies were held on No-
vember 20 to end the pro-
longed political instability
that has plagued the Hima-
layan nation. The counting
of votes started a day later.

In the 275-member
House, 165 will be elected
through direct voting,
while the remaining 110
will be elected by a propor-

tional electoral system. A
party or a coalition needs
138 seats for a majority.

According to Nepal’s
Election Commission, the
Nepali Congress has won
57 seats under direct vot-
ing, the Communist Party
of Nepal (Unified Marxist–
Leninist) (CPN-UML) has
secured 44 seats, while the

CPN-Maoist Centre and
CPN-Unified Socialist have
emerged victorious on 18
and 10 seats, respectively.

Similarly, the Rastriya
Swatantra Party (RSP), the
Rastriya Prajatantra Party
(RPP) and the Janata Sa-
majwadi Party ( JSP) have
won seven seats each. Like-
wise, the Loktantrik Samaj-

wadi Party and Nagarik
Unmukti Party have won
four and three seats, res-
pectively, it said.

Rastriya Janamorcha,
Nepal Workers and Pea-
sants Party and Janamat
Party have won one seat
each. The independent
candidates have won five
seats, it added.

The counting of votes
for all 165 HoR seats under
the direct voting method
has ended, Election Com-
mission spokesperson Sha-
ligram Poudyal said.

However, the vote
counting under the pro-
portionate voting system
for two constituencies is
still going on, the official
said.

Under the proportion-
ate voting system, the CPN-
UML has won the highest
number of votes 27,91,734,
followed by the Nepali
Congress with 26,66,262.

Ruling Nepali Congress 
emerges as largest party 

New dawn: Elections to the House of Representatives and seven
provincial Assemblies were held on November 20. AP

The ruling party has won 57 seats under direct voting, while the CPN-UML came second with 44
seats; the latter has won the largest number of votes under the proportionate system 

Press Trust of India 
KATHMANDU 

In a bid to scale up its dairy
production to become self-
sufficient, Sri Lanka has
sought technical assistance
from India’s National Dairy
Development Board
(NDDB) and market leader
Amul, reviving a collabora-
tion that the island at-
tempted in the late 1990s,
but failed to take forward.

Officials from Sri Lan-
ka’s Agriculture Ministry
and National Livestock De-
velopment Board held a
“preliminary discussion”
with visiting Indian author-
ities from the NDDB, the
President’s media division
said on Monday. 

President Ranil Wickre-
mesinghe has appointed a
committee with represen-
tatives from Sri Lanka’s pu-
blic and private sectors, to

work with the NDDB and
“prepare a short, medium
and long-term plan to in-
crease local milk produc-
tion to reduce the coun-
try’s dependence on
imported milk powder”,
his office said in a
statement.

The partnership is not
new to Sri Lanka, where

former president Chandri-
ka Bandaranaike Kumara-
tunga invited India’s “milk
man” Verghese Kurien to
set up the ‘Kiriya’ dairy
project, named after the
Sinhala word for milk. A
$20 million joint venture
between the NDDB and Sri
Lanka’s MILCO was an-
nounced, but the project

did not take off, in the
wake of resistance from na-
tionalist worker unions
and powerful business lob-
bies in Sri Lanka. 

Reliance on imports 
Currently, Sri Lanka’s dom-
estic dairy production
meets less than half of its
requirements. The dollar-
strapped island nation
spends about $300 million
annually on dairy imports,
mostly from New Zealand.
As the country’s economy
crashed earlier this year,
leading to severe shortag-
es, milk powder — widely
used in Sri Lanka where
fresh milk is scarce — was
unavailable to most. 

With living costs soaring
through the year, milk pro-
ducts, locally produced or
imported, remain out of
reach for many poor fami-
lies. They have been forced

to ration their dairy intake,
with adults switching to
plain tea and children
drinking milk fewer times a
day. UHT milk costs nearly
LKR 500 (roughly ₹111) a
litre, while 1 kg of milk
powder rose to LKR 1300
this year (about ₹290).

New Zealand deal
Apart from India, Sri Lan-
ka is also exploring greater
collaboration with New
Zealand, its main source of
dairy imports for four de-
cades now. According to a
Colombo-based official,
New Zealand’s dairy coop-
erative, Fonterra, has in re-
cent years expanded its Sri
Lanka business. It has
been building partnerships
with Sri Lankan farmers,
and “is considering how to
expand this when condi-
tions allow”, the official
said.

Sri Lanka seeks India’s help to boost dairy output 
Meera Srinivasan
COLOMBO 

Costly affair: With living expenses soaring through the year, milk
products remain out of reach for many poor families. GETTY IMAGES 

French writer Dominique
Lapierre, the author of
best-selling books on India
like Freedom at Midnight
and City of Joy and whose
novels sold tens of millions
of copies, has died. 

“At 91, he died of old
age,” his wife Dominique
Conchon-Lapierre told the
French newspaper Var-
Matin on Sunday. 

She added that she is “at
peace and serene since Do-
minique is no longer suf-
fering”. 

Born on July 30, 1931, in
Chatelaillon, Lapierre has
sold about 50 million co-
pies of the six books he
wrote in collaboration with
the American writer Larry

Collins – the most famous
being Is Paris Burning?

The non-fiction book
published in 1965 chroni-
cled the events leading up
to August 1944, when Nazi
Germany surrendered con-
trol of the French capital,
and was adapted for the sil-
ver screen by Francis Ford

Coppola and Gore Vidal.
The duo specialised in

highly researched dramati-
sations of historical events,
such as the creation of Is-
rael (O Jerusalem, 1972)
and the Indian Indepen-
dence movement in Free-
dom at Midnight (1975) —
largely considered a mov-
ing and seminal account of
the partition of India.

His 1985 novel City of Joy
– about the hardships of a
rickshaw puller in Kolkata
– was also a massive suc-
cess. A movie based on it
was released in 1992, star-
ring Patrick Swayze and di-
rected by Roland Joffe. 

Lapierre donated the
bulk of his royalties from
City of Joy to support hu-
manitarian projects in
India.

Acclaimed French author
Dominique Lapierre dies at 91

Agence France-Presse
MARSEILLE

Dominique Lapierre

Iranian activists and West-
ern nations on Monday dis-
missed a claim that the
protest-hit Islamic republic
is disbanding its notorious
morality police, insisting
there was no change to wo-
men’s rights.

There were also calls on
social media for a three-
day strike in Iran, culmi-
nating on Wednesday on
the annual Student Day,
nearly three months into a
nationwide wave of unrest
sparked by the death in
custody of Kurdish-Iranian
woman Mahsa Amini.

“Nothing we have seen
suggests Iran’s leadership

is improving its treatment
of women and girls or ceas-
ing the violence it inflicts
on peaceful protesters,”
the U.S. State Department
said.

Germany’s Foreign Mi-
nistry said Iranian protes-

ters “want to live freely
and in self-determination”,
and disbanding the morali-
ty police, “if it is imple-
mented, won’t change
that”.

In a surprise move over
the weekend, Iran’s Pro-

secutor General Moham-
mad Jafar Montazeri was
quoted as saying that the
morality police units –
known formally as Gasht-e
Ershad (Guidance Patrol) –
had been closed down.

But campaigners were
sceptical about his com-
ments, which appeared to
be an impromptu response
to a question at a confe-
rence rather than a clearly
signposted announcement
by the interior ministry.

“Unless they remove all
legal restrictions on wo-
men’s dress and the laws
controlling citizens’ priv-
ate lives, this is just a PR
move,” Roya Boroumand,
co-founder of the U.S.-
based rights group, said.

‘No change to Iran women’s plight’
Agence France-Presse
PARIS

Status quo: Activists seek a complete overhaul of restrictions on
women’s dress and the laws controlling citizens’ private lives. AFP

Britain’s Labour party offi-
cially announced plans on
Monday to abolish the
country’s unelected legis-
lative chamber, the House
of Lords, and replace it
with an elected chamber, if
the party is elected. The
announcement was includ-
ed in a larger report of 40
proposals, titled, ‘A New
Britain: Renewing Our De-
mocracy and Rebuilding
Our Economy’, written by
a commission led by form-
er U.K. Prime Minister Gor-
don Brown. 

“Look, I think the House
of Lords is indefensible.
Anybody who looks at the
House of Lords would
struggle to say that it
should be kept,” Labour
leader Keir Starmer, who
commissioned the report,
told the BBC on Monday
morning. 

Currently the House of
Lords, which traces its ori-
gins back to the 11th centu-
ry, consists of life peers,

‘spiritual’ peers (church of-
ficials) and hereditary
peers.

New powers
While the official announ-
cement was made on Mon-
day, Labour’s plans, in-
cluding those for the
House of Lords, were al-
ready public after a draft
report was leaked to the
British press in September. 

The Brown report re-
commended that a smaller
‘Assembly of the Nations

and Regions’ replace the
House of Lords. 

It also recommended
new powers for Scotland
and Wales. For Northern
Ireland, the report calls for
“restored and streng-
thened” devolution that is
consistent with the Good
Friday Agreement (i.e., the
1998 peace treaty for the
region).

Monday’s report also
outlined plans to send
50,000 government jobs
out of London and across
the U.K., which it says will
save £200 million per year.
It recommended that Scot-
land be allowed to join in-
ternational bodies and par-
ticipate in international
agreements.

Stopping short of com-
mitting to implementing
them during the first term
of a Labour government,
Mr. Starmer said all the re-
commendations would be
implemented as “quickly
as possible” and that all the
recommendations were
written in a way that they
could be implemented

with the first five years of a
Labour government.

Speaking at the Univer-
sity of Leeds on Monday
morning, Mr. Starmer said
there will now be a period
of consultation which will
determine when and how
the recommendations can
be implemented.

The parliamentary lead-
er of Welsh nationalist par-
ty Plaid Cymru, Liz Saville
Roberts, criticised the pro-
posed difference in de-
volved powers for Scotland
and Wales.

Underwhelming plan
“Scotland is rewarded
while Labour is content for
Wales to make do and
mend with piecemeal pow-
ers,” she said, according to
the BBC.

Deputy leader of Scot-
tish National Party (SNP)
Keith Brown called the
proposed plan “under-
whelming” as per reports
in the British press and ac-
cused Labour of “vague
platitudes and empty pro-
mises”.

Labour will abolish ‘indefensible’
House of Lords, says Keir Starmer 
Sriram Lakshman
LONDON

Keir Starmer commissioned the
report that made 40 proposals
on political reforms.

Businesses reopened and
testing requirements were
relaxed in Beijing and oth-
er Chinese cities on Mon-
day as the country tenta-
tively eases out of a strict
zero-COVID policy that
sparked nationwide
protests.

Local authorities across
China have begun a slow
rollback of the restrictions
that have governed daily
life for years, encouraged
by the central govern-
ment's orders for a new ap-
proach to fighting the

coronavirus.
In the capital Beijing,

where many businesses
have fully reopened, com-
muters from Monday were
no longer required to show
a negative virus test taken
within 48 hours to use pu-
blic transport.

Financial hub Shanghai
— which underwent a bru-
tal two-month lockdown
this year — extended this
measure to most public
places except medical in-
stitutions, schools, restau-
rants and bars, nursing
homes, and indoor enter-
tainment venues, starting
from Tuesday. 

Chinese cities step out
of zero-COVID policy

Agence France-Presse
BEIJING

A member of the militant
Islamic State group has
been arrested in last
week’s shooting attack tar-
geting the Pakistani Em-
bassy in Afghanistan’s cap-
ital of Kabul, the
spokesman of the Taliban
government said.

The attack, in which
shots were fired at the em-
bassy from a nearby build-
ing, triggered anger in Pa-
kistan, and increased
tensions between the two
South Asian neighbors.

The regional affiliate of

the Islamic State group,
known as the Islamic State
in Khorasan Province and
a rival of Afghanistan’s rul-
ing Taliban, has claimed
responsibility for Friday’s
attack.

The Islamic State group
said two of its fighters at-
tacked “the renegade Pa-
kistani ambassador and his
guards” while they were
inside the embassy’s yard. 

Mujahid said the sus-
pect is a foreign national
and that the attack was or-
ganized jointly by IS and
“rebels,” apparently a refe-
rence to anti-Taliban
groups in Afghanistan.

Pakistan embassy
attack suspect held
Associated Press
ISLAMABAD

AFP
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MONDAY %CHANGE

Sensex ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 62,835 ddddddddddddddddddddd -0.05
US Dollar dddddddddddddddddddddddddd 81.85 ddddddddddddddddddddd -0.63
Gold dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 54,386 dddddddddddddddddddddd 0.35
Brent oil dddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 85.02 ddddddddddddddddddddddddddd –

NIFTY 50

PRICE CHANGE

Adani Enter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 3930.40. . . . . . . . . . . . 7.90

Adani Ports. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 893.15. . . . . . . . . . . . 4.95

Apollo Hosp. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 4778.35. . . . . . . . -93.10

Asian Paints. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 3156.90. . . . . . . . . . 13.45

Axis Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 899.20. . . . . . . . . . -5.95

Bajaj Auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 3659.90. . . . . . . . . . . . 0.55

Bajaj Finserv . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1634.20. . . . . . . . . . -8.45

Bajaj Finance . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 6660.45. . . . . . . . -15.30

Bharti Airtel . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 844.10. . . . . . . . . . -4.55

BPCL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 338.40. . . . . . . . . . -2.70

Britannia Ind . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 4403.35. . . . . . . . -29.55

Cipla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1115.35. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00

Coal India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 231.25. . . . . . . . . . . . 4.65

Divis Lab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 3368.85. . . . . . . . -12.40

Dr Reddys Lab. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 4479.40. . . . . . . . -31.00

Eicher Motors . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 3344.40. . . . . . . . . . 12.55

Grasim Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1816.15. . . . . . . . . . -3.50

HCL Tech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1130.85. . . . . . . . . . -4.70

HDFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 2675.80. . . . . . . . . . 10.50

HDFC Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1612.95. . . . . . . . . . . . 5.85

HDFC Life. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 588.90. . . . . . . . . . -0.95

Hero MotoCorp . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 2827.65. . . . . . . . . . . . 7.20

Hindalco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 481.20. . . . . . . . . . 20.10

Hind Unilever . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 2619.85. . . . . . . . . . . . 4.75

ICICI Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 933.60. . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00

IndusInd Bank. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1195.50. . . . . . . . . . 16.80

Infosys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1639.75. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.85

ITC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 336.75. . . . . . . . . . -0.40

JSW Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 756.60. . . . . . . . . . 13.55

Kotak Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1938.45. . . . . . . . . . . . 7.65

L&T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 2085.60. . . . . . . . . . . . 0.10

M&M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1259.80. . . . . . . . . . -4.80

Maruti Suzuki . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 8792.05. . . . . . . . -23.80

NestleIndia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 19752.20. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00

NTPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 175.15. . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00

ONGC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 143.75. . . . . . . . . . . . 2.85

PowerGrid Corp . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 221.90. . . . . . . . . . . . 2.10

Reliance Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 2682.45. . . . . . . . -39.70

SBI Life. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1284.55. . . . . . . . -10.60

State Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 617.30. . . . . . . . . . . . 9.75

Sun Pharma . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1039.40. . . . . . . . . . -0.60

TataConsumerPro-

duct. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 800.50. . . . . . . . . . . . 4.95

Tata Motors . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 428.75. . . . . . . . . . -6.65

Tata Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 115.85. . . . . . . . . . . . 3.85

TCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 3425.90. . . . . . . . -13.25

Tech Mahindra . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1099.75. . . . . . . . -15.00

Titan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 2615.65. . . . . . . . . . -2.25

UltraTech Cement. . . .. . . . . . . 7198.60. . . . . . . . -38.45

UPL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 802.80. . . . . . . . . . 19.10

Wipro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 412.35. . . . . . . . . . -0.05

EXCHANGE RATES

Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at 4
p.m. on December 05

CURRENCY TT BUY TT SELL

US Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 81.59. . . . . . . . . . 81.91

Euro. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 85.92. . . . . . . . . . 86.29

British Pound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 99.88. . . . . . . . 100.28

Japanese Yen (100). . . . . . .. . . . . 60.29. . . . . . . . . . 60.53

Chinese Yuan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 11.73. . . . . . . . . . 11.78

Swiss Franc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 87.16. . . . . . . . . . 87.51

Singapore Dollar . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 60.42. . . . . . . . . . 60.67

Canadian Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 60.75. . . . . . . . . . 60.99

Malaysian Ringitt . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 18.67. . . . . . . . . . 18.76

Australian Dollar . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 55.50. . . . . . . . . . 55.73

Source:Indian Bank

A promoter entity of TVS Motor Company on
Monday offloaded 25.69 lakh shares of the firm
for ₹262 crore via the open market. Srinivasan
Trust sold 25,69,726 shares, or 0.54% stake in the
firm, according to BSE bulk deal data. The shares
were disposed of at an average price of ₹1,020.03.
At the end of September, Srinivasan Trust held
0.54% stake in the company, shareholding data
with the exchange showed. TVS Motor shares fell
3.01% to ₹1,017.75 apiece on the BSE. PTI

TVS Motor Co. promoter
entity sells 25.69 lakh shares

Shriram Transport Finance and Shriram City
Union Finance Ltd. have been merged to form
Shriram Finance Ltd. Post the merger, Shriram
Finance said it had become the largest retail
NBFC in India with a robust net worth of ₹40,900
crore and Assets under Management of ₹1,71,000
crore. The growth strategy for the company will
be focused on driving the self-employed and the
MSME economy, Shriram Finance said in a
statement. Jugal Kishor Mohapatra has been
named as the chairman and Maya Sinha
appointed as an independent director.

Post merger, Shriram Finance
becomes ‘largest retail NBFC’ 

T
he services sector
continued to re-
bound in Novem-

ber, logging its fastest out-
put growth in three
months as new orders ac-
crued at the highest pace
since August, as per the
S&P Global India Services
Purchasing Managers’ In-
dex (PMI), which rose to
56.4 from 55.1 in October. 

However, input costs
rose at the second-fastest
rate since July, which com-
pelled providers to raise
charges to consumers at

the steepest rate in 64
months. This is the 21st
consecutive month that
services firms have raised
charges on account of

higher costs. Besides tran-
sportation costs, firms
mentioned higher prices
for energy, food, plastic
and electrical products. 

Significantly, new busi-
ness from overseas clocked
its first uptick in November
since the onset of COVID-19
in early 2020, even though
overall rate of expansion in
new orders was mild. 

The demand buoyancy
along with sharp improve-
ments in business confi-
dence lifted job creation,
with new employment ris-
ing at a ‘solid pace that was
among the quickest in over
three years’. 

“Service providers were
at their most upbeat to-
wards the year-ahead out-
look... in just under eight
years,” S&P Global said. 

PMI signals upbeat services,
overseas orders post revival
Stiff cost pressures compel firms to raise prices at fastest pace since July 2017, the 21st consecutive
month when services companies have raised charges, S&P Global India Services PMI survey shows 

The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

The Group of Seven price
cap on Russian seaborne
oil came into force on Mon-
day as the West tries to li-
mit Moscow’s ability to fi-
nance its war in Ukraine,
but Russia has said it would
not abide by the measure
even if it has to cut
production.

The price cap, to be en-
forced by the G7 nations,
the European Union and
Australia, allows Russian
oil to be shipped to coun-
tries using G7 and EU tank-
ers, insurance companies
and credit institutions, on-
ly if the cargo is bought at
or below the price cap.

As the world’s key ship-
ping and insurance firms
are based in G7 countries,
the cap could make it diffi-
cult for Moscow to sell its
oil for a higher price.

Russia, the world’s se-
cond-largest oil exporter,
said on Sunday it would
not accept the cap and
would not sell oil that is
subject to it, even if it has
to cut output. 

Selling oil and gas to Eu-
rope has been one of the
main sources of Russian fo-
rex earnings. Such a de-
cree would ban oil exports
to countries and firms that
apply the cap.

With the price cap at
$60 per barrel, not far be-
low the $67 at which Rus-
sian crude closed on Fri-
day, the EU and G7 expect
Russia will still have an in-
centive to continue selling
oil at that price, while ac-
cepting smaller profits.

G7 oil price
cap kicks in,
Russia ‘will
only sell at
market price’

Reuters
BRUSSELS

Tata group-owned carrier
Air India said on Monday it
would lease 12 more Airbus
and Boeing aircraft, days
after the Indian conglom-
erate announced the air-
line’s merger with Vistara.

The aircraft, expected
to be inducted in the first
half of 2023, are in addition
to the 30 leased earlier this
year. The merger with Vis-
tara, its JV with Singapore
Airlines, will strengthen its
presence in local and inter-
national markets.

Tata group’s
Air India 
to lease 12 
more aircraft 

Reuters
NEW DELHI

Investors may soon no lon-
ger have to fill in multiple
identity details for access-
ing the National Single
Window System for pro-
ject-related clearances and
approvals with the govern-
ment likely to make the
Permanent Account Num-
ber (PAN) issued by the In-
come Tax department a
single-point identifier.

A proposal to this effect
is in the works and will be
notified once it is approved
by the Finance Ministry,
sparing investors the bur-
den of uploading details of
multiple identity numbers,

such as Director Identifica-
tion Number, for a project.

“We are trying to inte-
grate data collection with a
single time entry of critical
information and using ex-
isting database available
with the government,”
Commerce and Industry

Minister Piyush Goyal said
on Monday.

“Most likely that will be
the PAN number, with
which a lot of basic data
like the company’s details,
its directors, GST num-
bers, is already available,”
he added.

“That will eliminate a lot
of duplication that people
have to do while applying
for different licences, and
data which is most times
already available with the
PAN Number, will help au-
to-populate other applica-
tion forms that are re-
ceived, and help speed up
approvals and encourage
more companies to apply,”
Mr. Goyal said.

PAN could become single ID for
investment approvals: Goyal 
The Hindu Bureau
NEW DELHI

Piyush Goyal

Aggregate technical and
commercial (AT&C) losses
of power distribution utili-
ties declined to 17% in 2021-
22 from 22% a year earlier.

Reduction in AT&C loss-
es improves finances of
utilities (discoms), ena-
bling them to better main-
tain the system and buy
power as per requirement
and benefit the consum-
ers, the Power Ministry
said in a statement.

The AT&C loss and ACS-
ARR (Average Cost of Sup-
ply-Average Realisable Re-
venue) gap are key indica-
tors of discoms’
performance. 

The Ministry of Power
has taken a number of
measures to improve utili-
ties’ performance, it said.
The cut in AT&C losses has

resulted in narrowing the
gap between the ACS and
the ARR. The ACS-ARR gap
has declined from ₹0.69/
kWh in FY21 to ₹0.22/kWh
in fiscal year 2022. 

The Ministry also decid-
ed that any future assis-
tance to strengthen distri-
bution systems will be
available to a loss-making
discom only if it under-
takes to bring AT&C losses
/ACS-ARR gap down to
specified levels within a
specific timeframe.

Discoms’ total FY22
AT&C losses slid to 17% 
Press Trust of India
NEW DELHI

India gave a list of Indian
products to Moscow for ac-
cess to Russian markets,
Foreign Minister Subrah-
manyam Jaishankar said
on Monday, as his country
seeks to narrow a growing
trade deficit with Russia at
a time when Moscow faces
acute shortages of some
crucial materials following
Western sanctions.

Reuters had reported
that Moscow had sent In-
dia a list of more than 500
products for potential de-
livery, including parts for
cars, aircraft and trains, as
sanctions following Rus-
sia’s invasion of Ukraine
squeeze its ability to keep
vital industries running.

Russia has been India’s
largest supplier of military
equipment for decades

and it is the fourth-biggest
market for Indian pharma-
ceuticals. 

Rebalancing trade 
But with India’s purchases
of Russian oil soaring and
coal and fertilizer ship-
ments strong, the South
Asian nation is looking to
rebalance trade.

“We have given Russians
a set of products which we
believe we are very com-
petitive in and which we
feel should be getting ac-
cess to the Russian mar-
ket,” Mr. Jaishankar told re-
porters in a briefing with
his German counterpart
Annalena Baerbock.

India eyes access for
more goods to Russia

Jaishankar said India
gave a list of Indian
products to Moscow
for entry into the
Russian markets

Reuters
NEW DELHI

Apollo Tyres has gained
market share in Europe fol-
lowing the sanctions im-
posed by the European Un-
ion (EU) against Russia,
said Neeraj Kanwar, vice-
chairman and MD.

“Close to 10-12 million
tyres were coming in from
Russia into the EU,” Mr.
Kanwar said during an
earnings call. “But, it was
stopped because of the
sanctions,” he added.

This gave Apollo Tyres
an opportunity to gain en-
try into various networks,
enabling it to gain market
share. ‘This [growth] will
continue,” he added.

“Today, our plants are
running in Europe at near-
ly full capacity. In fact, we
are also bringing in close to
1-1.5 million tyres from In-
dia,” Mr. Kanwar said. 

“We are trying to service
the passenger-car market
in Europe because we see
huge growth, specifically

for the Vredestein brand.
And, I believe that the
growth is there for us, gi-
ven this void that has come
from Russia.” 

According to CFO Gau-
rav Kumar, the plant in
Hungary is getting close to
producing about 16,000
tyres a day following de-
bottlenecking initiatives.

“Currently, we are oper-
ating somewhere around
14,000-14,500 tyres.” He
said the net debt for India
operations stood at about
₹4,200 crore. The firm is
yet to fix capex for FY24. 

“We want to see where
the markets are going. The
capex in the first half of the
year is under ₹400 crore
on a consolidated basis.”

‘Apollo gains EU-tyre-market
share after Russia sanctions’
N. Anand
CHENNAI

Neeraj Kanwar

The National Association
of Software and Services
Companies (Nasscom) on
Monday said it would work
with the government to
strengthen the recently-in-
troduced Digital Personal
Data Protection Bill 2022
from a privacy and innova-
tion perspective.

The apex body repre-
sentatives had recently
met IT Minister Ashwini
Vaishnaw and Secretary
MeitY Alkesh Kumar Shar-
ma to provide their initial
feedback and suggestions
on the Bill.

Nasscom to
‘support’ govt.
on Data
Protection Bill 

The Hindu Bureau
BENGALURU

The Adani group on Monday raised its stake in
New Delhi Television Ltd. (NDTV) to more than
37% via an open offer, making it the biggest
shareholder of the news network. Although the
group was looking to take 26% stake in NDTV, the
open offer attracted bids for just 5.3 million
shares, translating to an 8.3% interest in the
television news company. REUTERS

Adani is now NDTV’s biggest
shareholder after open offer
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G
oalkeeper Dominik
Livakovic saved
three spot-kicks as

Croatia beat Japan 3-1 in a
penalty shootout to reach
the World Cup quarterfi-
nals for the third time after
an enthralling 120-minute
contest finished 1-1 on
Monday.

Takumi Minamino, Kao-
ru Mitoma and Maya Yoshi-
da were all denied by Liva-
kovic before Mario Pasalic
coolly sent Japan ’keeper
Shuichi Gonda the wrong
way to set up a last-eight
date for the Croatians.

Three times in the
knockout rounds in Russia
four years ago, the Croa-
tians came from behind to
advance after extra-time
before losing to France in
the final.

They once again showed
their resilience and pa-
tience by coming from a
goal down to tame a lively
Japan team which had bea-
ten Germany and Spain in
the group stage.

Daizen Maeda opened
the scoring for Japan in the
43rd minute and Ivan Peris-
ic headed home the equal-
iser 10 minutes after the
break, but the teams could
not be separated over the
remainder of the game.

Another heartache
Japan suffered a round of 16
heartache for the fourth
time after a loss to Turkey

in 2002, exiting on penal-
ties against Paraguay in
2010 and giving up a 2-0
lead to lose to a stoppage-
time goal against Belgium
four years ago.

Monday’s match was
more open than anyone
had reason to expect, with
Croatia ratcheting up the
physicality to gradually
take control of midfield and
Japan trying to hit it on the
break.

Perisic was put through
on goal in the eighth mi-
nute but Gonda pushed
away his shot; Bruno Pet-
kovic also had a one-on-
one, only to tap an attempt-
ed pass tamely through the
Japanese goalkeeper’s legs.

Japan showed far more
adventure than it had in the
first half of its group match-
es and Shogo Taniguchi,
Daichi Kamada and Maeda
all had chances to open the
scoring before the latter
broke the deadlock in the
43rd minute.

Maeda strikes
Ritsu Doan took the ball
from a short corner and
curled it into the box where
Bruno Petkovic deflected it
back across the six-yard
area under close attention
from Yoshida and Maeda
pounced to tuck it into the
net.

The equaliser came 12
minutes later with a cross

from the same flank, Dejan
Lovren lofting a beauty into
the box and Perisic getting
in front of his marker to
head the ball powerfully in-
to the bottom right corner
of Gonda’s goal.

That brought Japan out
of its shell and Wataru En-
do was soon firing in a long-
range effort which Livakov-
ic tipped over the bar.

Luka Modric had a
sweetly struck shot from
range turned over by Gon-
da in the 63rd minute and
substitute Ante Budimir
steered a header wide of
the post.

Gonda again had to be at
his best to keep out a rocket
from Perisic in the 77th mi-

nute, while at the other end
Japan continued its raids
but without carving out any
clear-cut chances.

Extra time was a little
more ragged although a
thrilling run and piledriver
of a shot from Japan substi-
tute Kaoru Mitoma brought
a fine save out of Livakovic
just before the break.

Japan kept its nerve
throughout the match but
crumbled in the shootout
as Nikola Vlasic and Marce-
lo Brozovic put Croatia 2-1
ahead before Pasalic sealed
the deal for Croatia. 

The result: Japan 1 (Maeda 43)
drew with Croatia 1 (Perisic 55);
Croatia won 3-1 on penalties.

Perfect interception: Livakovic got his dives spot on, denying Japan thrice in the penalty shoot out. AFP

The goalkeeper saves three penalties before Pasalic nets the match-winner and puts Modric’s men in the quarterfinals 

FIFA WORLD CUP

Livakovic on the ball as Croatia
shoots out a spirited Japan

Reuters
DOHA
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X

Robert Lewandowski smiled when approaching Kylian Mbappé after
the final whistle Sunday, embracing him even though latter’s two
goals had helped end his World Cup in a 3-1 loss that sent France to
the quarterfinals. Lewandowski lingered as the last player left on the
field. It sure looked like a slow walk away from a last World Cup.

Lewandowski exit with Poland
looks like World Cup farewell

GOODBYE?

X

France defender Jules Kounde was told by a match official to remove
two gold chains he was wearing during the defending World
champion’s game against Poland. Kounde had the chains on until the
41st minute — on clear display up to that point in Sunday’s match —
when referee Jesus Valenzuela instructed him to take them off.

No gold chains please, Kounde
told by match official

OFF WITH IT!

X

Senegal coach Aliou Cisse bemoaned his team’s defensive lapses
after England brushed the African champion aside 3-0 on Sunday,
admitting there had been a gulf in quality. “We were playing a very
good England team and we saw that in their challenges, their
strength. We weren’t as good as we should have been,” he said.

Senegal received a World Cup
lesson from England, says Cisse

BITTER PILL

X

Spain coach Luis Enrique set each of his players the "homework" of
practising 1,000 penalties ahead of the World Cup, saying he is
convinced they are not a lottery. The 2010 world champions face
Morocco in the last 16 on Tuesday, with the threat of extra-time and
penalties looming in the knockout phase of the tournament in Qatar. 

Enrique set Spain players
‘homework’ of 1,000 penalties

MORE THAN JUST LUCK

Brazil great Pele has not
been moved to palliative
care, one of his daughters
said on Sunday, downplay-
ing reports that he was in
end-of-life care after the 82-
year-old was hospitalised
last week to re-evaluate his
treatment as he battles co-
lon cancer.

Pele had a tumour re-
moved from his colon in
September 2021 and has
been receiving hospital
care on a regular basis.

Newspaper Folha de

S.Paulo reported on Satur-
day that he was under pal-
liative care after chemothe-
rapy stopped having the
expected results.

Pele's doctors have not
confirmed that informa-
tion and his daughter, Fla-
via Nascimento, said the
report was wide off the
mark.

"It's pretty unfair people

saying that he is in terminal
condition, that he is under
palliative care. Believe us:
that's not it," she said in an
interview with Globo TV.

The latest report from
medical staff, released Sa-
turday afternoon, said Pele
was in stable condition and
had also responded well to
treatment for a respiratory
infection diagnosed after
his hospitalisation.

Another one of Pele's
daughters, Kely, added in
the interview that he had
COVID-19 some three
weeks ago, which led to the
respiratory infection.

Pele not under
palliative care, 
says daughter 

Pele. REUTERS

Reuters
SAO PAULO

Luis Enrique is the coolest
coach in town with his
Guardiola-like high-fashion
look of chinos and full-
sleeve round-neck tees in
solid colours. He cycled in
the Spanish mountains
while announcing his
World Cup squad and runs
a Twitch vlog alongside his
coaching duties. But En-
rique is also single-minded,
his operating style the most
important, the results so-
metimes become secon-
dary as the Spanish coach
nitpicks about the system
his team should play. 

Clear idea
“Spain must do what it pro-
poses in each game. We
have a very clear idea; we
are not going to change it
throughout the champion-
ship. although that does
not mean that we always
have to dominate,” the
former Barcelona coach
reiterated his stance in the
pre-game media interac-
tion. 

The penchant to play

from the back has already
cost him dear, goalkeeper
Unai Simon slipping in an
own goal at the Euro
against Croatia and was
again at fault for Japan’s
opening goal in the 2-1 loss.
Morocco, with its speedy
full-back pairing of Achraf
Hakimi and Noussair Maz-
raoui, will look to exploit
this tendency and press the
Spanish ’keeper and the

defence hard to win the
early balls in the opposi-
tion half. 

Spain’s worry might be
compounded further if the
experienced Cesar Azpili-
cueta misses out because
of a calf injury but Dani
Carvajal can be an able de-
puty as the right-back. Dani
Olmo also was absent from
the training session, but
Enrique will surely recall

Ferran Torres and Jordi Al-
ba to the starting XI after
the duo sat out the Japan
game. Alvaro Morata, with
three goals in three games,
will feel confident of retain-
ing his place and give Spain
a sturdier goal-scoring
threat against Morocco
which has conceded just
once in its three games. 

“Each match is a final for
us, and we will create a sur-

prise against Spain,” Mo-
rocco manager Walid Re-
gragui said. “Spain has
experience that we don’t
have in the World Cup. It's a
game we haven’t played in
36 years. We can go down
in history. It’s worth giving
the maximum and having
no regrets. It's the most im-
portant game in our
history.”

Enrique, despite the ar-

ray of talents in his squad,
acknowledged Morocco’s
well-worked defence won’t
be easy to crack. His philo-
sophy for the game, howev-
er, remains simple. 

“The objective from the
beginning is to play seven
games. I buy the complete
package, both winning and
losing. Football is a very
complex sport. If you lose
for whatever reason... well,
we will congratulate the
opponent,” he said.

Spain enjoyed 82% pos-
session in the 7-0 win over
Costa Rica and 83% in the
loss to Japan but has won
just 13 corners in its three
group games, showcasing
its reluctance to play long
balls in the opposition box.
Morocco, as well, would be
happy to cede possession
and wait for the Spanish to
make mistakes.

Spain may find Morocco’s defence a hard nut to crack
Ayon Sengupta 
DOHA

Vital cogs: Spain will bank on the scoring prowess of Morata, while Hakimi will be Morocco’s trump card. AP

!

Today’s Fiesta
Morocco vs Spain (8.30 P.M., IST)
Matches 3, Spain 2, Drawn 1
Portugal vs Switzerland
(12.30 A.M., WED)
Matches 25, Portugal 9,
Switzerland 11, Drawn 5

England set up a titanic
World Cup quarterfinal
against holder France as
Jude Bellingham’s master-
class inspired a 3-0 win
against Senegal in the last
16 on Sunday.

Gareth Southgate’s side
survived a nervous start at
the Al Bayt Stadium before
Jordan Henderson and
Harry Kane put Senegal to
the sword with a pair of
clinical finishes before
half-time.

Bukayo Saka scored En-
gland’s third, but it was
Bellingham’s prodigious
work-rate and burgeoning
quality in possession that
allowed them to turn the
tide.

Bellingham set up Hen-
derson’s opener and the
Borussia Dortmund mid-
fielder was involved again
when England captain
Kane bagged his first goal
in this World Cup. Kane
has now netted 11 times at
major tournaments, over-
taking Gary Lineker as En-

gland’s all-time top scorer
in those competitions.

But at the tender age of
19, it is Bellingham who has
emerged as England’s driv-
ing force. He is the first
teenager to assist in a
World Cup knockout-stage
game since 1966, having al-
ready announced his arriv-
al on the global stage by
netting his first England
goal in the 6-2 rout of Iran
in their group opener.

Eyeing a third succes-
sive semi-final appearance
at major tournaments, En-
gland will return to the Al
Khor desert on Saturday to
take on the red-hot Kylian
Mbappe and company af-
ter France brushed aside
Poland 3-1 on Sunday.

Senegal squandered a
golden opportunity to take
the lead when Harry Ma-
guire gave the ball away
and Boulaye Dia’s volley
deflected off John Stones
into Ismaila Sarr’s path,
only for the Watford for-
ward to blaze over from
close-range.

Preying on England’s
nerves, Sarr harried Saka

and Dia seized the loose
ball, forcing a good save
from Jordan Pickford with
a fierce drive. 

That proved the turning
point as England snatched
the lead against the run of
play in the 38th minute.

Bellingham sprinted on-
to Harry Kane’s incisive
pass into the Senegal area
and clipped a precise cut-
back into the path of Liver-
pool midfielder Hender-
son, who guided his low
strike past Edouard Mendy
from 12 yards.

Bellingham was the ca-
talyst with his well-timed
tackle and a crisp pass to
Foden, whose perfectly-
weighted lay-off allowed
Kane to race clear for a
clinical finish just before
interval.

England strolled
through the second half
and, repaying Southgate’s
faith, Saka put the result
beyond doubt in the 57th
minute.

The result: England 3
(Henderson 38, Kane 45+3, Saka
57) bt Senegal 0.

Henderson, Kane and Saka 
put Senegal to the sword 

Agence France-Presse
AL KHOR

Breaking through: Henderson netted the opening goal for England in the 38th minute. AP
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India was penalised for slow over-rate during the
first ODI against Bangladesh in Mirpur on
Sunday, with the players coughing up 80% of
their match fee. India lost the opening game of
the three-match series by one wicket. ICC elite
panel match referee Ranjan Madugalle imposed
the sanction after India was ruled to be four
overs short of the target after time allowances
were taken into consideration.

India fined 80% of match fee
for slow over-rate in first ODI

Former Pakistan captain Tahir Zaman believes
India can reclaim the hockey World Cup title
after a hiatus of 47 years if it can handle the
pressure of being the host and play consistently
well. Zaman, who was part of Pakistan’s 1994
World Cup-winning team, said playing the event
at home has its pros and cons. “India has a good
chance this time. To be honest, it has the home
ground and home crowd advantage, but it should
not forget that it can also be a disadvantage. The
pressure of the home crowd is something the
Indians have to be careful about,” said Zaman.

India can regain World Cup,
says Pakistan’s Tahir Zaman

England all-rounder Liam Livingstone was on
Monday ruled out of the remainder of the Test
series against Pakistan after sustaining a right
knee injury during the first match. The
29-year-old Livingstone, who made his Test
debut in the Rawalpindi thriller, jarred his knee
while fielding on the boundary on the second
day on Friday. He remained off the field for all of
Pakistan’s first innings. 

Livingstone ruled out of
remainder of Test series

INBRIEF
!

M
ehidy Hasan Mi-
raz and Mustafi-
zur Rahman

stitched up an unbeaten 51-
run partnership to guide
Bangladesh home against
India in a thriller on Sun-
day. Mehidy revealed he
believed that he could win
it for Bangladesh. 

“Maybe people will call
me mad, but honestly I
had the belief that we
could win. I only focused
on winning the game. I
kept telling myself that I
can do this. I thought I
would score 15 runs with
Ebadot, 20 with Hasan
Mahmud and the remain-
ing 15-20 with Mustafiz. But
two quick wickets meant
that it was a do-or-die sit-
uation with the last wicket
remaining. I had to take
calculated risks. Mustafiz’s
words really stayed with

me. It gave me more be-
lief,” said Mehidy. 

Mehidy said that the
words of his batting partn-
er Mustafizur, gave him
confidence. “Mustafizur
told me, ‘you don’t worry
about me. I will stop the
ball at my end. I will take
balls on the body, but I
won’t get out,’” he said. “If
I thought that we would
lose or we wouldn’t be able
to get the remaining runs,
it wouldn’t have worked
out like this. It was definite-
ly a do-or-die situation.
There was no problem get-
ting out trying to hit out.
When we needed 50 runs,
I took my chances and they
came off.” 

“We’ve lost a lot of close
matches, but Mustafiz kept
giving me encouragement.
He told me, ‘don’t hurry,
don’t try to hit a six. You
bat along the ground, we
will get the runs’. I was ve-
ry clear with my game
plan. I knew exactly what I
wanted to do. That helped
too,” he said.

If I thought that we would lose or wouldn’t be able to get the remaining runs, it wouldn’t have worked out like this, reveals the all-rounder

INDIA IN BANGLADESH

Honestly I had the belief that we
could win, says Mehidy Hasan 

ANI
DHAKA

Making it happen: Mehidy Hasan backed his self-confidence with a composed knock.AP

England pulled off a stun-
ning 74-run victory over
Pakistan in the first Test on
Monday, claiming the final
wicket in rapidly fading
light to take a 1-0 lead in
the three-match series.

The visitors amassed
657 in their first innings
and declared their second
on 264 for seven, setting
Pakistan a target of 343.

Pakistan fought gamely
and reached 268 before be-
ing dismissed in an absorb-
ing final session, Saud Sha-
keel top-scoring for the
hosts with 76.

Mohammad Rizwan
made 46 and Azhar Ali
scored 40 with an injured
finger but they could only
delay the inevitable.

Pakistan’s last pair of

Naseem Shah and Moham-
mad Ali resisted for nearly
nine overs before the form-
er fell lbw to Jack Leach
barely 10 minutes before
the scheduled end of play.

“A few days ago we were
running around trying to
start on time,” England
captain Ben Stokes said re-
ferring to a virus which af-
fected several England
players.

“So credit to the group
for coming here, turning
up under the weather.
What we’ve had to deal
with coming in makes this
win even better.”

Stokes’ bold declaration
set the stage for a riveting
contest and his bowlers
put up a lion-hearted effort
on a lifeless pitch to secure
a memorable victory.

James Anderson (four
for 36) and Ollie Robinson

(four for 50) were En-
gland’s most successful
bowlers while Stokes mar-
shalled his team expertly
in the field.

Robinson, who made 37
in the first innings and fin-
ished the game with five
wickets, was adjudged
player of the match.

“We were not up to the
mark. We had a golden
chance to win this Test, but
session by session we kept
losing wickets,” Pakistan
captain Babar Azam rued.

The scores: 

England 657 & 264/7 decl. bt
Pakistan 579 & 268 in 96.3 overs
(Saud Shakeel 76, Imam-ul-Haq
48, Mohammad Rizwan 46, Azhar
Ali 40, James Anderson 4/36, Ollie
Robinson 4/50). England won by
74 runs to lead the three-match
series 1-0.

Player-of-the-Match: Ollie
Robinson.

Stokes’ England pulls off a 
famous win in fading light

Reuters
RAWALPINDI

Lion-hearted effort: Anderson, who bowled his heart out, appeals successfully for a leg-before 
decision against Rauf. GETTY IMAGES

Viktor Hovland survived
the late jitters to claim the
Hero World Challenge
(HWC) at Albany here.

Entering the final hole
of the tournament with a
two shot lead over Scottie
Scheffler, Hovland looked
comfortable. An approach
into the water, however,
opened the door for
Scheffler.

Scheffler would have
made things interesting if
he holed a chip from the
sandy area. He nearly
pulled it off - the ball lipped
out.

Norwegian Hovland,
meanwhile, made a 20-
foot putt to card a bogey
and win the title.

Hovland became the se-
cond man, after Tiger
Woods, to win back-to-
back HWC titles. Hovland
took the winner’s purse of
$1 million.

“When you’re standing
there with a two-shot lead,
it’s the last thing you want.
Just do anything else but
hit it in the water. So as
soon as that happened, I
was pretty frustrated. It
was a lot more stressful
than it should have been,”
Hovland said.

On Norway producing
world-class sportspersons,
Hovland said, “We only
have five, six million peo-
ple, but it seems like when
Magnus Carlsen is win-
ning, everyone tunes in
and starts playing chess.
Erling Haaland’s been in-

credible; the same with
Casper Ruud in tennis. Pe-
ople love their sports. They
root for their fellow coun-
trymen when they do so-
mething well.”

Scheffler, who would
have climbed to the top of
world ranking had he won
the tournament, said, “I
said earlier in the week
that I don’t like finishing
second. It’s not a good feel-
ing right now. But I’m
proud of the fight.”

The scores (top five): 272:
Viktor Hovland (69, 70, 64,69);
274: Scottie Scheffler (72, 68, 66,
68); 276: Cameron Young (71, 69,
68, 68); 277: Xander Schauffele
(72, 68, 69, 68); 278: Justin
Thomas (72, 70, 66,70).

(The author is in Nassau
on invitation from Hero
MotoCorp)

Hovland keeps his cool, seals another title
Ashwin Achal
NASSAU 

In elite club: Hovland is the second golfer after Woods to win
back-to-back titles at the Hero World Challenge. AFP

Shafali Verma was on Mon-
day named captain of In-
dia’s 15-member squad for
the ICC U-19 Women's T20
World Cup to be held in
South Africa from January
14 to 29.

The teams: SA T20s: Shafali
Verma (Capt.), Shweta Sehrawat
(Vice-capt.), Richa Ghosh (wk), G.
Trisha, Soumya Tiwari, Sonia
Mehdiya, Hurley Gala, Hrishita
Basu (wk), Sonam Yadav, Mannat
Kashyap, Archana Devi, Parshavi
Chopra, Titas Sadhu, Falak Naz,
M.D. Shabnam, Shikha, C.M.C.
Najla, Yashashree.

ICC Under-19 women’s World
Cup: Shafali Verma (Capt.),
Shweta Sehrawat (Vice-capt.),
Richa Ghosh (wk), G. Trisha,
Soumya Tiwari, Sonia Mehdiya,
Hurley Gala, Hrishita Basu (WK),
Sonam Yadav, Mannat Kashyap,
Archana Devi, Parshavi Chopra,
Titas Sadhu, Falak Naz, M.D.
Shabnam; Standbyes: Shikha,
Najla and Yashashree.

Shafali to 
lead India in
women’s U-19
World Cup

Shafali Verma.

Press Trust of India
NEW DELHIThe Trophy tour of the FIH Odisha hockey men’s

World Cup 2023 officially kicked off in
Bhubaneswar on Monday with Odisha Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik handing over the trophy
to Hockey India president Dilip Tirkey. The last leg
of the tour will be in Rourkela before finally
returning to the Kalinga Stadium in Bhubaneswar
where the final will be played on January 29, 2023.

Odisha CM Patnaik launches
Trophy tour of FIH World Cup

Puneri Paltan defeated Patna Pirates 44-30 in the
Pro Kabaddi League in Hyderabad on Monday
and sealed a place in the semifinals. Akash
Shinde (13 points) and Mohammad Nabibakhsh
(9) were the architects of Paltan’s win. Jaipur
Pink Panthers scored a 44-30 win over Haryana
Steelers to confirm its place in the last four.

Paltan, Pink Panthers roll past
rivals, book semifinal berths

The Indian shuttlers, led
by Sukant Kadam, shone at
the Peru Para Badminton
International in Lima by
clinching six gold medals.

Kadam (SL4), Nehal
Gupta (SL3) won gold in
the men’s category while
Nithya Sre Sumathy Sivan
and Mandeep Kaur took
the yellow metal in wo-
men’s SH6 and SL3.

The men’s duo of Nehal
and Breno Johann (SL3-
SL4) and the women’s pair
of Parul Parmar and Vaish-
ali Nilesh Patel (SL3-SU5)
also won gold.

Six gold for
Indian para
shuttlers 
in Lima

Press Trust of India
NEW DELHI

Legendary tennis coach
Nick Bollettieri, who
helped develop superstars
such as Andre Agassi and
Maria Sharapova, has died
aged 91, the IMG Academy
announced in a statement
on Monday.

“Nick Bollettieri, the le-
gendary tennis coach and
founder of Nick Bollettieri
Tennis Academy, which
served as the foundation
for today’s IMG Academy,
has passed away,” read the
statement.

While his methods were
sometimes controversial,
his academy in Florida
churned out top players
and he was to coach 10
players who would go on to
become number one in the
world.

Monica Seles, Jim Cou-
rier, Anna Kournikova and
Mary Pierce were other
stars who passed through
his Bradenton complex.

Bollettieri also advised
Venus and Serena Williams
and Boris Becker. 

“Tennis wouldn’t be
where it is today without
Nick’s influence,” said Jim-
my Arias, IMG Academy di-
rector of tennis and one of
Bollettieri’s original
students.

“His tennis academy,
which I had the privilege of
growing up within, not on-
ly served as a launching

pad for many tennis greats
but evolved into an institu-
tion that has had a pro-
found impact on the deve-
lopment of athletes across
many sports at all levels.”

Bollettieri founded the
Nick Bollettieri Tennis Aca-
demy — now IMG Academy
— in 1978 with a focus on in-
tense physical training, to-
tal immersion, and ongo-
ing competition among the
most talented players in
the world.

His enthusiasm for
coaching continued almost
right up to the end.

“Even in his last days,
you could often find him
on campus, coaching and
mentoring young student-
athletes and staff with the
same passion and enthu-
siasm as he did in his 20s,”
said Tim Pernetti, Presi-
dent of IMG Academy Bra-
denton, a division of IMG
Academy.

“Our heart goes out to
his wife, Cindi, and his
children. He has made a
permanent and lasting im-
pact on all of us.”

Noted tennis coach
Bollettieri passes away

Nick Bollettieri. FILE PHOTO

Agence France-Presse
PARIS

I-League: Eurosport (SD & HD), 2 & 7 p.m.

PKL: Star Sports 2 (SD & HD) & Hotstar, 7.30 p.m.

FIFA World Cup 2022: Sports 18-1 (SD & HD) & Jio Cinema
App, 8.30 p.m. & 12.30 a.m. (Wednesday) 

LIVE TELECAST
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HYDERABAD: Trainer Prasad
Raju’s Briar Ridge, ridden by Suraj
Narredu, won the Mica Empress
Plate (Div. I), the main event of
Monday’s (Dec. 5) races here.
The winner is owned by Mr. Teegala
Vijendar Reddy, Mr. Teegala
Sumant Reddy & Mr. Ashok
Ranpise.
1. MEDARAM PLATE (1,200m), 4-y-o
and upward, rated upto 25 (Cat. III):
GLIMMER OF HOPE (Gaurav Singh)
1, Fatuma (P. Ajeeth Kumar) 2, In-
side Story (R.S. Jodha) 3 and Sweet
Melody (Afroz Khan) 4. 2-3/4, 1-1/2
and 1/2. 1m 13. 13s. ₹34 (w), 14, 11
and 17 (p). SHP: 28, THP: 49, SHW:
30 and 10, FP: 62, Q: 25, Tanala:
251. Favourite: Fatuma. Owner: Mr.
Praveen Kumar Katakam. Trainer:
N. Ravinder Singh.
2. BASARA PLATE (1,200m),
Maiden, 3-y-o and upward, rated 20
to 45 (Cat. III): PICTURE ME (P.
Ajeeth Kumar) 1, N R I Fantasy (B.R.
Kumar) 2, Wind Sprite (Afroz Khan)
3 and Flaming Falcon (B. Nikhil) 4.
2-3/4, 1 and Hd. 1m 12. 65s. ₹28 (w),
11, 19 and 16 (p). SHP: 45, THP: 50,
SHW: 17 and 14, FP: 134, Q: 69,
Tanala: 601. Favourite: Picture Me.
Owner: Mr. G. Krishnamohan Rao.
Trainer: D. Netto.
3. FLORINA PLATE (1,600m),
Maiden, 3-y-o and upward, rated 20
to 45 (Cat. III): PATH OF PEACE

(Afroz Khan) 1, Ivanhoe (Surya
Prakash) 2, Role Model (Gaurav
Singh) 3 and Black Opal (Santosh
Raj) 4. 2, 2 and Nk. 1m 41. 42s. ₹19
(w), 13, 14 and 16 (p). SHP: 43, THP:
40, SHW: 43, THP: 40, SHW: 15 and
25, FP: 87, Q: 52, Tanala: 277. Fa-
vourite: Path Of Peace. Owner: Miss
Yashaswi Dilip Galwankar. Trainer:
L.V.R. Deshmukh.

4. BONZER PLATE (DIV. I) (1,200m)
Maiden, 3-y-o and upward, rated
upto 25 (Cat. III): LIGHTS ON (R.S.
Jodha) 1, Saint Emilion (Gaurav
Singh) 2, Space Time (B. Nikhil) 3
and My Way Or Highway (Mohit
Singh) 4. 1/2, 1 and Nk. 1m 13. 37s.
₹50 (w), 17, 13 and 114 (p). SHP: 35,
THP: 230, SHW: 15 and 18, FP: 193,
Q: 68, Tanala: 10, 288. Favourtie:
Silver Lining. Owner: M.A.M.
Ramaswamy Chettiar Of Chettinad
Charitable Trust. Trainer: K.
Satheesh.
5. MICA EMPRESS PLATE (DIV. I)
(1,200m), 4-y-o and upward, rated
40 to 65 (Cat. II): BRIAR RIDGE

(Suraj Narredu) 1, Unsung Hero
(Rafique Sk.) 2, Lifes Song (Akshay
Kumar) 3 and Miss Little Angel (B.R.
Kumar) 4. Hd, Nose and 2-1/2. 1m 11.
31s. ₹21 (w), 11, 27 and 12 (p). SHP:
63, THP: 63, SHW: 18 and 78, FP:
186, Q: 278, Tanala: 620. Favourite:
Lifes Song. Owners: Mr. Teegala
Vijender Reddy, Mr. Teegala
Sumant Reddy & Mr. Ashok Ran-
pise. Trainer: Prasad Raju.
6. BASARA PLATE (DIV. II) (1,200m)
Maiden, 3-y-o and upward, rated 20
to 45 (Cat. III): STAY SMART (B.
Nikhil) 1, Avancia (Suraj Narredu) 2,
Milton Keynes (B.R. Kumar) 3 and
Stoic Hero (Aneel) 4. 1/2, 2-1/2 and
3/4. 1m 12. 65s. ₹117 (w), 18, 12 and
52 (p). SHP: 35, THP:128, SHW: 59
and 14, FP: 319, Q: 78, Tanala: 3,705.
Favourite: Avancia. Owner: Kunwar
Digvijay Singh Shekhawat. Trainer:
N. Ravinder Singh.
7. MICA EMPRESS PLATE (DIV. II)
(1,200m), 4-y-o and upward, rated
40 to 65: MAXIMUM GLAMOUR

(Suraj Narredu) 1, General Atlantic
(Gaurav Singh) 2, City Of Bliss (B.R.
Kumar) 3 and Bugsy (P. Ajeeth Ku-

mar) 4. 2-3/4, 1-1/4 and 2. 1m 10. 92s.
₹24 (w), 13, 12 and 19 (p). SHP: 43,
THP: 49, SHW: 17 and 17, FP: 78, Q:
48, Tanala: 281. Favourtie: Max-
imum Glamour. Owners: Mr. Don-
ald Anthony Netto, Mr.
Veeramachaneni Bharat & Mr. Srik-
anth Badruka. Trainer: D. Netto.
8. TINTINNABULATION PLATE

(1,400m), 4-y-o and upward, rated
20 to 45 (Cat. III): DESPANG (Surya
Prakash) 1, Char Ek Char (Akshay
Kumar) 2, Salisbury (Santosh Raj) 3
and Unmatched (B.R. Kumar) 4.
3/4, Nk and Nose. 1m 25. 61s. ₹59
(w), 19, 12 and 28 (p). SHP: 45, THP:
63, SHW: 29 and 18, FP: 170, Q: 83,
Tanala: 1,345. Favourite: Char Ek
Char. Owner: Col. S.B. Nair. Trainer:
L.V.R. Deshmukh.
9. BONZER PLATE (DIV. II) (1,200m)
Maiden, 3-y-o and upward, rated
upto 25 (Cat. III): DECCAN RANGER

(Santosh Raj) 1, Sound Echo (D.S.
Deora) 2, Voice Of A Dream (P.
Ajeeth Kumar) 3 and It’s My Life (B.
Nikhil) 4. Not run: Sport On Fire
and Choice Of Diamond. Nose, 3/4
and 1-1/4. 1m 14. 84s. ₹150 (w), 26, 16
and 12 (p). SHP: 49, THP: 59, SHW:
65 and 26, FP: 893, Q: 410, Tanala:
2,307. Favourite: Voice Of A Dream.
Owners: Mr. M. Sudheer Reddy, Mr.
Mirza Ayub Baig, Mohammed
Rashed Ali Khan & Mr. Sharath
Chandra Reddy Malipedhi. Trainer:
S.S.F. Hassan.

Jackpot (i): 70%: ₹18, 995 (5 tkts.),
30%: ₹1,769 (23 tkts.), (ii) 70%:
₹1,36,704 (4 tkts.), 30%: ₹3,083 (76
tkts.).

Mini jackpot: (i): ₹4,676 (10 tkts.),
(ii): ₹69,883 (c/f ).

Treble (i): ₹940 (25 tkts.), (ii): ₹1,613
(25 tkts.), (iii): ₹2,905 (34 tkts.).

Briar Ridge wins main event

S
tars such as Harman-
preet Kaur and Smri-
ti Mandhana feel the

women’s IPL could help
newcomers in making a
seamless transition from
domestic to international
cricket.

The inaugural women’s
IPL is set to be held in
March and some of the
country’s top players, from
national team captain Har-
manpreet to senior opener
Mandhana, are looking for-
ward to the event that will
also see participation from
overseas stars.

Speaking on a Star
Sports show, Harmanpreet
said, “The IPL will be a
great platform for players
that are really good, but
you know for them, inter-
national cricket is still so-
mething that they cannot
change their approach and
mind-set overnight.

“But in the IPL, when
they get a chance to play
against overseas players, it
will give them a platform,
they can play well, they
can understand what is in-
ternational cricket.”

“So, when they are play-
ing for the Indian team,
they will not face any extra
pressure, because right
now, the players that are
selected from the domestic
teams, sometimes I can see
that they are blank, they
are not able to understand
how to change their game

plan. To cut that gap, the
tournament will play a ma-
jor role.”

Smriti compared the
women’s IPL with leagues
such as The Hundred and
the WBBL and spoke about
how they have helped their
domestic players.

“All of women’s cricket,
I won’t say the Indian team
or the domestic set-up. We
keep talking about how it
will increase the bench
strength,” she said.

“But actually, the fact is
that it’s going to help the
domestic girls massively
because that sort of expe-
rience in playing in leagues
like this will get a lot of
things sorted for women’s
cricket,” Smriti said.

“Grassrootwise we have
seen how the Big Bash and
The Hundred have helped
Australia and England res-
pectively in their domestic
set-up as well as other
things.

“So, I’m actually really
happy, the Indian team will
benefit a lot from the wo-
men’s IPL, but it’s also go-
ing to benefit a lot of dom-
estic girls which I’m
looking forward to.” 

Batter Jemimah Ro-
drigues said the women’s
IPL would take the game to
the next level in India.

“The women’s IPL is go-
ing to change a lot of things
for women’s cricket in In-
dia. I think this is like the
best platform for us now
that we as an Indian team
have been doing so well in
all the major events like the
World Cup, the Common-
wealth,” Rodrigues said.

When they get a chance to play against overseas players, it will give them a platform, they can play well: Harmanpreet

CRICKET

‘WIPL would help youngsters
understand intl. cricket’ 

Press Trust of India
NEW DELHI

Step in the right direction: Harmanpreet and Smriti feel that the Women’s IPL would bridge the gap
between domestic and international cricket. AFP

India withdrew its bid on
Monday to stage the 2027
AFC Asian Cup with the All
India Football Federation
(AIFF) declaring that host-
ing big-ticket events is not

among its “strategic priori-
ties” at this juncture.

India and Saudi Arabia
were the only two coun-
tries left as bidders to host
the 2027 continental event
after countries such as Iran
and Uzbekistan pulled out
of the race in October.

AIFF withdraws bid
to host Asian Cup

Press Trust of India
NEW DELHI

The Indian Olympic Asso-
ciation (IOA) election,
scheduled on December
10, will only be for the four
Executive Council Member
positions from among
eight candidates, and for
the woman joint secretary
post, as the rest of the posi-
tions have unopposed
candidates.

As already announced,
P.T. Usha will be the presi-

dent. Ajay Patel will be the
senior Vice President. Raj-
laxmi Singh Deo and Ga-
gan Narang will be the vice
presidents. 

Sahdev Yadav will be the
treasurer.

The joint secretary will
be Kalyan Chaubey, while
the female joint secretary
post will see a contest bet-
ween Alaknanda Ashok
and Suman Kaushik.

Dola Banerjee and Yo-
geshwar Dutt will be the
Sportspersons of Out-

standing Merit (SOM) in
the Executive Council, fill-
ing up two of the six spots.

Amitabh Sharma, Bhu-
pender Singh Bajwa, Cyrus
Poncha, Harjinder Singh,
Harpal Singh, Parminder
Singh Dhindsa, Rohit Raj-
pal and Vitthal Shirgaon-
kar will fight for the four
other Executive Member
positions, as announced by
the Returning Officer
Umesh Sinha, at the end of
the withdrawal deadline of
candidates.

IOA election only for jt. secretary,
Executive Council Member slots

Sports Bureau
NEW DELHI

The results: 
Air pistol: Mixed team: 1.
Haryana (Sarabjot Singh, Manu
Bhaker) 16 (575); 2. Karnataka
(Divya TS, Imroz Ahmed) 4 (573);
3. ONGC (Amanpreet Singh,

Sarabjot Singh and Manu
Bhaker clinched the mixed
air pistol gold for Haryana,
as the duo outclassed Di-
vya T.S. and Imroz Ahmed
16-4 in the National shoot-
ing championships at the
Madhya Pradesh Academy.

The Haryana pair had
topped qualification with
575 and outplayed the Kar-
nataka team, which was
only two points away in the
first stage.

Amanpreet Singh and
Shweta Singh won the
bronze for Oil and Natural
Gas Corporation (ONGC)
and so did Arjun Singh
Cheema and Arshdeep
Kaur for Punjab.

Uttar Pradesh won the
junior and youth gold me-

dals through Anjali Chaud-
hary-Sagar Dangi and Sa-
hill-Sanskriti Bana.

Anjali and Sagar beat
qualification toppers Yash-
asvi Joshi and Abhinav
Deshwal of Uttarakhand
18-16. 

In the double trap com-
petition at the Dr. Karni
Singh Range in Delhi, Ajay
Mittal won the gold with
128 points as he beat his
younger brother and form-
er world champion, Ankur
Mittal, by two points.

Shaikh Mosin won the
bronze by winning the
shoot-off with four others,
Siddhartha Pawar, Anant
Shivam Pratap Singh, San-
gram Dahiya and former
national champion Mohd.
Asab, after being tied on
125.

Shweta Singh) 16, 4. Uttar
Pradesh (Yuvika Tomar, Ujjawal
Malik) 10 (571); 3. Punjab (Arjun
Singh Cheema, Arshdeep Kaur)
17 (572), SSB (Yogita, Vikram
Shinde) 11 (570).

Junior mixed team: 1. UP
(Anjali Chaudhary, Sagar Dangi)
18 (572); 2. Uttarakhand (Yashasvi
Joshi, Abhinav Deshwal) 16 (576);
3. Maharashtra (Samarth
Mandlik, Varidhi Amit) 16 (571),

Haryana (Palak Gulia, Sagar
Bhargava) 14 (567; 3. AP (Mukesh
Nelavalli, Naga Bhuvana) 17
(572), 4. MP (Hariom, Ankita
Prasad) 7 (565).

Youth mixed team: 1. UP (Sahil,
Sanskriti Bana) 16 (572); 2.
Maharashtra (Samarth Mandlik,
Krushnali Rajput) 6 (576); 3.
Punjab (Jashanpreet Singh,
Jasman Kelley) 16 (567), 4. Delhi
(Ishaan Jadhav, Naamya Kapoor)
6 (569); 3. MP (Yugpratap Ratgole,
Nancy Solanki) 16 (566), 4.
Rajasthan (Sandeep Bishnoi,
Anjali Shekhawat) 8 (570).

Double trap: Men: 1. Ajay Mittal
128; 2. Ankur Mittal 126; 3. Shaikh
Mosin 125 (6).

Junior men: 1. Vinay Pratap
Singh 124; 2. Gurshaan Singh 119;
3. Amogh Gyaneshwar 115.

Women: 1. Manvi Soni 100 (NR);
2. Prabsukhman Brar 91; 3.
Shreyasi Singh 88.

Junior women: 1. Manvi Soni
100 (NR); 2. Rajkuwar Ingle 86; 3.
Yeshaya Contractor 81.

Sarabjot and Manu take home mixed air pistol gold 
Sports Bureau
BHOPAL

A day to remember: Manu, second from right, and Sarabjot, right, with the runners-up Imroz and
Divya. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT 

The 2023 Indian track and
field season for men and
women opens with the Na-
tional Open throws meet at
the IIS, Bellary, Karnataka,
on March 1.

The Athletics Federa-
tion of India (AFI) released
its 2023 competition calen-
dar on Thursday and for a
change the Federation Cup
for seniors — normally con-
ducted in March or early
April earlier — will be held
in June this time, in
Bhubaneswar.

Adille Sumariwalla, the
AFI president, explained
that the 2023 domestic ca-
lendar has been prepared
with an eye on internation-
al competitions.

“We have many events
in which our athletes can

showcase the progress be-
ing made. The AFI is confi-
dent that Indian athletics
will continue to grow in the
right direction,” said
Sumariwalla.

The cross-country Na-
tionals, in Assam’s Kaziran-
ga National Park next
month, will be the AFI’s
first competition next year
and the junior inter-district
Nationals, which come
next, will be making a re-
turn after three years.

The AFI 2023 calendar: 

Jan. 7-8: Cross-country
Nationals (Assam); Jan. 12-14:
Inter-district junior Nationals
(Patna).

Feb. 14-15: Indian Open race
walking (Ranchi).

March 1: Indian Open throws
meet (Bellary); March 2: Indian
Open jumps meet (Bellary);
March 5-6: Indian Open 400m
meet (Thiruvananthapuram);

March 10-12: 18th Youth
Nationals (Udupi); March 20:
Indian Grand Prix-1
(Thiruvananthapuram); March
27: IGP-2 (Thiruvananthapuram).

April 2: IGP-3 (Bengaluru); April
10: IGP-4 (Bengaluru). 

May 15-17: Junior Federation
Cup (Tiruvannamalai, TN).

June 12-15: Senior Federation
Cup (Bhubaneswar); July 26-30:
Inter-State Nationals (Ranchi). 

Aug. 7: National Javelin Day (all
over India).

Sept. 10: Indian GP-5 (Patiala).

Oct. 11-14: National Open
(Jamshedpur); Oct. 29-31:
Under-23 Indian Open
(Chandigarh).

Nov. 4-7: Junior Nationals
(Chennai).

Zonal competitions: Oct.
15-17: North (Jammu &
Kashmir); Oct. 15-17: South
(Warangal); Oct. 17-19: East
(West Bengal/Nagaland); Oct.
17-19: West (Kota/Sri
Ganganagar, Rajasthan).

Track and field season begins
with National throws on March 1

Stan Rayan
KOCHI

The most eagerly-awaited
elections of the Table Ten-
nis Association of India
(TTFI) proved a damp
squib following the com-
promise between the two
groups.

Following a deal struck
after negotiations that end-
ed around 3 a.m. on Mon-
day morning, Meghna Ah-
lawat, wife of Haryana’s
Deputy Chief Minister and
outgoing president Dush-
yant Chautala was voted as
the president in exchange
of the eight-time former
National men’s singles
champion Kamlesh Mehta
taking over as the secre-

tary-general on Monday.
Even after the compro-

mise was reached and 59
members of the electoral
college lined up to vote,
both parties claimed to
have a majority.

Gujarat Home Minister

Harsh Sanghvi and candi-
date for presidentship was
absent since he was busy
with the polling for the As-
sembly in his home state.

Eventually, at the time of
counting in the evening,
only two victorious mem-

bers, Kamlesh Mehta and
Harish Kumar Kakkar, were
present.

Though the winners
were known by the after-
noon, the voting had to
take place since the Return-
ing Officer Justice Vineet
Saran was under the direc-
tion of the Delhi High Court
to submit a report of the
election ahead of the Court
hearing on Wednesday.

As a result, all the voters
arrived, armed with a
printed list of the ‘results’
of the election, and voted
as decided.

The new office-bearers (with
the number of votes polled
out of 59):
President: Meghna Ahlawat (57).
Senior vice-president (2): T.
Dhevanathan Yadav and Padmja
S. Menon (53 each).
Vice-president (8+1 reserved

for a woman member): Chetan
Gurung (54), P. Vishwanath Rao,
Raju Duggal (52), C. Gunalan (51),
Pramod Kumar Chaudhary,
Rupak Debroy (50), Purvesh B.
Jariwala (48), Passang Dorjee
Megiji (45) and Rinku Acharya
(54).

Secretary-general: Kamlesh
Mehta (56).

Treasurer: P. Nagender Reddy
(56).

Sr. joint-secretary: Harish
Kakkar (56).

Joint-secretary (4+1 reserved
for a woman member): Samar
Jeet Singh (51), B. B. Subba (50),
Saurabh Shukla, Rajive Ratan
Singh (49 each) and Alka Sharma
(elected unopposed).

Executive Committee (4+1
reserved for a woman
member): L. Sundaravaradan
(55), Pradeep Joshi, A. V.
Vidyadhar, Morangthem Bapin
Kumar (51 each) and Alka
Sharma (elected unopposed).

TTFI elections: Meghna, Kamlesh Mehta 
victorious as compromise candidates

Rakesh Rao
NEW DELHI

Kamlesh Mehta... the new secretary-general. FILE PHOTO

TABLE TENNIS

Tannu scored four goals as
Pritam Siwach Academy
beat Sashastra Seema Bal
5-0 in a league match of
the Nehru women’s hock-
ey tournament at the Shi-

vaji Stadium on Monday.

The results (league): 

Pritam Siwach Academy, Sonipat
(Tannu 4, Bharti Saroha) bt
Sashastra Seema Bal 5-0; Madhya
Pradesh Academy (Soniya Kumre
2, Pratibha Arya, Priyanka
Parihar) bt Steel Plants Sports
Board 4-0.

Tannu slots in four 
Sports Bureau
NEW DELHI
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